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dealers.

that the league
oi
conspirators in behalf
public welfare, against immorality and
violation of^laws, and in defence of then*
homes and tho character of their children.
‘And we are pleased to be able to say,’
he added, “that thus far our conspiracy
has been very successful." I dosing ha
littered a warning that whoever reopens

REFORM III RIDDEFORW.

You know her!

i

;

The Enforc emeiit League Holds An

I

Well

a
you know how popular she is
“tip topper.” The Cigar that is named
after her is way up too; as
good as the
name it bears.
Your dealer is anxious
to show it to you. Ask him for it.
—

—

She’s

Portland.

i;:;:;: :i
IF YOU SEE IT IN OUR AD

•

wide—good weight—make handsome
dresses—especially good for whole
suits—$ 1.25 per yard.
“Au-

tumn Cloth.”

Some Fancy Crepons also in brown and
black, as well as blue and black, green and
black and red and black,—in 8 yard patterns

Diagonals

or

$10.00 for the pattern.

in wide

and

the

Foss

,

ohurch.

Several other local pastors were
also present.
The principal address was delivered by
Rev. Dr. Small, formerly of Portland,
who eloquently and forcibly discoursed

nhuroh-£rner.

this afternoon

the

November 17.—The
which arrived
from

He said ho had triod

to rid himself of his appetite for
the very best material for travelling dresses
liquor, and that every morning before ho
left home, prayer was offered to the end
—excellent fcr suits and separate skirts—
that he might be kept another day from
temptation. But on his way to work he
in blue and in brown—50 inches, $1.00.
had to pass a rum shop and his inner
cravings overcame his weakened will,
or India Twills as com75 cent
with the result that he got^drunk and
had to be carted off from the saloon. In
monly called, ours are 45 inches wide, very
his opinion the man who sold the liquor
fine quality, and come in every shade
was wholly to blamo.
imagThis seller of grog was sought out and
inable.
with blame for causing the
confronted
But the saloon
young man’s downfall.
keeper proceeded to place the responsiHe
said
elsewhere.
the building
bility
was owned by the deacon of the church
purpose for
New Garnitures in jet and topaz, jet and whose knowledge of the
whioh this store was leased was equivaand
in
his
for
to
lent
sanction,
and
hunting
garnets,
jet and irridescent beads—$4 a
plaoe to lay the blame he should not
10 4)1 U.UU.
be overlooked.
The deacon had a different'story to tell.
Persian Bands in all widths—dark He blamed the officers
who are elected
rich colorings—the very newest fad in trim- and paid to enforoe the laws, and nobody
else should be held responsible for their
to 16.00.
failure tojfulflll their oaths.
Next the preacher interviewed offiboth municipal andfexeculive, but
Pearl
for
evening cers, all
contended that public sentiment
thoy
gowns in a number of new handsome effects is alone to blame for whatever condition
*
laws of any kind cannot be
that
exists
—$1.00 to $5.00.
enforced beyond the point sanctioned by
SLEEPING.
public sentiment, and every citizen is in
a
measure
responible for public sentiment.
in PullIn Effort to Secure a Reduction
all this
Hr. Small declared that after
man
Charges.
endeavor and its almost fruitless results,
he felt like
going home and getting a
cun of tea or something to keep him
Cliioago, November 17.—A paper here
He thon proceeded to
from fainting.
United
the railroads in the
voice a convincing and eloquent appeal lays: All
individual interest in the cause of states, using Pullman sleeping cars, are
for
novl8dlt
temperance in Biddoford and Saco. He cbout to present a petition to the Pullpraised the work of the enforcement nan go to have the prioe of the upper
SPECIAL. NOTICES.
league and urged his hearers to assist it
at
lowered
lerths in its sleeping ears
in its cause.
of Rev. J. L. Marsh,
Tho remarks
east 25 per oent.
who presided at the meeting, were ohiefly
company
The Pennsylvania Railroad
in reply to certain declarations contained
the Pullmans
las started the war against
in the recent epistles of Wm. A. Roberts
in reference to the closing of Biddeford’s
,nd a meeting of all the general passenger
The
hotel.
speaker quoted the claim igents of the road In the country using
that the hotel was opened last July with
to
hese cars will probably soon be oalled
the general understanding that it could
on the question.
action
final
a
run
at
ake
be
without
not
profit
selling
“Whoever was responsible for
liquors.
THE WEATHER.
such an understanding was guilty of violation and conspiracy against the law,”
Cleansed at Short
at
Mr.
Marsh.
He added his opinieolaered
Slight Raius.
d Hundreds of Clocks. More d
ion that Biddeford is large enough and
17.—Local forecast
to
have
a
November
Ilian
all
Hie
oilier
stores
0
enough
jnterprising
Boston,
temperance
0
hotel, but if it cannot have that kind or Monday:
Slight rains; followed by
combined.
We can show i
it might as well get along without one.
temperature; winds
stationary
air;
you any kind of a Clock
that the
He suggested
enforcement
to
westerly.
take
hold
of
the
matter
and
13
Preble
St.
assist
hifting
P
wish.
league
you
opp. Preble House.
in
the endeavor to have Hotel Thacher
Washington, November 17.—Forecast
Telephone Connection.
d Hundreds of Alarm Clocks d
reopened under a temperance manage- or Monday for New England: Showers,
ment.
11 95c to $3.00, all warrant- P
ollowed by generally fair in the southern
He ridiculed the recently
advanced
j_Winds shift,inff
ihreat of bringing suit ugainst the ened, 8 day, half hour, strike
--o
forcement league members for conspiracy ,o westerly with Increasing force.
Cathedral
Gong, black
the
iO injure
business of supposed liquor
enamel case Clocks, $3.50 P
I.ocal Weather Heport.
to $11.50.
looa
Portland, November 17.—The
American
Clocks. P
veather bureau office records as to the
hard

Serges,

NEW TRIMMINGS.
mings—$2,00
Trimmings

CHEAPER

I EASTMAN BROS.
IT’S SO.
4 BANCROFT.
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CLOCK

\

PIANO

j

STORE,

P
P
P

P

P

French Onyx Clock, $20.00

A

A

to
8

$35.00,

COVERINGS, &.c
Notice,

FOSTER’S

City DYE HOUSE,

day strike kitehen Clocks

\

Every

A

In

Clock Warranted.

all

Day!

?

only $3.00.

Clock

Thanksgiving

p

Repairing*
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branches

a

specialty.
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Season the Turkey Dressing
with Hay’s Fresh Herbs.
Use Salad Oil from Hay's.
Flavor the Pudding and Cakes
with

P

P

KENNEY,

TIjc

$

MONUMENT
nov8dtf

Jeweler,
SQUARE.

t
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$
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Prevented by

Cuticura

Soap

one

of

H. H. HAY & SON,
PHARMACISTS,

Middle

Street.

HURLED

TO THEIR DEATH.

weather are the following:
8 a. ill.—Barometer, 30,047; thermome38; humidity, 83;
‘ or 38.2; dew point,
vind, SW ; Velocity, 1; weather, cloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer. 29.823: thermomehumidity, 98;
er. 44.0; dew point, 43;
9;
weather,
velocity,
N;
vind,

;

because of disfigA SHAHED TO BE SEEN
A
is the condition of
uring facial lmmours
of the fact
thousands who live in ignorance
is to be found the
that in Cuticura Soap

purlpurest, sweetest, andmosteffectiveskin
world. For pimples,
fler and beautifier in the
skin,
red,
rough
blackheads, red and oily
fallhands with shapeless nails,dry, thin,and
ing hair,

it is

wonderful.

Sold thromfhout
1,
.*RT
**** A
7-ct. cujcu.

So*s,

the world. British depots F. N*WKing Edward-Bt., London. Potter

CosJh Sole Props., Boston, L. g. A.

Accident—The List of Those Who

CHAOTIC.

Their Lives.

Ceveland, November 17.—Up to 6 this
evening the bodies of 15 viotims of last
night’s catastrophe had been recovered,
this accounts for all but four passengers
to have been on the oar at the
known
it made its dreadful plunge from
time
Control viaduct
the
draw into the

Curahoga

Culpable Car elessness

of a Conductor to
Pays the Penalty with His Life—The
Motor-mail Jumped and Was Saved—A

16.—A
Cleveland, Ohio, November
(rightful aooident by whioh 13 people lost

their lives ocourred in the heart of the
city this evening.
Owing to the criminal and still nnexplanable oarelossnoss
of a street car eonduotor, a car well filled
with people took an awful plunge of
120 feet from the Central street draw of
the Central viaduct into the dark waters
of

Cuyahoga

The

river.

accident

occurred
The
at
7.35
o’clock.
oentral
viaduot
is
a
large stone
and iron structure which crosses the Vallej*railroad and Cuyahoga river,and oonneots Jennings’s avenue on the south side
With Central avenue on the east. The
bridge is 120 feet above the river. The

AGONIZING CHORUS

O^ SCREAMS

quiet. The oar
struck
upon a projection of piles in the
abutment beneath the draw ;then turning
and collapsing it fell into the river below, scattering its passengers in all directions and breaking the towlme between
and in an

instant all was

the tug and the schooner that were pass-

ing.
A few suppressed groans were heard by
the men who happened to be on the docks
below. The men from the bridge above
and from the dooks, who had witnessed
the accident, called to the men on the tug
to pick up the people, but only two pasand one a woman,
one a man,
sengers,
were resoued.
The news of the aooident spread rapidly, and in a few minutes a lire boat, six
ambulances, six dead wagons and a squad
if
policemen were on hand. The inman and woman were taken to the
hospital and the work of rescuing the
bodies was taken up. One by one they
were found and taken to undertaking establishments in different parts of the citv.
as Cleveland
has no morgue. The work
if
identification was extremely slow.
Late
at night when tho Southside resiients heard of the catastrophe, and when

jured

rrm-ir r-«
a. J-JL A'J X II

ittit

/-a-rrmra
1

cvno

-1 Ji'

the undertaking
jstablishments were telephonodjand visitseveral of the bodies
being identiid,
led before midnight. The police are on
;he loookout for the motorman and extra
of the city are
>fficers in
every part
lad not returned home,

river.

missing

The
Is

British Lion Restive Over
Turkish

verified list of

Problem.

\

The ren te

CENTS.

SIDE

OF IT.

Says That All Disorder Will IU
Ended.

16.—The
November
Washington,
Turkish Legation has received from the
Sublime Porte the following telegram
under yesterday’s Hate:
l’he Armenian rioters of Zeitoun and
Fersakh
Marash attaoked the villages of
of
and
of
Azirlon
Those
Bitehi.
Pias and
Tehokmerzemenk plundered
other Mussulman villages, killed a great
number of the inhabitants and set fire to
many houses. Measures were taken for

asjfollows:

the restoration of order.
“Advices from the Yali of Sivas are to
the effect that the arrest of the marauders
James McLaughlin, a base ball player.
WILL THE POWERS INTER- who camo for plunder had been accomHenry Meclenburg.
plished. Notwithstanding the false and
Edward
Hoffman, conductor on the
gratuitous news about the situation at
WEEK?
THIS
FERE
ill-fated oar.
Hadljin, order prevails there. The Vali
of Erzerum telegraphs that the commisMrs. John A. Sauernheimer.
the
sion appointed is
capital of the
Miss Bessie Davis, a school teacher.
vilayet as well as at Parsinler, with the
their
Harry W. Poster.
viow of finding and returning to
Miss Minnie C. Brown.
owners all articles lost during the recont
and
are
troubles, work with aotivity
Curt Lopehnd, or Clements, a pianist.
accomplishing good results. The Marshal
Mrs. A. A. Hoffman.
also
that a
Chakir Pasha telegraphs
Gertie Hoffman, 5 years old.
similar commission appointed at KhonHarvey Hoffman, 7 years old.
and restored to
near has already found
Mrs. Martha Palmer.
the owners many of the artioles that had
Marc Mottgen.
been
lost.
Augusta Sarinski.
“In order to put a stop to disorders in
Louis P. Huletz, a mail carrier.
some parts of Anatolia and to completely
MISSING.
secure public tranquility,
the Imperial
THE TRIPLE ALLIANCE IS SAID TO government has called to arms 128
Lottie Voth, Miss Martha Saurenheibattalions of the reserves, independently
of the contingents of
the Fourth
and
BE PRACTICALLY DEAD.
mor, B. C. Page, Matthew Gallagher.
D'n.ln i-L
A
nf
T?rw1(VQfO
Fifth oorps of the imperial army, and has
sent fresh orders, firm and peremptory,
the motorman in oharge of the car, was
to the valis and
military commanders
arrested, and was <iuetioned by the corothat quietness and peace should promptly
ner and polioe officials.
and
be
secured
He stated that'Conductor Hoffman gave
definitely
through the
himjthe signal |to go ahead. When asked Alarmist Views From An Italian States- application of treatment, equal and just,
toward all subjects without distinction of
as to how the conductor could have given
the “all right” signal in the faoe of the
man—English Ships Will Not Appear at race or religion. There is no doubt that,
thanks to the measures taken, order will
faot that the red light signal showing the
Turkish alinrflw )m roctni'cri nimpumlmna
Constantinople Alone—The
drawer open
was hung on the closed
“Besides, Samy Effendi, Councillor of
bridge gates, Rodgers replied.
View of the Situation—Eight Hundred
Abdullah Pashas,
State Saaddeain and
“Hoffman probably thought the draw
was just olosing instead of opening.”
Armenians Killed at Sivas—What Will generals of divisions Djemal Bey, memof
bers
the
after giving
coiumissionjof the staff, and
Rougers was released
Ibrahim Edhenr Bey and Hussein Ruehdi
the End Be?
bonds for $5000. Rodgers in an interview,
Effendi, councillors of the High Court of
said: “X stopped at the derailing switch
New York, November 17.—A London Appeals, were instructed to apply the
I saw the conduotor go
as I always do.
from
The
and military measures for,
administrative
the
Sun
to
roports
I watched him an d he gave me Special
says:
ahead.
public order.,)
the signal to come on. I did as directed Constantinople for the past five days have the maintenance of the
One part of these functionaries will go to
the motor one notch. As I
and gave
All those from
been most conflictiing.
Gumuchhane,
Baulhrt,
no
Trebfzond,
red lights I naturally thought
saw
the corre- Erzurum, Mongh, and Bltlis. The other
everything was all right. As I struck English sources, including
have will
visit
Sassun, Amassia,
Tokat,
the gates, I heard some one yell ‘jump.’ spondents of the London papers,
and
Malatia,
Sivas,
Manertalariz,
I
turned off the power as muoh as pos- been of the
description. On the Diarbefcir.
gloomiest
t
left
Constantinople
hey all
sible and jumped. After the car plunged
received from Paris and
those
commission
incontrary
As
for
the
yestorday.
into the river I ran down the bridge to
the Haymarket to notify the police and Berlin have been much more hopeful. stituted for the application of reforms,
then went to the docks and helped.”
There has been a tendency from the be- its work has already begun.”
thousand spectators gathered at
Five
of the crisis to paint the situaginning
of the accident this morning
the scene
PROGRAMME.
SALISBURY’S
this
colors in
blackest
in
the
tion
was
bodies
for
the
when searoh
missing
The truth may justify this Some of tlie Measures that Will Come Up
A diver was employed by the country.
resumed.
street car company to assist in the search view. The belief is certainly widespread,
in Parliament.
and after he “bud,been at work.two hours
both in England and
Italy, that the
on the
bottom, the body of Mail Carrier
A. J.
November 16.—Mr.
London,
means
was brought to the sur- powers will actively interfere by
Louis Hulets
Balfour made five speeches in Glasgow on
face.
of their untied fleets within the next few
Thursday, but he contrived to avoid
About 10, the diver came to the surface
days.
the
with
a
handful of woman’s hair. He
the slightest reference to
making
This eventuality has been thoroughly
that the body was held dwon by
said
government’s programme at the coming
truoks and that in tryiugs to pull it out discounted in the stock market and elsesession" Sir Michatl Hioks-Beaoh, chanhe
pulled the hair out. The body is where, and the effects of such a move
cellor of the
of Miss Martha
to be that
exchecquor, speaking at
thought
serious in financial
are not likely to be
Saurenheimer
Bristol,
vagueW
promised the earliest
10.30 the river man reported to centres.
About
consideration of measures for the
possible
It is impossible to regard without some
the
police that the body of a little girl
relief of the agricultural depression.
Four bridge
was floating under the Big
suspicion, however, the English arguat
TawSir Robert Peel in a speeoh
at
South Water street. The body was
almost
to
amount
which
public
lodged against tho piles and was fright- ments,
declared that the government inmorth,
interoi
nnnieuiate
fully mangled, but was identified as the clamor, in iavor
tended to consolidate and take over all
ference. Thus the Times tiday winds up
body of Geitie Hoffman.
The
work of
searching for the four a pessimistic, even hopeless, leader upon mortgages on land by lending money to
bodies will be resumed tounreoovered
thus
three
at
landlords
per cent,
the Turkish situation with the words.
morrow.
as
enabling them to save two per cent,
elements
ail
the
Patrick Loonev. the onlv nassenzer of
that
“We oan ouly say
most landlords have been obliged to raise
ill-fated car taken from the water of an
The
the
cent.
soherne,
explosion are present and that the loans at live per
OU XAUUC1V) mw tuo
alive, is still at the hospital in a critical
du^uiu
fall among the powder at.'any HuUUiUIUK uu
condition. He has not regained conscious- spark3 may
of several of the ministers.
if
to
be
lost
is
no
time
There
moment.
ness.
The Westminster Gazette describes the
The most plausible story regarding the the intervention of Europe is to remove measure as a landlord cabinet's
bill.
salvathe disaster, is the removal of this
cause of
a bill would certainly be the
Such
to the
source of peril
permanent
circuit breaker which was replaced
whoso
the
landowners
of
tion
many
of tho nations.”
by the derailing switch about two weeks peace
proDerties are heavily mortgaged, but it
continental
the
which
was
broken
The
the
oirouit
the
Government's full
question
Formerly
would reauiro
ago.
the
several hundred feet from the swinging countries will ask is, Does suoh language majority of 150 to pull it through
*
•
portion of the viaduct, whenever the
British House of Commons.
a pnblio demand
upon
represent
Home
draw was open. According to a new conSir Mathew White Ridley, (be
on the
or is it an attempt
government,
to
was
which
of
trade
constantly set,
trivance,
Secretary, promised a deputation
derail a oar it was neoessary for the car part of that government to create the unionists a few days age that the Govern-'
an
to stop and the oonudctor would set the
introduce
would
ment
of
employers’
of
its
policy
necessary publio support
“doraiior”and signal the motorman to go
liabilty bill, giving workmen compensaintervention?
ahead. This prooedure was enacted last immediate
tion for evory accident that befell them
in
some quarters
assumed
been
has
It
the
had
so
covas
raiu
and
misty
in the course of their labors, with the
night,
ered the glass in the vestibule, the motor- that United States shitis of war
will Tory’s favorite nulifylng clause enabling
man claims to have been unable to see
in the naval demonstration workmen to contract themselves out of
the danger lights, depending solely upon participate
under the bill.
to take place about a every right
the conductor’s signals. As tho conduct- which ii5 oxpected
These measures witn an Irish land bill,
or went down to death with the
car, It week henoe. It has been suggested—and form the fixtures lor the session. The
will never bo known what caused him to the wish is certainly father to the thought Ministers desire to postpone for another
education
fail to see the lights or to know that the
denominational
the
—that the danger to American mission- year
bridge was open. G. K. Brenner, capinduce tho United States to trouble.
asked
tain of the bridge, was standing at the aries may
At.
P.
More.
J.
Robert
recently
is all
take the first overt action, which
car
to introduce legislation
guard gates at the time the
to secure “the downfall the Government
is
that
ueoessary
He saw the conductor
car approached.
at the next session of Parliament to preof the Turkish government in Europe. A
Lord
run ahead and signal the motorman to
American vent gambling injwheat futures.
of force by the two
display
The
oar was going seven miles
refused to takee any
prooeed.
to Levant waters, Salisbury, in reply,
now eu route
vessels
the gates.
He
an hour when it struck
action, on the ground that it was immanner
would solve the problem in the
made no attempt to hold the gates, and
possible to distinguish the gambling from
that England would like to see it solved.
had
have
been
carried
down
if
it
would
the ordinary commerccial transactions.
There would be no more hesitation on
him
not been for a ohuru who
dragged
if
the
Powers
of
the
of
the
any
part
he
Just as the lights went out
aside.
States, which is the only govern- The Russian Bear to Rule in Sultan’s Stead
saw tho people rush to the front of the United
ment
having no selfish interests involved,
car and heard a girl
scream, “Oh,
my
St. Petersburg, November 17.—Russian
the responsibility even of.protake
in
the situation
Ho says the car did not turn would
declare
God.”
newspapers
The
citizens.
diplomatic
own
its
to an
aoute
The moment the acoi- tectiug
muoh in falling.
in Italy is becoming more and Turkey is rapidly drifting
position
that will inevitably culminate in
dent became noised about last
night, more
interesting as the movement gains phase,
the
and abolishment of
undertakers hurried to the docks with
in favor of deserting tho Triple the disruption
strength
in
an
The Novoe
aud
unseemly
Ottoman
their wagons
engaged
power in Europe.
with
in favor of a partnership
Alliance
In one instance
“We are glad to observe
wranale for tho corpses.
England. Thore is much significance in Vremiasays:
tho head of a body was on one stretcher the
this week by the English becoming accustomed to the
words,
spoken
following
establishment
and employes of another
Italian not distant prospect of Russia’s occupycries Senator Visconti Vensti, formerly
ing Constantinople for that must be the
pulled the feet on their stretcher aud
Minister of Foreign Affairs:
from the crowd had no
issue of the Eastern question.”
i>t “shame”
“The situation in Europe now is more ultimate
aifeot.
serious than at any moment since 1670.
If
The actual position is most critical.
Gardiner Klated.
WORSE AND WORSE.
European war be averted,it will he only
November 17.—People In
Gardinor,
The diplomatists
have
by a miracle.
the Gardiner are elated over the prospect of
very little to save us from
30,000 People Said to Have Been Massa- lone
The the new shoe factory being started here.
of a general conflagration.
cred Since tlie Porte Accepted the Scheme danger
great Powers show no anxiety savo to The board of Trade have received offers
to
the
United
States.
of lieform—A Hint
prepare for war, and obtain each its share
No Power has from Massachusetts shoe firms to lasters
jf the Turkish heritage.
be accepted a
(ret ventured to case overt action, Decause here, one of which will
17.—The Daily
November
London,
others liberal
uncertain as to the oourse that
was subscribed by tbe
guarantee
Nows publishes a despatch irom uoustan- would follow, but all are pressing
fortbe
for the
purpose during
liuople dated November ltj, saying the ward so determinedly that tne prospect of citizens
more
is
eaoh
oertain.
summer.
war
beooming
day
the
most serious anxiety prevails and
[f anything would make the more belligsituation is becoming worse. The govern- irent
of those Powers hesitate
in their
neut is obtaining a rucord of the bouses
lourse it would be the Triple Alliance,
live.
no
This action but this alliance gives
n wliich Armenians
sign of life.
it exists no
towns Jno may even say that
lauses alarm, because in several

Message.

Washington, November 17.—The Turkj sli
legation here reoeived today a telethe Sublime Porte, saying:
s frum from

The safety of missionaries is completey assured. Our previous telegrams|have
are renewed as
.1 ready shown this but
a supposed massacre
,causations about
The reported unpleasantg ,ro groundless.
the Grand Vizier and Mr.
, less between
lerrell, the American minister, resulting
f rom a supposed note of the latter, which
a 8 a *n at ter of fact was never sent to his
v
£ lighness, is also groundless.

England Would Like to Have Uncle
Sam Fire the First Shot.

II fVII

11C

iearohlng for him, but thus far he has
lot.been apprehended.
Among the identified up to midnight ivhere
tre:

Sauerheimer and Mrs.
rohn Sauerheimer, her sister-in-law, of
i54 Merohant avenue.
ain.
and
John Hoffman, tho conductor,
maxiMean daily thermometer, 42.0;
<
Durt Sephehne, a 16-vear-old bov, who
mum thermometer, 47.0: minimum there
of
velocity
momoter, 36.0; maximum
iad a tioket in his pocket from London,
wind, 13, sotuheast; total preoipitation, Janada to Viet or
ip B. C.
1.25.
Bessie Davis, a sohool teaoher of Noyes
The Fortes

Intelligence from Scene of the Ter-

rible

dead and

Miss

Martha

_

Use Sea Moss and Gelatine
from Hay’s.

Hay’s Fine Cigars.

Me

rAUIAL I

Hay’s Extracts,

Treat your guests to

P
A.

COVERS, Draperies

5

Onyx
$12.00 $33.50.

IP

SLIPPERS,

LACE CURTAINS,

P
P

P

P

GLOVES,

Furniture

P Forest

P
P
P

P
P

| BOOTS,

THIRTEEN PEOPLE ARE

and Maoeo the leaders, have been draw
was open
for a tug drawing a
1 .ought by the Spanish government, and schooner
which
was about to pass benoney for them is now in Havana.
neath the bridge.
as usual the gates
In previous re volutions the leaders of
were olosed on both sides of the drawer
jinsurrectionists were bought.
and
were
danger lights
displayed
to guard against
acoidents. An electric
THE LATEST CANDIDATEcar was seen coming along from the east
•George
31. Russum Suggested for the towards the south side, but Capt Charlos
Brennan, who had charge of the bridge,
Maryland Senatorshlp.
had no thought of danger, as the usual
had been observed. The car
precautions
Baltimore, Md., November 16.—The
was one of the Cedar and Jennings ave(pontest over the United States
senatorship nue branch of the
big consolidated line
iis getting decidedly more vigorous and
and had 15 passengers, a conductor and
tthe friends of the different aspirants are
motorman aboard. At what is knoWh as
fpagerly pressing their favorites’ claim on
some
200 feet
the “derailing switch”
£ill influential Republicans.
from the.draw, conductor mechanically
A new candidate is Mr.
George M.
alighted, as is the custom of all conduc]Russum
of
Caroline county.
Mr.
tors at this point, to see if ail was right.
JRussum’s
name
has frequently
been
oar came to a standstill and the
The
1mentioned
in
oonneotion with
the
waited for orders. The conmotorman
sienatorship, although he has made no
for some unaccountable reason,
ductor
astatement
an
ambition
to
concerning
see the red signal of danger on
failed to
6suoceed Mr. Gibson,
but to The
Star
the olosed gates; or,perhaps,oustom made
cjorrespondent this morning Mr. Russum
and he signalled to the
him careless,
slaid that he
had decided to beoome a
motorman, John Rogers, to oorne ahead.
sandidate, and was prepared to make a
The motorman turned on the electric
6spirited contest.
the conductor jumped aboard
current,
Mr. Russum is the most
prominent the oar and at a considerable
speed the
j awyer on the
eastern
shore,
being oar
issociated with Mr. George F. Massey of
Delaware ns counsel for the PennsylNEARED THE DEATH TRAP
vania
Railroad company In
matters
feet from the drawer, it dawned
A
few
its
lines
in
the
iffeting
Maryland and
Delaware peninsula.
He will have the upon
the motorman that it was open.
packing of the Pennslyvania railroad, With a speed born of desperation, he
ind, while the eastern shore Republicans
threw the handle and applied the brakes.
ivill support the aspirants
from
their
particular counties, still they
will
un- The bridge captain,,seeing the approachloubtedly, unite on Mr. RusBum, should ing car, shouted like a madman, but it
;heir won favorites bo overthrown.
availed nothing. The oar was already
Captain William D. Burohanal of Kent
the downgrade to the draw and the
on
in
is
town
to
boom
Mr.
:ounty
trying
on the slippery
Dhas. T. Westcott of Kent.
Captain brakes would not hold
Burohanal is loua In his
denunciations rails.
The
motorman, realizing his
pf any movement to ignore the" eastern
the precious cargo he
shore law, and is prepared to fight, tooth danger, forsook
ind nail, the boom of any aspirant hali- was hauling, and with a wild cry leaped
ng from the west side of the bay.
off
the front platform, ran down the
Mr. William x. Maister s mends
are viaduct
to Central avenue and disapfor
that
nominaolamoring
gentleman’s
peared in the da kness. Two mare passenim- gers
tion, and declare that should it be
jumped off the rear platform and
possible to bring it about, they will sup- esosaped death as by a miraole.
or any candidate other than
Westoott
The car reached the olosed iron gates
port
The Maister and, in an instant, the crash of snapping
Congressman Wellington.
men are still smarting under what they iron and breaking glass was heard.
Tnis
regard as the shabby treatment accorded alarmed the conductor, who had stepped
in
ibe
heir man
fight for the Republi- inside and he was seen to make a dash
can nominations for governor and mayor
for the rear door, but too late.
if Baltimore, and the s rongest opposiA second later the car swayed on the
cion the Wellington boom is
likely to edge of the awful spaco, and topped over.
There was an
encounter will come from them.
< romez

the

a

1 avail a

on

had among the
j lassengers some prominent persons from
(
Juba, where they learned that Campos
] las instructed his men not to fire upon
, he insurgents If it could be avoided, an
■ccount of the purdiase price now pendj ng
between Spain and
the
Cuban
j eaders.
It is told by a olose friend
of
( Jampos and understood by
the
powers
j hat be, in Havana, that the insurreotinn
, fill
come to an immediate tod, as Doth

The largo audionce was addressed by
three local clergymen, Rev. Dr. A. K. P.
Small of.the Adams street Baptist church,
Rev. J. L. Marsh of the Sdco Unitarian
ohuroh and Rev.D. T. Call of the Advent

to lie

medium wale—

teamor

Fla.,
Olivette,

Tampa,

tailed the result of his personal endeavor
to follow out the various lines leading
to the sale of intoxicating liquors with
a view to locating the responsibility.
A few Sundays ago in Saco City Hall,
at a mass meeting held under the league’s
auspices, Rev. J.F. Rhoades, pastor of
the Universalist church, told of having
seen a Biddeford man arrested and shackled in the very doorway of a rum shop
in his intoxicated state he had
where
fallen; he was hustled off to jail^by a
officer
and no questions asked repolice
garding the cause of the prisoner's condition.
Dr. Small went home from that meeting determined to make a study of the
problem suggested.He hunted up the man
whose
arrest had been described and
asked him who was to blame for the
street scene in question. The man proved

50 inches

—$1.25 per yard

Steamer

street Methodist
church.
John P. Kelley, chairman of the executive committee and chief snetter nu
In

Comes from People
Olivette at Tampa.

The News

sellers to shirk responsibility for
the violation of the prohibitory law and
to charge publio sentiment with blame
for apathetic enforcement. He then de-

These are the names of
cloths we have in these colorings.

the River.

Tragic and Singular Accident.
Spanish Government Bought the
Allegiance of the Insurgent Leaders ?—

liquor

“ANITA.”
“AUTUMN.”

A Cleveland Electric Car Dashed Into

TURKISH

ECOVERING.THEIDEAD.

Latest

Lost

las the

PRESS.]

subject of personal responsibiliHe spoke of the general inclination
of the offioers, liquor sympathizers and

combination much songht after in Dress

Ask for the “Anita Cloth” and the

THE

ty.

Goods this Fall.

new

TO

perance meeting under the enforcement
league’s auspices was held this afternoon

on

BROWN AND BLACK

two

Account of

making.

ITS SO.

a

Cuba Say the Leadeis
Have Been Bought.

in attendance and was expected to speak,
but just having recovered from a threatened attaok of pneumonia, he refrained
from aotive participation in the speech-

John W. Perkins & Co.,

is

Small’s Interesting

R

THREE

DEAD.

Rumors from

Biddeford, Novorubor 17.—Another tem-

j

__

Investigations.
fSPECIAL

M. Foster & Co,

*

—Dr.
His

i

Manufacturers, New York.
Distributing Agents,

Rev. Dr. A. K. P. Small Principal Speaker
—Other Clergymen Address the Meeting

1895._ISgffa^’iffrggg} _PRICE

18,

SOLD THEIR CAUSE.

L,

beauty!

a

NOVEMBER

-rar*

■
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FLUKED TO DEATH.

admitted

Hotel Thaoher
must abstain from thfl
.ale of intoxicants, or he will find that
.hero is a conspiracy on the
part of the
snforcement league to cause him to manige the hotel in accordance with law.
Rev.
D. T.
Call, the last speaker,
briefly dismissed the enforcement ques;ion.
Another meeting will be held IB
Saco City Hall next Sunday.

LARGE AUDIENCE EVIDENCED
GREAT INTEREST.

A

He

members are

other Meeting.

Arville

MAINE, MONDAY MORNING

PORTLAND,

33.

PRESS.
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itreet, 19 year’s old.
Henry W. Mecklenberg, tailor,

58 Mary
treet,38 years old.
Larry W. Foster, clerk at the Root &
doBride Company, 51 Mentor avenue, 25
’oars old.
James MoLaughlin, printer, 7 Trow-

j >ridge

have
massacres
ocourred, the
of Armenians had previously been
Several
narked.
leading Armenian
nerchants have sought and receive
S?
sholter in the houses of Europeans.
rouses

missionaries at Bitliz
the American minister,
isking him to procure from the Porte,
m escort to taae them and families to
V7an. It is estimated that 20,000 persons
lave been massacred since the aooeptance
iv the sultan of the soheme of reform.
on
The Daily News in ’’an article
‘America and the Turk. says that the
itself
to
redress
is
asserting
World
New
Old World.
The
die balance of the
is hard to
ethargy of European powers
should
know
■xplain. It is well Turkey
diat there is a great nation beyond the
Atlantic that will not allow the blood of
ts sons to bo shed with impunity.
The American

lave

telegraphed

street, 85 years old.
Sorenger ind George Ross are
1 he men who
No lives were lost by the stranding of
jumped, off the platform
’at Rooner was taken out of the river
steamer Braganza, which
he British
•live,but badly injured.
j: an into thejrocks near Deixos, Portuga,
! John

longer.

“The Triple Allianoe was formed for
;ho maintenance of European peace. Yet
rt this moment when peace, for the first
;ime, is seriously meanced, it says and
loes nothing.
Nay, more, each allied
to
inits
power is acting according
iividuai views, its own interests, its own
imbitione. What this means Is only too
;loar to me.
If Europe should get out of
its present difficulties others will follow,
more
serious with the
Triple
perhaps
the European
lUliance dissolved and
•quilibrium thus toppled over. The great
tho
feel
bound to increase
Powers
irmaments, and that will inevitably
war
end to light the way to a goneral
nore terrible than anything with which
we are threatened today.
“We place our reliance on England, the
A cream of tartar baking powder
It is our
mly sincere friend of Italy.
luty to preserve that friendship jealously, Highest of all in leavening strength
States
ind every Italian should earnestly wish —Latest
Government.
United
continued power and prosperity to our Food
Iteport.
our
As
to
and
honest
friend
ally.
good
ither so-called allies wo must leave them
Royal Baking Powder Co.
”
:o their destinies.
106 llijll St., I’. V
_

Coburn taking the former’s
fails in trying for a goal—B. H. S., slightly,
! 16; P. H. S., 0.
place and Stetson going in at quarter.
footJordan gains twelve yards on the kick -Both teams seemed inclined to play
! off. Knaide and Hunt both fail to gain ball rather than “scrap.’* Bowdoin com! and Conners kicks to Sullivan on Bau- plained of the Bates team being inclined
everything
i gor’s fifty yard line. Robinson gains two to hold but aside from that
Aside from the delay at
yards in two trials and Underwood punts was friendly.
tho openiug of the game and the frequent
twenty-five yards to Hunt, who is
indowned by Devine before he can run. In interruptions, the game was a very
The result was
three successive criss-crosses Snow and teresting one to watch.
never indoubt after the first few minutes.
Crowley mako 37 yards. Sullivan tackles
Gilman and Hunt make If the game had been started as adver-

|

FOOTBALL FORTUNES.

1IOOSE ISLAND HERMIT.

man

j

Portland High Distinguished Itself
at

Bangor Saturday

MH1W

RULES.

JUDGE LYNCH

THE FIRE FIEND.

Is Now Iiagiug in the Far Off Califor- He Holds Sway Even in tlie State of
nia Hills.
Maryland.

Uncle John Cusiie lias Sold Some
Land.

Tli© Loss to Lands and

Buildings

Is

Im-

A

mense-Frightened

Handlers
Turn
Cattle Loose to Save Tlieir Lives—Miles
of Snowsheds Doomed.

House

and 'Asks

Nose

Cutting Her With

and

Bangor, November 16.—The Portland
and Bangor High School boys played a
rattling good game here today and it resulted in a tie, 16 to 16, as good as a
victory for Portland under all the circumstances. The Portlands are a happy crowd

and
seven
wood repeats and makes
Robinson six and then seven and soores
Underwood
Portland's first touchdown.
fails in trying for the goal—B. H. S., 16;
P. H. S., 4.

suape.
As for individual
pick the favorites.
guuu

Douglass were as good, both defensive
and offensive, as any on the Bates team.
The Bowdoin ends, who have made such
Gilman kicks off and time is called.
a good reputation this season,
had little
seven
chance to show their mettle. Bates premakes
In the second half Allen
to
“buck
the
line.”
The two
ferring
yards on the kick off and is hurt. Ander- teams were very
evenly mat bed in
son takes his place.
Bangor now holds weight.
The teams played as follows:
four downs, but Portland causes Bangor to

are
tonight and their friends in Portland
a
sup>posed to be equally happy. It was
great victory.
next three atlose three yards in the
five minutes' past three
about
At
Griffeth
ball.
the
and
recovers
tempts
onto the
Captain Sullivan led Portland
makes fifteen and slips as he tries to
Portland
the
of
cheers
the
amid
field
dodge MoCann. Robinson is slightly hurt
crowd, which was on the east side line. and
Sullivan moveslto half back, AnderPortland was quickly followed by Bangor
son to quarter and Welch comes in at
preliminary
and both teams took the
tackle.
Sullivan and Underwood make
warmin g up. The wind was quite strong

from the north.
The game resembled many other Portland-Bancror contests, in that both sides
In the first
gained ground so readily.
half Portland had no opportunity to show
her offensive play until the very last and
the gains made then showed the wearers
of the blue that their time was coming.
When Bangor had the ball they played
rapidly and their rushing was very fine.
In spite of Bangor's score it can be truly
said that Portland played snugly on the

■defense, Bangor

backs

running

never

clean holes but making fighting
gains on weight. Many of Bangor’s ends
oan be attributed to holding particularly
Chapman
in Bangor’s criss-oross play.
and Devine certainly showed for another

through

time that they are more than all right.
Crowley played well and Snow gained
ground often. Allen did some brilliant
tackling and both taokles kept in the
well.
Hussey kept the giant
Gilman in bounds and made one of the
Gilman gained
largest runs of the day.
lots of ground for Bangor, both he and
Portland’s
Conners running very hard.
backs started well and found their holes.
One
All of them made brilliant gains.

plays

of the prettiest plays of the day was made
Portland had the ball
by Underwood.
Underon Bangor’s four yard line and
wood made a running dive, clearing the
the line.
his play of two years

heap and coming down

aoross

■■

bU

«

UD

SULLIVAN

on

his first attempt

and made

splendid

gains right through the game.
took the north goal with the wind.
At S.14 Underwood’s kick to Bangor’s
twenty yard line, is caught by Jordan,
who gains ten yards. Knaide makes five
yardsjthrough right tackle and Hunt
and

*

Eastman,
Spear,
Bates (captain),
Coburn-French,
Libbey,

Wright

K. 1

Hansom

O. E. Hanscom

Hoag

o.
r. g.
r. t.
r- e.

Stetson-Moulton,

Bruoe
Cutts
Burrill

q. b.
1. b.
r. h.
f. b.

MacMillan,
Stanwood,
Clarke,

10.
P. H. S
Locke makes ten yards in the kick off
Portand Underwood follows with six.
play.
land is awarded ten for offside
Sullivan gains fifteen and then loses one.

Douglass (oapt.)

Nason

Pu'sifer

Hinckley

Bates.

Other

Sullivan and Griffeth rush it
ten yards.
and
to the five yard line
takes it over and kicks thj goal—B. H.
S., 1*4 P. H. S., 16.

Games.

At Ithaca—Cornell, 6; Brown, 4.
New York—Yale,
At
26;
Orange
Athletic Association, C.
At Williamstown
Dartmouth,
10;
Williams, 5. Dartmouth wins the pennant in the triangular league.
At Hartford—Wesleyan, 4; Trinity, 6.
At New Haven—Yale
Freshmen, 40;
Columbia Freshmen, 0.
At Philadelphia—Harvard Freshmen,
12; Pennsylvania Freshmen, 4.
—

Hussey is taken back and gains seventeen
by Chalmers, being beautifully tackled
by MoCanu. Griffeth makes"”sight and
McCann
then Bangor holds for downs.
fubles and Portland gets the boll again.
Underwood, Griffeth and Sullivan gain
Well and Portland works her last year’s
trick to pull Bangor offside and it brings

IX CHICACO.

j

Underwood!

A Paper There

Says

It Will Get Con-

vention.

It ia now so dark that it is difficult to
makes Joseph H. Stanley Said to Have Engag^l
Sullivan

distinguish the men.
fifteen yards from

kiokoff, Chapman
gains six and Griffeth gets round tho end
Portland fumbles and
for twenty-five.
Bangor gets the ball. Time is
PORTLAND.
Devine,
De

Claybrook,

Hussey,

e.

r.

t.
g.

r.

Gulliver,

oalled

Jordan
Snow
McCann

umpuD,

ituwiuBuu,

"*•

Linemen. Bussell, Bowdoin, and
35
lime of halves,
Merrill, M. S. 0.
Attendance, 1,300.
minutes eaoh.

BOWDOIN

din-

Chioago,

November 17.—A paper here

tain to get the next Republican ConvenThe
letter was
sent to Wm.
tion.
a
warm personal friend of exO’Dell,
Cbairman Manley, and was written from
week ago. Manley has
Orloans a
been making a tour of the Western and
Southern states and passed through Chicago a month or six weeks ago,and while
here,conferred with several of|the Illinois
v ho feel kindly toward the Canleaders
dida cy of Mr. Reed. The quest of bringing the convention to Chicago, was next
to the discussion of Mr. Reed’s chances
for nomination and one of t^he most important questions brought forward.

New
Hunt
Knahle
Conners

S. C.

_______

lIaaAn..a..4ai-c_A

‘‘Joseph H. Manley, ex-chairman of the
Republican National Committee, has
Crowley written to Chicago to engage 30 rooms
Chalmers for ‘Reed headquarters’ at the National
Hickson
Republican Convention. Mauley’s letter
Hunt
that
Chicago is practically cerGilman means

o.

DUWUUJU.

Raail

nificant Fact If True.

says:

Score, Bangor High School, 16; Portland High School, 16. Touchdowns, GilSullivan,
man, 2; Crowley, Robinson,
Goals from touohdowns,
Underwood.
2.'
Underwood,
Referee,
Gilman, 3;
VYorU,

WAnma

BANGOR.

v
r.

now

The line up:

on account of darkness.

The

BANGOR WON'THE TOSS

L e.
1. t.
1. g.

Score, Bowdoin, 22; Bates, 6. Referee,
touchdown and C. D. Clark, Tufts ’95.
Umpire, W. B.
round Crowley for a
Brown ’91.
Linesmen, M. S.
Underwood kicks the goal—B. H. S., 16; Perry,
and
Mr. Hayden,
Bowdoin,
Coggan,

V-

jru/uouu

Stearns,
Murphy,

RUNS THIRTY YARDS

i_3

IllglliJ

team.
the
of
work
the
with
On Bangor’s grounds on a wet field,
without the support of an enthusiastic
crowd, with the score 16 to 0 against
a
their sand
lost
them they never
moment, but pulled the game out by
Grifleth ran 23 yards
splendid rushing.

BOWDOIN,BATES.

Griffeth makes twelve and
small gains.
then nine after Sullivan has made eleven.

Sullivan duplicated
r. g.
Locke,
ago and ran round Crowley thirty yards Allen-Anderson-Weloh,
1.
t.
for a touchdown.
1. e.
Portland is extremely fortunate to have Chapman,
Sullivan-Anderson,
are
substitutes who
right up to the
q. b.
Anderson Robinson-Sullivan,
standard of the regular lnen.
r. h. b.
and Welch, who replaced Robinson and
1. h. b.
Portland Griffeth,
Allen, both played strongly.
f. b.
Underwood,
i.:. -ti
UUgJJU

playing, it is hard to
Perhaps Bruce and

A MURDERED

PRIEST.

WINS.

Lads from Brunswick Defeat the Spindle City Boys.

Found Dead Near Railroad Tracks in Missouri.

Bowdoin and Bates fought it out for
Desoto, Mo., November 17.—The body
the foot ball ohampionship of Maine at of a German Roman Catholic
priest,
the Deering grounds Saturday afternoon. named A. P. Van Antwerp, was found
The weather was too warm for hard play- yesterday, in a pool of blood, beside the
ing but just about right to attract a large Iron Mountain railroad tracks at BushConners
adds five on the other sida
crowd, fully 1100 having been present. berg, Missouri.
takes
bucks the line for five and Snow
Bates hid beaten Colby by a score of 10 g There was a wound over one of his eyes
Hunt makes
four around the right end.
Bowdoin's two efforts against the and his pockets had been rifled.
to 0.
The
runs
five on the shoot play and Snow
same eleven resulted in 6 to 0, and 6 to 0,
Our
was formerly connected with
priest
around the end for seven. Conners bucks
At one
From these scores it was Lady of Help parish. Detroit.
in her favor.
in
St.
Louis
the
was
instructor
the oentre for a short gain and Hunt fails
he
time
figured by the Bates’ supporters that university. It is thought the muder was
Gilman makes
to gain around Devine.
of
a good chance
their team stood
committed by tramps.
and
Conners
two yards and Knaide,
It was very evident
the game.
winning
Hunt each make the same around the
that
HENRY WATERSON’S TRIP.
off
as soon as the teams started
ends and through the center.
Chapman Bates was outclassed.
While her team
Gilman
taokles Knaide for no gain.
fast Going Abroad to Write a Life of Abrabam
a pluoky game it was not
and played
breakes the line for two and Hunt
Lincoln—He Will View the Career of the
the
with
to
keep up
enough an article
Snow try the ends for a net gain of five
Martyred President from the ex-ConfedOnly at one
Bowdoin style of game.
yards. Gilman takes four through the time did Bates gain ground at all sucerate’s Standpoint.
center and Hunt buoks left tackle for a
That was at
cessfully against her rival.
Snow
and
Conners,
short advance.
half when
Washington, November 17—The popular
the beginning of the seoond
Conners bring about three yards and the
she scored her only touohdown by a very interpretation put upon the projected trip
ball
just inside our five yard line. close play whioh gave indication of un- abroad of Henry Watterson has been that
Gilman makes the distanoe and Bangor
the distinguished editor was in need o
air holding.
Gilhas scored in six minutes of play.
This turns out not ti
the a protracted rest.
was very unfortunate that
It
man kicks a goal—B. H. S., 6; P. H. S.,
Mr. .Watterson is going to
managements of the two teams could not be the case.
0.
Abraham
a
life of
the Europe to write
have selected their officials prior to
Snow catches the kick off on his twelve
com- Lincoln.
He will take his family with
hour scheduled for the game to
yard line and advances the ball thirteen mence. This negleot caused a delay of him, and seek a retreat in some quiet
yards. Conners barely gains around the
in the plaoe—probably some Swiss town—where
only thirty minutes and resulted
Gilman makes five and Hunt ties
end.
second half being called after about ten he may work when the fit is ou him, and
On the next
the end for seven.
play minutes of
play. Twenty-five minute yet be close enough to Paris to look in on
Allen breaks through very prettily and
halves were agreed upon, but frequent brisker life when be teeis cue need oi
downs Knaide for a loss or two yards.
his material all
He has
delays in the first oonsumed fully forty reoreation.
Gilman makes ten by his right taokle,
oolleeted, and only the writing of the
minutes extra time.
It is expected
Conners gains one through the
center,
remains to be done.
Bowdoin’s game was quite similar to book
that this will consume eight mouths or
UUUll
here
Dartmouth
that put up against
more.
seven and then Hunt gains eight. Knaide
The line that Mr. Watterson will take
about four weeks ago. She showed better
makes one and Gilman gets three yards
The subjeot
work in her line than against Oolby. is, of course, his own secret.
end some have
in two rushes. Hunt makes four between
to
a has engaged many pens,
down
her
able
to
hold
was
Colby
treated it at great length.
Nicolay and
taekle and end and Gonners follows with
small score principally because of the fast Hay enlarged their life of the great PresiSnow makes five
two by left guard.
ot the
to
able
a
dent
into
were
history
who
comprehensive
work of some of her men,
Then came
rouDd
era.
Lincoln
round one eud and Hunt twelve
whole
break through and stop most of the plays
but
Herndon’s work, with its homely,
Conners bucks the center for
the other.
before they got fully underway. Bow- delightful account of Mr. Lincoln’s earlyten and is well tackled by Sullivan. Gildoin had no fear of her opponents Satur- life, his early struggles as a lawyer, and
to
make the
man is again called on
triumphs at the bar. This
his
day after the first touchdown. She would wassubsequent
followed by Ward Lamon’s story of
touchdown and he carries the ball aoross
the ball and immediately proceed to Mr. Lincoln in thejWhite House, and this
get
and then kicks the goal—B. H. S., 13; P.
kick.
Holding Bates for no gain, she by Carl Sohurz’s review, which is now
H. S., 0.
Hay’s work.
would klok again and when sufficiently a classic, of Nicolay and
are
Watterson’s friends, however,
Underwood kicks 35 yards to Jordan, near the
line would proceed to rush Mr.
goal
this
confident that, notwithstanding
who runs seventeen. Conners and Gilman
a
slightly array of those who have gone before
the ball over. Bowdoin played
make ten each and Jordan, Conners and
different team from the one which repre- him, he will yet find something new and
nine
Allen
make
Gilman
together.
to sny, and will, of oourse, say
sented her when she tied the strong Dart- important
which in
it in a style all his owm and
breaks through again and Knaide makes
playing left daily journalism
mouth eleven, Kastman
so
has proved to be
Hunt gains eight round the
no gain.
to
went
who
guard in place of Bates,
spirited and effective.
and and Crowley makes twenty on the
to
date
Mr. Lincoln’s biographers up
right guard in place of French, Frenoh
and
his persona) friends
criss-oross, Sullivan making a fine tackle.
who played have been
going to tackle, and Spear,
will
Watterson
Mr.
Gilman makes three yards and the ball is
Stone. political supporters.
to
center,
displacing
from
tackle, going
write as an ex-Confederate, and
again on Portland’s four yard line. Ban- Behind the line Clark, the freshman, that point of view as illuminated by the
Lincoln
a big wedge through the oenter,
Mr.
tries
of
the
sinoe
gor
gr at march of events
played in place of Ives. Tbe work
less
none the
But
A revoking
buried.
but does not gain an inch.
They was
Bowdoin backs was very fast.
He
is a
sympathetically, it is said.
the
same fate and
wedge on Allen meets
Linooln’s
started quickly, blocked off well and ran passionate admirer oi Mr.
it is
from
his
Several men on both teams were character and genius and
fast.
peroh at Louisville has enjoyed
PORTLAND’S BALL ON DOWNS.
compelled to take a little time to reoover editorial
the country and a long
the a long survey of
This was owing to
Underwood goes back of the goal line their wind.
study of the conditions which produced
than
rather
rough
playing.
man in
American
weather
the most unique
to punt, but Crowley blocks the kick and
hurt history.
Gil- French and Moulton were both
falls on the ball for a touchdown.
1U1H3
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CORSETS, UNDERWEAR AND HOSIERY

Kazor.

Santa Rosa, Cal., November 17.— An
Frederick, Md.-, November 17.— James
immense forest fire has been raging the
for food
a young negro, begged
24
hours
Goings,
the
hills
two
miles
among
past
Geisbort,
of Hamilton
residence
at
the
northeast of this city.
The loss to proafternoon. After
perty, fences, eta, is immense. Over near this city, yesterday
assaulted Miss
he
50,000 acres of territory are burned over eating voraciously
dishe
and throe houses with all their contents Lillie Jones, a servant, who,
alone in the house.
was
covered
destroyed.
the
In overcoming the girl’s resistance
The
ranchers in dismay turned loose
out her
the girl’s nose and
If you want anything for wear, that
to enable
W. B. CORSETS.
Piscata- their cattle
them to osoape negro broke
f amous Feat in Crossing the
He was arrested and held
a razor.
death. The
lowered temperature necessitates,
oounty hospital, in which with
is unequalled in any
Our
quis.
$1.00
quality
was
he
few hours later,
there are a large number of patients, nar- for a hearing. A
you will find it here, at prices to
of
make
corsets.
The
finest
shape,
J
Foxcroft, November 1&— Uncle; John
ft mob and hanged
destruction.
Noar Emi- taken from tha jail by
rowly
make buying an object.
escaped
the
the finest quality of material,
Cusack, the hermit of Jloose Island, has
grant Gap tires have been raging for the to a tree.
in
of
in
corset
his
best
of
insular
domain
any
workmanship
sold
part
just
The flames spread from
past 48 hours.
America for $1.00. Even this corMoosehead Lake, and. to this extent, has the east to the west side of the
INDIANS KILLING EACH OTHERSouthern
he
set’s competitors acknowledge this.
abdicated the long seclusion in whioh
Paciflo tracks, and miles of snow sheds
HOSIERY.
He rehas dwelt for about thirty years.
In lODg, medium and short waist,
are doomed.
The Are trains and large Six Death In a Feud Between Southern
Price
and
black.
tains two hundred acres, upon whioh his
white
colors drab,
California Tribes.
numbers of
workmen are engaged in
Ladies’ Black fleeced,
12 l-2c pair.
Four hundred
house aud stable stand.
Considerable propthe flames.
$1.00 pair.
fighting
a
Children’s extra heavy black fleeced,
wealthy woman,
acres he has sold to
our
Indian
of
16.—An
simile
fac
$1.00
November
Below is a perfect
Quincy, Cal.,
erty has been destroyed around Canyon
said to be a (Southerner, who will build
ribbed, 12 I-2c pair.
row, which has resulted in five deaths, is
corset. Material is very fine French
city.
there her summer residence.
between factions of red men
finbeing
waged
waist,
finely
extra
long
coutil,
Ladies’ 25c all wool llose, 17c, 3 pair
It was near the close of the civil war
in the Genesee Valley.
Since last SaturRIVAL CITIES.
ished and perfect fitting.
for 50c.
that John Cusack, now a hale and hearty
a
without
a
has
day scaroely day
passed
man of 05
years, name from Reedfield,
Chicago gamblers carry faro layouts murder being reported.
Ladies’ out size, all wool, fine quality,
Me., and pitched his camp upon Moose around in their hats. Chicago’s motto is,
An old feud between the rival bauds
Island, which subsequently he bought. “I will.”—Kansas City Star.
was reopened
An
on
last Saturday.
ribbed, regular price 50c, to-day
It is rumored that Chicago is jealous of Indian called China Frank, employed on
He was a man of intelligence and some
39c pair, 2 pair for 75c.
not
believe
this.
do
We
education, who had studied law. Here he San Francisco.
the Hosselbus ranoh, was killed by
a
of
to
be
conceited
too
jealous
worked for various lumber firms that Chioago is
Ladies’ Black Fleeced, ribbed top, high
Honey Lake Indian, whose brother was
on this planet.—Denver News.
#
killed in Lassen county some four years
operated about the headwater of Maine’s any spot
spliced heel, fast black, 25c pair.
of
the
members
Philadelphia
Seventeen
Lake
the
Moosehead
great rivers in
ago by Frank. Tho following day Bob
inn fm-Ro
hnvn hp.onmft nnn'Wflrtifld and
and
Energetic, industrious,
an Indian and a partner of China
region.
Same quality, with white foot, 25c.
asked for prayers. This is a precedent Smith,
temperate, he became famous on the west that could be followed in other oitles with Valley. The latter was a chum of the
branch of the Penobscot for his wonderful beneficial results.—Petersburg Index-Ap- Indian who killed China Frank.
A regular 50c quality Ladies’ Blaok
skill in log riding, a proficiency exercised peal.
Another outbreak occurred on Monday
double fleeced, double sole, high
log
to great advantage in getting the
It is said the Atlanta midway is not so night at Genessee in whioh two Indians
spliced heel, 37 l*2c pair.
A third is missing
It were killed.
and
drives down the broken waters of that wicked as the one at the World’s fair.
to have been killed.
This is
has
Atlanta
that
presumed
remembered
be
swift and turbulent stream.
should
Ladies’ extra heavy, fine ribbed, Black
the culmination of an old feud between
Not long ago there appeared in print not the local material at hand to draw the
Honey Lake and Indian Valley
fleeced, high spliced heel, fine finish,
York
had.—New
which
from
iu
Chicago
John
Cusack’s feat
an account of
Indians, and the natives around Amerimaco cotton yarn, white foot, 50c
Press.
the Honey
can Valiev express fear that
crossing the Piscataquis river at Foxcroft
r
pair.
note with pain a disposition on the Lake will cross the mountains and fight
We
a
binding
on
thirty-five
pound
standing
of onr Chicago exchanges to twit St. them.
pole. Such a performance is a common- part
and
enLadies’ English Cashmere, 42c, 50c,
Louis od its lack of progressiveness
THE PANAMA SCANDAL.
Frequently, on a
■i LONE WAIST. MB
place one for him.
St. Louis is really an excellent
75c and $1.00.
he terprise.
in
in
fact
wager or merely to exhibit his skill,
best
Missouri,
city—tiie second
Is Revived by the Arrest of Emile Arton
has crossed the broad reach of Wost Cove _Kansa3 City Journal.
Children’s all wool, extra fine quality,
on a pole
at the foot’of Moosehead Lako,
In London.
fine also derby ribbed, 25c pair.
and even when upheld by
as slender,
KATE FIELD.
lumbernothing more buoying than a
London, November 17.—Emile Alton,
Children’s Black Fleeced, high spliced
man’s pickpole. As to the matter of a
Kate Field says that she still clings to whose name was very prominent during
the the garb of our mothers. As long as Kate
heels, double knees, 25c pair.
boat "to'take him from his island to
and
the height of the Panama scandal,
mainland he gives himseif little trouble. holds out the hideous bloomers cannot who
from Paris when
the
disappeared
of the country.—
Misses’ English Cashmere, in ribbed and
To leap upon a log, with a slab or sapling take complete possession
matter promised to be made the subject
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
himself across
for paddle, propel
plain, high spliced heels and toes,
here
of judicial inquiry, was arrested
Kate Field says that she would rather
«
spliced knees, 39c pair, value 50c.
dividing channel, is as much a matter of
on
nn
extradition warrant,
Thursday,
of
the
in
streets
around
Cripple
wander
course with him as for an urban resident
dated
with
pair.
.jhim
1893,
charging
the
or
than
August,
of
hour
car.
at
night
day
Creek
to step upon a horse
any
sometimes has to walk about the streets of Chicago.
A frauds in connection with Hr. Herz, and
/
With such a craft ho
Misses’ imported Cashmere, extra fiue
made strange and adventurous voyages. Chicago paper responds that they are per- the late Baron He Reinach of the Panama
Once as the steamer from Kineo ploughed
and heavy, 50c pair.
fectly willing to have it that way.—Du- canal company.
down the lake through a heavy sea, the
buque Times.
It is said Arton was the go-between, bethe
astounded
were
by
ship’s onmpany
Kate Field writes from the top of Pike s tween those who paid and those who reBoys’ extra heavy wool, 25 and 50c
sight of a man in mid-lake standing
with peak, saying, “lam now standing 14,147
breast high in the heaviug waters,
of
ceived bribes to inflaence legislation
pair.
in
It
is
not
of
the
sea.”
which he was battling
seeming pursuit feet above the level
favorable to the company.
of a small dog that sat in full view above often that Kate is behind the times, but the bill,
Infants’ Cashmere, with silk heels and
at >tf
the surface a few feet ahead of him. The those are obsolete figures. Government
After the Sultan’s Life.
slowed
steamer, changing her course,
toes, 25c pair.
few
months
a
a
made
survey
ago
down to pick up John Cusack, who was engineers
Berlin, November 17. —The Hamburger
whioh shows the peak to be 15,000 feet in
WAIST.
LOME
a voyago with
of
SXTHA
mile
fourth
the
to
have
semi-official
making
correspondent olaims
Wisconsin.
Infants’ Cashmere, with silk tops, heels
an old tree root as his craft and his dog height.—Milwaukee
that a
new
information
conspiracy
Fine coutil material
He stood upon the larger
as passenger.
the life of the Sultan of Turkey Our $1.25 quality.
and toes, 50c pair.
against
thn mnt,
thfirohv liftine the other
extra
CUBA.
..With fine sateen strips,
has been discovered in the Yildotz palace.
long
end above the water, and upon this upwaist, unequalled in comfort and its Men’s Camel Hair, 3 pairs for 25c.
not
raised tip the dog found a safe, if
Spanish dominion in Cuba is a good
fitting qualities, superior in every Men’s Black all wool, 25c
quite dry, footing. The sight of Uncle
habit—hard to give
quality, 2
and his
John
dog making similar, deal like the cigarette
to other makes of corsets.
particular
Franpairs for 25c.
though less venturesome voyages about up and deadly to continue.—San
CorHealth
Form
the
Dress
or
have
We
the lower part of the lake is not uncom- cisco Call.
his
set, with shoulder straps and high A full line of Ladies’ Fleeced, in unmon, and the dog has learned to take
The United States receives 99.58 per
plane on the dry end of the stick or root cent of Cuba’s sugar crop and Spain rein black and white, $1.25 a pair.
bust,
bleached, tans and browns, 25 lo
at his master’s first word of command.
8.41 per cent. To whioh counAlso $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 and $2.75
50c pair.
In his primitive castle on Moose Island ceives only
island
that
should
belong?—Baltimore
as
patriarchal try
John Cusack lives on terms
qualities. Every one a bargain.
animals
dumb
the
American.
with
and friendly
75c pair in drab and black is equal to Ladies Hose Supporters, in fancy colors,
which are his companions as did RobinIn the sumson Crusoe with his goats.
15 to 50c pair.
any corset sold at $1.00.
mer his sleek oxen,
sheep and poultry
50c quality is longer waisted, better fitover the slopes
for
themselves
well
forage
ting and finer material than any corand fertile meadows of the island. In the
that John
set yet produoed for 50c pair.
winter, should it chance
Cusack de3iros to go away to remain for
Corset Steels 5c a pair.
Ladies’ and Children’s Underhimself
trouble
not
he
does
several days,
We highly recommend the above line of
for these
to oare
wear.
man
to import a
He pitohes a half ton of hay
creatures.
corsets and feel confident that ladies
barn
the
floor,
down into the middle of
will receive by wearing them, perscatters torn and grain around where the
*
There are cheap garments, small in size
fect satisfaction.
hens can get to it, opens the barn door so
and poorly finished, that are offered
that they <#n go to the spring for water
Our special number is the famous C. B
at pleasure, and goes away for an indeficolors:
in
you as bargains elsewhere.
ala
white,
satin,
all
Sprite
that
confidence
assured
with
time
nite
is
a
beauand
black.
This
blue
will be well at home.
pink,
tiful corset, its reputation is well Our Underwear is absolutely reliable in
Despite his secluded and celibate life— or at least the people who came to see the wondrous elecno
Uncle John is a bachelor—he has
known. A satin csrset for $4.50 a pair.
every respect, and the prices are the
illusion did.
trical
aversion to human society, but, on the
Well it’s worth coming to see.
lowest that can possibly be made on
We have other lines of corsets which are
is especially
o mtrary, enjoys it, and he
a
miracle.
exhibition
It will be on
It is apparently
first class goods.
very popular.
gallant and chivalrous to tho fair sex. In
from 9 a. m. to 12 noon, and from 1.30 p. m. till 5 p. m.
the solitude of Moose Island he doesn’t
weeks.
Glove Fitting, Dr. Strong’s
for
2
Thompson’s
daily
but
for
field
Ladies’ 25c Jersey Underwear is
of
a
Our
conversation,
find mnoh
No eharges of any kind.
All are welcome.
Health, W. B. Nursing, C. B. A. la
ho makes full amends when he emerges,
heavily
fleeced, satin ribbon in neck,
cominto tho settled
as he often does,
Sprite, Crescent Hip, Child’s Corset
full size, 25c each.
munities. Then, by the stove of aoountry
Misses’
King’s Daughter,
Waists,
store or in a hotel office, he can talk a
The new Cresco, Unbreakable hip
continuous streak, without pause for rest
Ladies’ Fleeced Jersey Vests and Pants’
or refreshment, for six hours at a stretch,
and many many other makes of
fancy weave, extra heavy, finely finand then stop, when time at last is oalled
equal popularity.
as
at the
beas fresh and colloquial
ished, 39c each.

Crowley finely.
SKILL A\I) COURAGE OE A
BY PLAYING THE HEAVY LUMBER but little gain and it is Portland’s ball. tised, Bowdoin’s*score would doubtless THE
have been much larger.
one tackle
four
MAINE LUMBERMAN"**
Robinson
through
gains
MEN TO A TIE.
Fvery touchdown netted a goal save
through the
and Griffeth twenty-two
When Moulton brought
other. Robinson adds five and McCann Bowdoin’s first.
interferes with Gilman and Portland is tho ball out lor the kick, he neglected to
makes a short make his mark as the rules require, so His Romantic and Exciting Life—He Was
It Wag a Great Lpliill Game for Portland— awarded five.
Robinson
Cutts
Snow for 17 forfeited the chance for a try.
Educated in tile Law—One of the Most
round
and
Griffeth
the
Confident
It
Bangoreans— j gain
goes
Si^*prised
Under- kicked a very difficult goal and did it in
Famous Log Paddlers in the State—His
flowdoin Easily Defeats Bates—Other yards, running out of bounds.
Games.

NEW

I s

for

Negro Calls at a
He
Food—When it Was Given Him
Breaking
His
Benefactress,
Attacked
Her

ADTEKIISEMENTS.

TODAY.

FOR

a tv

>

ImS&O rAPERtSoxCo.

Pharaoh’s

“King

Daughter”

CROWDED THE

STORE,

~

another wonder,
ELEGANT PATENT FLOUR.

ginning.

In person the hermit of Moose Island is
short and active of motion, and his hnii*
and full board are now
sprinkled with
is
array. He dresses neatly, but on his
the
land domain he is prone to discard
as
a needless
use of shoes and stockings
conventionality, and it is a cold day
footwhen he takes the trouble to don
wear for an informal trip to
Greenville,
the nearest base of supplies.

Up But Got Away.
two
Last evening about 11 o’clook
tramps were noticed on Portland street.
They are described as rather hard looking
of their class, and very poorly
Held

specimens

named Willis was
dressed. A young
walking along the street, when the two
stopped him and one said, “Give us a
He hardly liked their manner
match.”
of speaking, but put hi3 hand into his
man

Every

one

he

gave
go in

was

Deputy

country.

Trainmen have

reported

two

tramps as
and abusive,
being especailly insolent,
and they may have reached Portland and
tried their

hand at holding

up a
man.
Their poor succees may serve to disoourthey may have
age any ambitions
to
shine as knights of the road.
One of
them was so well marked that they will

hardly

venture to stay in

Portland.

MEN’S UNDERWEAR.

our

Domestic

Magee Ranges

makes.

$1.23

.

.

Carpet Sweepers,

The
The
The
The

$3.98

.

Oak

.

Fine

proud

Writing

Desk,

finish, French Plate Mirror.

Famous Senator,

Popular Bonanza,
Forest City,
Portland Pride,
Cumberland,

The
10c extra when laundered.

A Desk to be

Bargains
today.

of.

in Ladies’

and

wear, extra heavy fleece, and are superior in every point, the weight, the

finish and the fabric itself is far betpreviously offered.

ter than has been

Ladies’ White Wool Jersey Underwear,
75c, $1.00, 1.25. 1.50 to 2.50.

WHITE SHIRTS

Oak Cases, Fine Bristle Brushes and action.

Our 50c quality Ladies’Jersey Under-

90c.
75c. Children’s Jersey Bibbed Vests
65c.
Pants. 25, 50c and 75c.
50c.

39c.

Children’s White Merino
25c.

Underwear,

Childrens Handkerchiefs, Gloves and Mittens for

Coming

V
now

and

/

with that in your mind.

have
other

informed of the
Hartnett made an investigation, but could not find the tramps
for the
who probably headed
as

occurrence

of

Merino, All Wool, Cotton Jersey, Wool
Jersey, Cotton Fleeced, Wool Fleecor
ed, Scotch Grey, Natural Wool,
during the next week will receive free a half barrel of flour
Camel’s Hair, in the medium and
with which to test its baking qualities.
fine grades, of all the most reliable

“Christmas

peace.
As soon

one

v

out
me
I”
Is
pocket tor a niai-cn,
tramps
thinking they had him off his guard, atLook our stock over
tempted to hold him up. Mr. Willis was
’Twill pay you later.
not the man to yield, and when one of
the money back if the customer is not suited.
We
pay
to
seize his arm he gave
the tramps tried

him a blow in the face that must
made that tramp seo stars.
The
finding that there was to ho a fight
it up and Mr. Willis was allowod to

who purchases

“The Household

Outfitters,”

HOOPER, SON & LEIGHTON,
Our store

surrounds

the corner of

Congress

& Centre Sts..

*«A FAIR FACE MAY PROVE A FOUL BARGAIN.” MARRY A PLAIN GIRL IF SHE USES

SAPOLIO

I
/

WHITE
S16

STORE,

CONGRESS

STREET,
*
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CURE

%BACKACHE%gl
BY T/OT0

0

S ^Hobb’s

8
Pai3gLs I
|@ JMSyPilb g
8Housness,
gig

Backache is generally
form of
a
Kidney
It is often
trouble.
accompanied by Nerv-

,

w

53

Hysteria,
Headache, Sleepless-

^

53

the

in

Pains

ness,

Joints, Anaemia, etc.

§w

^
?:M,

It is easily cured with
I)r. Hobb's Bparagus
Kidney Pills.
A lew doses will relieve. A few boxes will

_

53
»Q»

53
JO*

<Bi

JJ

5u
*£J«

cure.

SA11

druggists, or mailed prepaid for 50c. per
box.
Write for pamphlet.
HOBB'S MEDICINE CO.,

£§&
SS

San Francisco,

Chicago.
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Payson’s

Mr. F. C.

the

Talk To

Women’s

Connell,
read a
paper
before
the

was a very
able and entertaining one, setting forth
the various intricacies of thoj “art of
making wills” with exceptional clear-

about a
It will be remem oered that
the Portyear ago there was published in
land PRESS an article about a very
in
established
unique industry to be
Maine.
Mr. Byron Andrews of New
York came here with the object of secur-

ness.

ing

When the paper was finished Mr. Payson entered the witness box and upwards
of a hundred women were the merciless
cross-examiners. Mrs. George S. Hun t

be secured in the State, in order to take
them to Heron island, Booth bay harbor,
which had been leased for the purpose,
breed this valuable
then to raise and
He had heard that a
animal
fur

Wills
Saturday on
at
the
Council
Woman’s
The paper
Advent church.

Second

would
had announced that the lecturer
questions, if there were any to be
asked, and there were many.
It is impossible in a brief abstract to
do anything like justice to Mr. Payson’s
Here are a few of the
valuable paper.
answer

points he made.

legal

make
The

were

a

oan

will.

the
testator must comprehend
nature of what he Is doing and be of a
oan
An unmarried man
sound mind.
A
do as he pleases with his property.
married man must respeot the rights of
bis family and provide reasonably for

l

them.
The age of competency to will property
varies in different States, the majority
fix the age at 21 years.
A will must be in writing—it may be
in pencil, typewriter, printed or engraved
and be valid—pen and ink is the preferable form. The signature should be made

by the testator though it
another at his request.

Is

a

source

of endless

discomfort, endless

oan

be made by

There must be three credible witnesses
will.
the
not interested beneficially in
They must be satisfied the will embodies
A seal is not
the desires of the testator.
imperative in this State, but is usually

affixed. Witness or testator may sign by
“mark” if they cannot write Witnesses
You want room
is hard to get rid of.
need not know the contents of the will.
enough in your shoes. One reason why An executor oan be a competent withess
our large stock is sought by people from
though it is not the best practice.
all over Maine is because we have a
Soldiers on the field or mariners at sea
greater variety of lasts than anybody can make a verbal will to the amount of
else, thousands of pairs, hundreds of $100. If a greater amount is disposed of
styles of wide, comfortable, health-giv- there must be tnree witnesses to the exof his intents not financially infor men and women.

because the

corn or

bunion

once

formed

a

pression

ing shoes

terested.

PALMER
novi5

Anybody

TH

d3t

BOOKS!

BOOKS!

BOOKS!

CO.

:

We want your trade on

BOOKS,
and are

SPECIAL

making such

PRICES

LOW

help

That you can’t

Call early
purchasing,

and get

prices

our

oan

draw

a

will, but it is

un-

atlaw to
wise for those unskilled in
own
“A man who is his
tempt it.
lawyer, has a fool for a client.”
With one or two exceptions, all wills
must be probated within twenty years of
111U

UVUUU

VI

uuv

VVMmVVI

-J

X--j

terested may apply for the probate of a
shown
will. To secure this it must be
that the statutory
requirements have

been complied with.
In closing the lecturer pointed out in
the
detail the various ohanges made in
present law of descent, by the so-called
Savage act passed by the last Legislature,

which makes radical differences in the
law as to rights of dower and courtesy,

buying. praotically abolishing

both.

Entertainment by the O. V. A. M.

We have all the latest Books.

entertainment by the Order of
United American Mechanics,
tonight
at Gospel Mission Hall, will be a first
The

before

STEVENS &
JONES CO.

bearing

litter of young black foxes had been captured in Bucxlield. He went there, but
This
found that the foxes were dead.
PRESS artiole attracted wide attention
Nothing more
throughout the State.
has been hoard of the project since then,

suarotju

~

words

definitions of the

make a will. In this State
a married woman under twenty-one may
probably be oonsidered oompetent to
years old

t

living black foxes, if any could

Will,

anti lesbtuuouu

given.
Any person of sound mind, twenty-one

FOOT

some

been abandoned by any
He prefaoed it by saying it was a some- but it has not
Mr. Andrews was
Saturday
what unusual thing for a lawyer to ad- means.
in the interests of this
in
Portland
a
on
again
legal
of
women
dress an audienoe
He is the
secretary of the
subject, but if with the right of women project.
company of New
women as Sam id i Propagating
to vote comes the service of
for a York and Kodiak, Alaska. He was acjurors it may be a very wise thing
before
companied by Capt. Thomas F. Morgan,
to
himself
appear
lawyer to train
These I
vice president of the company.
them without embarrassment.
are
two
of
the
or
six
of
the
orignal
gentlemen
A large proportion of the property
present seven promoters of this unique business
world today has come to its
of of raising black foxes for the fur market
owners through the wills or bequests
testament, and last will on the islands of Alaska. This projeot was
others.
The

A CRAMPED

Extraordinary Journey of Royal Fur Animals and Project to Breed Black Foxes

Bicyclist Moore

in Maine.

Payson

F. C.

Mr.

Dr.Blanclass affair in every respect.
chard will give a short address on George
Washington; Miss Pearson’s Living Pictures, music by Mrs. Limmerman, with
readings,
ning.

will oonstitnte

a

pleasing

eve-

sumo

mgut

yoius agu,

and fifty foot of
him his horse reared and
went into the air
and then his feet camo
for down to the ground and he was
perfectly
Sues John F. Bryant
quiet; and Mr. Moore came long and
Damages.
struck him
right in the fore shoulder.

aou auouc

four years ago the above company was in-

corporated.
They now

He said he was on
his right hand side of
In the Superior Court, before Judge the road and
he
out
when ho turned
case
a
Bonney, Saturday, there was tried
turned out to the
Ho said that at
right.
of much interest to all riders of bioyoles no time
after he oame in sight of the
of
and to all horsemen.
It is the case
wheelman was he on the left hand side of
Albert J. Moore vs. John F. Bryant.
the road. He said the horse was standing
The plaintiff, in this action, sues to reperfectly still when Mr. Moore struck
by
cover damages for injuries received
him and he struck him with such force
him, while riding on his biovcie from that it staggered the horse and the horse
°
Saco to Portland, in consequence of
The first he
sprung out into the marsh.
team,
collision
with the defendant’s
saw of Mr.
Moore after that he was
oooasioned, as he claims, by the negligenC sitting on the hank
laughing. He denied
driving of the defendant. The
that he had any such conv ersation as the
resides in Kennebunfe, is 23 years of age,
plaintiff related.
said the plaintiff
He
and is paymaster for the Mousam Manuasked him if he knew the laws of the
reThe defendant
facturing Company.
League of American Wheeelmen instead
of age,
sides at idue Point, is 39 years
of the laws ot the road; and he replied
and his business is clamimng and fishing.
that he did not but did know the law of
The aoeident occurred on the third day
the road.
of last May, on the Portland and Saco
Edwin F. Dudley who was riding with
road, just this side of Dunstan’s corner.
the defendant testified that the remark
Mr. Looney, plaintiff’s oounsel. In openwas passed between the
defendant and
ing the case stated that this was the first himself that the
bicyclists were “coming
case that had arisen in this State, which
that the
like the devil."
said
He
presented the question of the relative defendant was
of
on tho right
driving
rights and duties of bicyclists and the the road.
drivers of horses and carriages upon the
George S. and Howard Soammon, who
Mr.
Looney then gave a were
highway.
working near by, didn’t see the
this
clear exposition of the law upon
aooident but did see the bicyclists as they
question, as it had been adjudicated in approached and thought they were riding
he should
He said that
other States.
fast.
fll L
J
M
tl,
olaim as matter of law,
by virtue of
uuiuuao utuocu uuou
decisions of other courts, if a bicyolist, at
about four o’clock and the rebutting
riding upon his own sido of the road,
testimony will be put in this mornshould meet a team on tho same side of
—

lobster steamer Hermann Reesing.
Heron island Is owned by Capt. Emerson of East Boothbay, who is interested
in this project of breeding blaok foxes in
this busi-

The reason for establishing
here is because the blaok fox oocurs
throughout the forests of northeastern
America, north of the 43d parallel. It
ness

forest

of

occurs, though rarely, in the
MainSt-v
If anyone in Maine should be so fortunate as to capture a black fox, it is well
for him to know that it would be worth
He
just double as much alive as dead
his only to inform Secretary Andrews at
his headquarters at the World building
New York. It is desirable that as many
black foxes as possible be obtained to
in Boothbay harbor.
stook the island

nnriA

o---—

»-o

—

—

-—o-

about that
distance the horse reared on his hind feet
with his fore feet way above the top of
the buggy and when he came down, the

water, and while he

plaintiff

came

was

at

right under him,

that
were in
so

his front wheel and handle bars
under the horse. The shafts struck him
with sufficient force to drive the wheel to
the ground and as the horse was moving
the edge
on a curve it pushed him over
of the bank into the water. That was all
he oould remember for a minute or two
The next thing ho knew they were trying to get the horse out of the marsh.
After the horse was extricated his friend
remarked that the horse was out some;
and Bryant said that he didn’t care; he

wished the horse had killed himself and
broken his|damned neck; it had been aotThe plaintiff
inglike the devil all day.
It is of course a great expense, attended said that the defendant refused to pay for
uncertainty to ship them fixing his wheel. He asked the defendant
with much
from Alaska.
if he knew the laws ot the road and he
It will be worth while for those who said he didn’t give a damn for the laws
have never seen these foxes to call at Tre-

1

And

of the road.

Mr.

Littlefield asked him

of the Season This

The November meeting of the Portland

guest at this meeting will be Prof. John
Tyler, professor of biology in Amherst
College, who will speak upon the subject:
“Conformity to Environment.” Prof.
Tyler has recently given a course of
M.

lectures at the Union Theologioal Semian interesting
and
nary, New York,
As this is the first
speaker is assured.
it is desired that
there should be a full attendance

meeting of the season,

novis

225

! What’s Best j
for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things? What’s
best for every cooking pur-

13

0

]3
1

pose for which lard was forluerly used ? What’s best
for health ?
for digestion
Thousands of women answer:

3

15
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BISECTIONSfor using ClfEAM BALM.—
pply a particle of the
nostrils.

and Richard

After

the
mo-

a

ment draw strong breath
through the nose. Use

in Blood Poison

Rheumatism

and Scrofula

CATARRH

(40

KEY’S CREAM 1SALM Opens and cleanses
tlie Nasal Passages, Allays Pain and Inflammation, Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane
from colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Smell. The Balm is .quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.

particle is applied
agreeable. Price 50
A

into each nostril
cents at Druggists

and is
or by

mail.
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NOTICE OF

QUARANTINE.

iSSlLXSISLSSfaViSRlX:
Made in 250 styles.

Square Blankets for the road.
'SuTcingle Blankets for Stable.
All shapes, sizes ana qualities.
The «#st 5/A t» the_
1

Saturday—Patrick Joyce. Intoxication;

fined $5 and oosts.

and
James Hopkins, Patrick Joyce
fethen’s and see them before they start for his name and he gave the name of A. Peter Howard.
Intoxication; fined $5 5/A BAKER BLA[
Vnder Falmou'th Hotel.
13
o’clook
Yesat
today.
ridin
Boothbay
was
for
man
who
The
g
each.
Estate
costs
Real
Transfers.
and one-thirds
novie
R Bryant.
_dp
InSold by all dealers.
so many wanted to see them the with him refused
Adaline Wilson snd Mary Barlow.
entirely to give his
The following transfers of real estate terday
Write us ior 5/A Book.
$5 and one-half costs.
to
be
had
collision the toxication ; fined
doors
the
a result of
As
& SONS, Philadelphia.
name.
AYRES
closed._
WM.
have
been
in
recorded
Intoxication;
in this county
Sudden Death of Mrs. Mary Robinson.
William S. Leighton.
-» r___;
nhnwlna
WEDDINGS.
MW&St26nrm
plaintiff had a stiff arm for some time; fined $3 and costs.
the Registry ot Deeds:
Intoxication; fined
James M. MoCue.
and for two days afterwards he was unScarboro—Wm. S. Dyei to Matilda J.
son, colored, living at No. 21 Hammond
Wincliell-Cofflu.
eat and when he did eat it made $5 and costs.
to
able
Farr.
m.
Intoxication; fined $3
John Burns.
FIRST CLASS
street, died very suddenly about 6 p.
work
to
Windham—0. D. Seely to Mrs. Julia P.
He Was unable
Orr’s Island was the scene of a quiet him siok.
and costs.
She had not been sick at all, Crockett.
Saturday.
It cost
all
summer.
fined
wheel
a
E.
Devine.
Intoxication;
ride
Thomas
eveor
Her
Brunswick—Theo. S. McLellan to Waldo but very ploasant wedding Friday
IF* I A N O
having done her work as usual.
$5 and costs.
A large cirole of him $25 to repair bis wheel.
ning, November 15.
husband went to the store for a few C. Beals.
Search and
Michael
seizure;
Carey.
cross-examiThe plaintiff admitted on
relatives and a few intimate friends met
moments, leaving her well. On his reFuneral of James Foster.
to Boston discharged.
on his

HP
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primary, secondary and tertiary
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
For

may say, without, tear or
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
In all cases.
eczema—we

Ladles whose systems are poisoned
and whose bloodls in an impure eon dition. due to menstrual irregularitlM,
the won*
are peculiarly benefited by
derral tonic and blood cleansing P£bperties of P. P. P.-Prickly Ash, Poka
Boot and Potaasi um.

Jfe

IP'
X.

Jh

jHOUSE BLANKETS

ROBINSON.

'V
^

jk.
stBk

^

0
^
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dP
Jk
flP
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0
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P: P. P. purifies the blood, builds
weak
and
debilitated, gives
the
strength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

Wr

The cattle commissioners of the State of
Maine, having found from recent experience
that it has become absolutely necessary to
supplement our former notioe of quarantine
issued January 1st, 1892, so that it shall include not only Massachusetts, but all other
for dairy or
states, order that no cuttle
m<;o
breeding purposes shall be brought
COURT.
SUPERIOR
railroad or
road
water,
this state either by
other conveyance until further notice; and
all such cattle entering our state, without
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY
member of our
some
a permit signed by
board will be subject to quarantine at the
Saturday—Joseph Lanje vs. Charles E. owner’s
attention of all
the
and
expense,
to recover for
Action
Hacker et al.
177 and 194
persons is directed to chapters
breach of contraot in not accepting the of Jhe public laws of Maine, which will
which
Italian
of
twelve
enforced.
services
laborers,
hereafter be rigidly
JOHN W. DEERING, President.
the plaintiff was to furnish for defendF. 0. BEAL, Treasurer.
Brunants, to work on the sewers in
H. BAILEY. D. V. S„
GEO.
swick in accordance with agreement boState Veterinary Surgeon.
tween the parties. Verdict for defendants.
novl6dlwteod3w
Deering, Nov. 12th, ’95.
Barrett Potter.
D. A. Mealier.

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

Jt.

#

C

t
S

KIDNEY TROUBLES
anil DYSPEPSIA
Are entirely remevert by P*P«F*
-Prickly Ash, Poke Root and Pota*Blum, the greatest blood purifier oa
earth.
Abbrdsbi?, O.. July 21,1891.
Mmsps Lippman Bros. Savannah.
Oa.: Dear Sire—I bought a bottle off
gpringa.Ark.,anrt
your P. P. P. at Hot
ft baa done me more good than three
months* treatment at w« Hot Springs*
O. D.
O.
three
bottlsa
Hand
Beapectfully youra.
JAS. M. JJEWTON.
Aberdeen, Brown County, Oa

Marvelous Cures

iESS

BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Saturday—United States by information vs. William Smith. Violation of inComFined $25.
ternal revenue law.
mitted to Alfred jail in default of payment.
Piother vs. Steamer Viking. Libel on
on tract for coal.
B. Thompson for libellant.
Lockwood Manufacturing Company of
Boston vs. tug Grapeshot, libel for supContinued for hearing
plies furnished.
next week.
Hale.
Thompson.
The owners of schooner Pavilion which
abandoned
off
ifork
Ledge,
was pioked up
last Tuesday morning by John C. Cutts
Point,
and John C. Brooks of Kittery
the
came to terms this morning as to
and
Messrs.
Cutts
of
salvage.
question
Brooks take the carg* of lumber, paying
$375 for it as their share.

If.

Makes

day, axojf
meals preferred, and before retiring.
three times a

U. S. DISTRICT COURT.

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

C1

—

X

f. p. CATARRH, MiUBIII.

v

S

2

PI«S, BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES

C1

Balm well up into

paid.

JUDGE

dtf

Middle Street-

seoooooeoQeoeooooocopoooQ

Huard, both of Augusta, violation of the
Each fined $25;
internal revenue law.

BEFORE

CO.,

CLOTHINC

STANDARD

JUDGE WEBB.

Latno

the Bargains Last.

as

.,

U.S. CIRCUIT COURT-

Saturday—Andrew

Much Longer

Evening.

Congregational Club will be held at the
Preble House, this evening, November
18.
Supper will be served in the
The
dining hall at 7.30 o’clock.

BEEORE

as

Our $10,000 MARK DOWN SALE of fine Clothing grows in favor of the Public daily.
Better values are being offered than the Public have any idea of- ^ow is the tune to select
your Winter outfit of Clothing. Men’s, Boy’s and Children’s.
11c,.n
97 fine ALL WOOL MEN’S SUITS, made to retail at $10.00, li.OO, lo.OO and 18.00,
offered at only $5.00 PER SUIT.
to
300 Boy’s Long Pant Suits, sizes 30 to 34, for boys 14 to 18 years, suits made
SUIT.
8.00
PER
and
b.aO
at
5.00,
offered
$3.7o,
retail at $8.00, 10.00, 12.00 and 15.00,
Ln
300 Boys’ Long Pant Suits, sizes 30 to 34, for boys 14 to 19 years, smts made
PER
SHI
and
8.00
6.aO,
st
5.00,
$3.75,
retail at $8.00, 10.00, 12.00 and 15.00, offered
Boys’ Ulsters, ages 5 to 14, made to retail at $10, offered at $o,00*
Boys’ Ulsters at $2.50, 3.50 and $5.00.
Boys’ Reefers at $1.95, 2.90, 3.50. 4.00 and $5.00.
Boys’ Knee Pant Suits, $1.15, 1.85, 3,15, 3.95 and 4.15. All Cut Prices.
This is the Greatest Sale that is Smashing All Previous Ones.
"
Strictly One Price. All Clothing Warranted as Represented.

THE CONGREGATIONAL CLUB.
Meeting

__ |_MISCELLANEOUS._

SPECUL SATIIM S, MM SALt

ing.

Ilrst

MISCELLANEOUS.

Standard Clothing Co.

plaintiff

have five islands stocked with,
Min mail aa himoplf
hiCVClIfit
severa' thousands of these black foxes.
driver of
a right to expect that the
had
Tho first animals were purchased from
the team would turn out in season to
the natives and were brought to the isallow him to safely pass, and if a collision
lands from the mainalnd,several hundred
waiting
occurred in consequence of his
miles to the northward.
They are not
too long, and the driver of the team not
indigenous to the islands. During the
turning out, that the bicyclist would not
nesting season of the sea fowl the foxes be
guilty of negligenoe He claimed that
find abundant food in the myriads of
the
had the same rights upon
bicyclists
nine
but
for
eggs and young birds,
as those accorded to the drivers
highway
months of the year they have to be fed
of teams.
About 60
like so many sheep or dogs.
The plaintiff testified that he and his
tons of grain are used in a season. Befriend, Mr. Littlefield,left Kennebunk on
of
has
about
a
sides that each fox
pound
their wheels on the third day of last May,
''
fish a day.
at about half past two in the afternoon.
The blaok fox is a rare variety of the
They readied the turnpike road across the
silver gray fox, which varies in oolor
marsh just this side of Hunstan’s corner,
Tho
to
black.
from the lightest silver
of
about quarter past four, a distanoe
proportion of blaok foxes is only two or about eighteen miles; therefore they had
three out of 1400 or 1600 silver grays. It
been travelling about nine miles an hour.
is a very valuable animal, and its fur is
When he reached the top of the long hill
use
of
honor
in
the
given the plaee of
at that plaoe, he saw this team coming
the wealthy and the royal among men.
He
about a quarter of a mile distant.
Messrs. Morgan and Andrews came to
was on the extreme right of the road.
Portland Sat urday because early In last
The team was also on his, the plaintiff’s,
September fifteen blaok foxes were
and as it approached It came more
right,
shipped from Commander islands, Alas- to his right.
He did not coast down the
ka, en route for Heron island, Maine. hill, as he thought there might be danger
They were shipped by schooner and of his not getting out of the way.
He
when they reached San Francisco only five
baok
his feet on the pedals and
kept
These five started
of them were living.
As he got down towards the
pedaled.
from there the 9th of Novemebr, in an
bottom of the hill, he saw that the team
express car with one man in charge of did not ohange its course and he slowed
them.
They were in unicago tnree uays
up somewhat and just before he met the
ago and only four were then living. They team he wasn’t going near as fast as
weraffexpeoted to arrive in Portland Sat- when he left the top of the hill.
When
urday. 1 They wore to remain over in he
got within about twenty or twentythis City today, in the lobster establishfive feet of the team, he thought he had
ment of N. F. Trefethen, and be taken
about room enough to go by without
just
down to Heron island
arlnn nf
+Vin hanlr info f.ho
today in the _:__

Mafge.

MISCELLANEOUS^

THE LAW OF THE ROAD.

ALASKA TO HERON ISLAND.

WILLS.

Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th. 1393.
—I can speak in the highest terms of
your meaioine from my own personal
knowledge. I was affected with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
b63t
SC years, was treated by the very
aolphysicians ana spent hundreds of
w tblars, tried every known remedy taken
relief. I have only
out
can
one Dottle of your P. P. P., ana
cheerfully ray It has done me more
ever taken.
good tban anything I have
1 can recommend your medicine to &U
sufferers of the above diseases.
MR9. M. M. YBABY.
Springfield, Green County, Mo,

hnding

Capt. J. P.

rtp
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Jobnaton*

^F

Jb all •johom it may concern: I here*
properties
by teatify to the wonderful the
skin. Z
of P. P. P- for eruption* of
eaffered for several yeare with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on
I

my face.

tri?h ©terv

known

a

Mm

^

^

reme-

dy bnc;In vain,until P. P. P. was used,
and am now entirely cured.

F

{fl!Cu^by>

^

SkSa Cancer Oared*

Testimony from ihe Mayor of Sequin,Texi

P

1893.

Sbqpin, Tsx. , January M,
M$*«B8. Lippman Bros. Savannah,
Oa.: vmicmenr-1 have tried your P.
P. P. for a disease of the shin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty year*'
it
Standing, and found great relief:
purifies tne blood and removes all lr*
ritatlon froth the »eat ct the disease
and prevents any snreadihg of
I httb taken uve or six bottle*
sores.
ahd feel confident that another conn*
•will effect a cure. It has also relievert
and stomao®
me from Indigestion

MS
w

^
^

^

A

thj

trouble*.

^

^
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M. Kt78T.
Attorney at Law.
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DRUGGISTS SELL IT.
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LlFFRffiAN BROS.
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arsiETong,
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DO YQU APPRECIATE BARGAINS P
25 cts.

4 lbs. New Prunes,
G lbs. Good Raisins,
4 lbs. 3-Crown, New Raisins,
3 lbs. 4-Crown, New Raisins,
5 lbs. New Clean Currenst,

25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
25 cts.
10 cts.
iO cts.

10 eta. can
8 eta. lb.
6 to 12 eta. 1U*
2 to 8 cents. !bi
8 cts lo<

Can Salmon,
Pork Roasts,

Beef Roasts,
Corned Beef,
Tamarinds,
16 bs. Silver Skinned Onions,
12 lba. Sweet Potatoes,
Good Potatoes,
| St. Andrews Turnips,
*
25 cts. I

New Citron,
New Cider, (for pies only)
Pie B«>ef, Suet and Spices.
New Figs, Nuts and Dates.
10 lbs. Rolled Oats,

*5
25
c*s.
50 cis.

ctsi

bnsbj
bus A

_

sofa.
turn he found her dead on the
After making
Coroner Rich was called.
the
with Dr. Baker,
an examination
reached that death was
decision was
the
caused by embolism, a disease of

The funeral services of the late James
Foster took place from St. Paul’s ohurch
Saturday afternoon, and was largely attended. The employes of the Portland

at the home of Captain Edmund Coffin
to witness the marriage of his daughter,
Abbie, to Mr. Reuben Winchell of Glen-

dive, Montana.

performed by Mr.
The ceremony
Cooperage Company attended in a body. A. C. Keith of Cobb Divinity school,
Rev. Mr. Shepard conducted the service
Mr. Charles A. Pinkham
The floral gifts were
and Lewiston, Me.
numerous
and
Miss
elegant. The interment was at the family of Portland was best man,
lot in Forest City Cemetery.
Beulah S. Johnson of South Portland
Satur-

heart and brain.
Steamer Notes.

There was a rumor about town
day that three customs inspectors and
two watchmen had been appointed for
the steamer season by Collector Deering.
have not yet been
The

Funeral of

Mrs. Jane

Anderson.

was

was

maid of honor.

Mr.

clDCl mrs.

wmuutjn win

hjjeuu

a

iow

way
nation that he was
but
County Attorney’s Report.
to attend the Linsoott road race
denied that he was entered in the race or
County Attornoy Charles A. True has
racing forwarded his annual leport to tho Atthat he and his friend had been
He said that his torney General. The report presents in
before the aooident.
record for a mile was 2.32 2-5.
tabulated form tho results of tho year’s
Wm. H. Littlefield, who was Mr. Moore’s work.
s
There have been 173 prosooutions insticompanion, corroborated the plaintiff
tuted during tho year as follows; homitestimony.
Ex-Chief Consul Marrett being called oido, 4; forgory and counterfeiting, 2;
testified that he had a conversation with
(3; laroony, 8; assault

Jane W. Anderson
when the defendant shortly after the accident
weeks visiting friends in Maine,
occurred Saturday afternoon at her late
he
home
in and that the defendant admitted that
to
make
return
their
will
home at No. 94 Free street. It was large- they
of the
appointments
was riding on the left hand side
civil
made; but from the nature of the
ly attended by relatives, friends and Glendiva_
road.
Affairs of the Klliugwood.
There were no pall
servico requirements Elmer E. Abbott of acquaintances.
Sherman E. Nelson, a travelling salesThe interment was at
bearers.
Everthe
inof
of
one
the
bo
attended
a
meeting
At
Holiis will probably
largely
after the accigreen.
man, was at the spot soon
Portland
n.
creditors of the Ellingwood Furniture dent
spectors and Virgil Barbour of
Appearances incuoaieu inau
of
diem
The per
Trip to the World’s Pair,
one of the watchmen.
Company of Portland, held Friday at the ooourred on the extreme right of the
an inspector is $3 and of a watchman $2.
Mr. Edward C. Swett will deliver his office of tho New England furniture ex- road
going towards Portland.
Manager Robinson and a portion of the new illustrated lecture on the World’s change, Boston, Thomas P. Beals of
John F. Bryant the defendant testified
Allan line staff arrived on the noon train Fair, at West Congregational church, on Portland was chairman and A. A. Lawhe first saw Mr. Moore ho was
Mr. Lawson as chairman that When
son secretary.
of
Saturday from Montreal.
Thursday evening, November 21st
three or four hundred feet
the investigating committefe previously within
of
Dennis Towle has been appointed draythat tho committee where the accident- occurred and his horse
man

of

bonded

goods

to

the

custom

house.
Portland Athletic Club.

The arrangements for the sparring contest on next Saturday evening, November
23d, at the Athlotic Club, jire completed.
from
There will be several sparrors
Boston, including David Nelligan, the
135 lb. amateur sparring champion of
New
"4

England,

and

his

brother

John

Nelligan, 146 1b. weight; James Lynch,
of the Coopers’ Social Union, weight 120
lbs. and who has won several sparring
contests at the Coopers’ Union; Alfred
of the
Coopers’ Union,
Greeaough,
weight 125 lbs. Among the local men
will be sparrers from Deering and Westthe club in
as well as members of

brook,

Portland.

The funeral of Mrs.

compound larceny,
with

felonious

intent.

2:

assault

and

35 & 37

ORGANS
Very Fancy

or

Plain at

of
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all nervous die*eases
the generative organs of either sex, such as Nervous Prystration. Fanora.
Youthful ErrL/oning or Lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions,which
lead to
Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium,
sumption ana Insanity. With every 95 order we give a
antee to cure or refund the monev. Sold at J81 .OOper box, p boxes
3£OTT!8CE1BMICALCOm CfcTciand.OhlOd
for #5.00.

written_gua^

For sale by LANDERS & BABBIDGE, 17 Monument Sq„ Portland,

wall i McAllister,
dif

BRIMMER’S ORCHESTRA.

day white,
Teacher of ’Singing,
LADIES

your

RESTORED MflHHOQD

Low-

Winter St.

book

Street._nOTr9tf

WOOD MANTELS AND TILING. |

“mrsTevelyn

Beecham’s pills
25*.
pation io*

Mailed to any address by
Paul, Minn.
JOHN WILLIAMSON, 594
For sale in Portland by JOHN D. KEEFE. 205 Middle Street.
Congress Street, and GEO. M. YOUNG, 489 Congress
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30. At the end of the year, the condition
is: Cases continued open, 39; continued
Having many open dates for tile next months
for sentence, 63; continued marked law.
appointed, reported
The Death Kate.
he engaged for any occasion for which
He saw that 31.
fol- can
had mado an examination of the obtord was walking at that time.
been
have
Sentences
imposed>s
The total number of deaths in the city oompany and had no criticism to offer.
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and
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and
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they
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GRIMMER, 180 Middle street, or members of
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from Tho shrinkage in the assets was
out to
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house of correction, 81; fiao, otc., 63.
Glimmer’s Orchestra.
the following causes:
Aloobolio poison- mainly
exto
and
heavy
the
grass-ground.
one side on the edge of
business depression
The costs and expenses of proseoutions
ing, 1; oerebral solerosig, 1; oroup, mem., nenses
The assignee reported an offer ol
When Mr. Moore got within one hundred have been *8,336,08; fines and costs im1; diphtheria, 1; heart, disease of, 2; in- it) oer cent to the creditors from Charles --—--~shimself one of the largest
posed, *11,944.48; fines and costs collected,
Merrill,
B
nutrition, 1; lungs, congestion of, 1;
How's Tills!
Tho assignees are inclined to
creditors.
phthisis, 1; pneumonia, 2; senility, 1: accept the offer. The creditors voted,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
that cannot be
uremia,2. Ward 1 had one, Ward 2, five; therefore, to recommend its acceptance.
ft)* any case of Catarrh
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For a pain in the side or ohest there is
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a
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some
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COAL.
A Foil Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

druggist’s

Female Regulators

(Semi-Bituminous)

forge use.
Genuine

Lykens Valley Franklin,
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Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
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excesses. $1 per box. S for $5.
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Easily, QufGkly, Permanently Restored.
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FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

battery, 10; offenoes against chastity and
and finest stock.
morality, 4; cheating and conspiracies, Largest
est Prices.
3; nuisanco, 56 ; violation of the liquor
law, 44; other offences, 35.
W. A.
The following is the disposition and
Foot of Preble Street.
the
year:
during
results of prosecutions
octo
nol
of
costs,
4;
nol| prossed on payment
and
prossed or dismissed, 86; oonviotion
sentenoo, 90; acquitted, 4; plaoed on file,
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Subscription Rates.
Daily <iu advance) $6 per year: $3 for su
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 ceuts a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning bj
carrier anywhere within the city limits and al
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Fress, (Weekly) published
jvery Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
?o cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of theii
papers changed as often as desired.
In Daily
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AUBURN, ME.,

the effect to speedily enlisi
States iu the rebel cause.
Campos has made representations to tht
Spanish government to this effect, bul
they are said to have fallen ou deaf ears,
it will have
the United

FIRST MORTGAGE

Gold Sinking

unless

important

dance with

sucoess

Spanish

rates.
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Faulkner does not think the
Republican victory in Maryland was due
Ho seems
to the revolt against Gorman.
Senator

think that Maryland has been Republican tor some years past on a full vote,
but for some reason a full vote has not
been thrown, the majority of the stay-athomes being
Republicans. This year,

WOODBURY

e

each

Pure

barged

at

regular

rate*.

Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first Insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
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Publishing Co.. 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.
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of Armenians in Asiatic
unchecked.
Every day’s
bring stories of burning vil-

195 Middle St P. a Bn 1108.
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Current Accounts received

only in Asiatic
Turkey, but in European Turkey as well,
and a sore butchery and pillage would
not

Interest allowed

his

A Proclamation

by Governor Henry

B. Cleaves.

to see one

that are now confined to

The annual harvest has been gathered.
The year that is rapidly drawing to a close,
beloved
has brought to the people of our
State, a large meaauro of posperity. Peace,
good order, contentment and happiness
God has
prevail within our vast domain.
and
crowned the year with His blessings
favors, and with the over-flowing riches of
His giace and mercy. Therefore,

preparations

government before

completed

small
and

locality, general,
European Turkey.

Porte is,

both in Asiatio
Feeble as the

can

do

nothing

to oheok

Council,

as a

tuo

day of public

THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.
Refraining from ordinary vocations, may
Commonall the people of our Christian
wealth, in their homes and in places dedicat*-a to

puDllc worsnip. renuer
for the many
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When the Powers act,
Constantinople.
they must bo prepared to ocoupy the
whole empire immediately. Their troops
must be ou their borders ready to, rush
in and take

possession,

else there will be

NORTHERN BANKING

GOOD TOBACCO
EVER SOLD FOR THE MONET

it still is able to exercise some

butchery of the Armenians. But were it
swept away with out a strong government
to take its plaoe immediately, backed
by adequate forces in every part of the
of
November,
Thursday the 28th Day
Mussulman fury would be entireempire,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
unchecked.
ly
England’s fleet in the
hundred and ninety-live, is hereby desigwould avail nothing to check
with the advice of the Executive Bosphorus
nated.

5an4«tl

LARGEST PIECE OF

comparatively

a

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Presiileu
MARSHALL ft. GODINS. Cashat

THE

repressive authority. It has been ablg to
protect the missionaries, though it ap-

parently

light.

Harper

“By

Short & Harmon.)

The author in his prefaces says:
chance glancing over these Memoirs

Prince Eugene
Correspondence
published about forty years ago by A.
du Casse. I read with real pleasure the
letters addressed by Prince Eugme to his
and

&

Brothers; Portland:

SECURITIES.
Loring,

These letters written during the
transformations of the Napoleonic epoch roveal in the exquisite tenderness whioh they
breathe one of the
love-stories which

War-

Swamp.

Louis Pendleton, author of King
Tom and the Runaway, eto. This story
which is written in a very attractive
manner, relates the thrilling adventures
of two boys who are lost in the Great

stirring

charming

Georgia

of

By

wife.

most

Story

A

manifesta-

series
of
with
whioh

a

history Georgia Swamp.

In

their

and

BONDS

of

In the Okefenokee.
Time nnd tho Great

CO.,

53 Exchange Street,

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
~1

CHAS. S. FOBES, Brest..
W. F. M1LLIKEN, V. Brest.,
JA11E8 E. McDOWEEL,
JAMES E. HEWEY,
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. L. MARSXON, Sec’y,

I

V Executive
I Committee,

j
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wandorings

us.
The graceful and roman- they reaoh a deserted camp, where they
compared has given
tions of God’s goodness.
tic side of the Prince’s character seem to are held as prisoners for some time. Boy
that
those
have
And amio our snnss of praise, let our
follow with interest the
be worthy of being shown to the world.” readors will
be
thankfulness he evinced by some substantia! alreadytaken
place will
insigthe
brave boys in all the exexpression or sympathy tor the poor,
nificant. To the looker-on, exasperated This important and highly interesting fortunes of these
afflicted.
and
unfortunate
set of memoirs is sure to be largely read citing scenes through which they pass.
Chamber at by the frightful stories that have flashed
Given at the Executive
thoroughly enjoyed. The book is The book is well printed ana attractively
Augusta, this eleventh day of November, over the wires, the Powers seem slow. and
in the year of our Lord, one thousand
in large, clear type on fine paper, bound and is just in time for the holiprinted
have
to
deal
But
and o
the'probfem they
with,
eight bundled and ninety-live
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portthe Independence of the United States is a tremendous one.
The deposal of the and is handsomely bound in cloth, with days.
hundred
and
America the
one
ot
cover designed by
George Wharton Ed- land : Loring, Short & Harmon.)
existing government is a small and comtwentieth.
in box,
wards. Two volumes, gilt top
HENRY B. CUE AYES.
paratively Insignificant part of it.
five dollars. (New York: Dodd, Mead &
By the Governor.
The Keeper of the Salamander’s Order.
NICHOLAS FESSENDEN,
Company. From the publishers.)
A Tale of Strange Adventure in UnSecretary of State.
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
known Climes. By William Shattuck.
Yan and Nochie of Tappan Sea and The scene of this wonder story is a mysThe Duke and Duchess of Marlborough
Little Miss Phoebe Gay. By Helen Under the Stable Floor. Two books. By terious region washed by the waves of a
have sailed away,and yet the government
Yan and Nochie of
Davies Brown, author of Two College M. Carrie Hyde.
still lives.
tropical sea yet to be explored. The
Girls and the Petrie Estate. This is a Tappan Sea is a story of a little Dutch
young
prince of this mysterious land is
e With
potatoes at 30 cents a bushel, and very fascinating story which the author American girl and her relative. Yan, induoed by a fairy to ride away with her
the
farm
other
products equally cheap,
lets Little Miss. Phoebe Gay tell of her Nochie’s friend, who is a bright interest- on the back of a salamander, whioh rushMaine agriculturist is naturally not feel- delightful home and happy childhood. ing boy has a prominent place in the
es rapidly through the air until it reaches
In describing her home little Miss Phoebe story, which treats of the Whigs and tho fairies1 castle on a floating mountain.
ing happy.
whose real name is Calenders says: “The Tories of 1776.
Here silver and other metal and precious
?i Senator Brice regards the result of the
Calenders were what the neighbors called
Under the Stable Floor is a Christmas stones grow on treos in abundance. While
November electionsjas a sure pressage of
an
old-fashioned family. There were story, of boys and
girls and rats and here, the flouting mountain falls into the
Democratic defeat in 1896. Respeotfully
two big brothers out West, there was mice. Blucher and Gertrude are planning sea
leaving the prince and the fairy on
referred to the Lewiston Sun.
my eldest sister, my lovely sister Lilian, a Christmas tree, and Squire
Rat, who the salamander’s back. The fairy is disLord Dunraven doesn’t seem tP have there
were
twins.
the
“The has a largo family under the stable floor, enchanted, and in her place is a little
endeared himself much more to English- two sisters
as
known
the
girls, hears the conversation, and immediately girl who is greatly troubled because she
than the Americans, by his latest still away £at school, the twins known
men
plans to steal all the good things as soon has forgotten the word which formerly
performances. Critioism of his conduot as the boys and at last came Tommy as they appear, and have a Christmas tree gave her command of the salamander.
on the other side of the water is scaroely and I at the foot. ”
The dearest of grand of his own.
With the aid of his family Thoy decide to try to find the Keeper of
less severe than on this.
fathers and grandmothers were also in- and all the mice in the neighborhood, in the Salamander’s Order that they may
mates of this happy home. Birthdays, spite of sundry traps and the old gray discover the lost word. They are whirled
Notwithstanding Hardin, the Demo- little
Miss Phoebe Gay says “were great oat and her kittens,
Squire Rat carries away nnd meet with strange experiences,
candidate for governor of Keneratio
in spite of out his plans successfully and all the rats visiting The Largest Meteor Unknowii to
days in the Calender family
tukv, was a free silver man, and was out the fact that we had thirteen a
year.” and mice, little and big, gather round Science, The Island of the Smoke Bird,
in consequence- by the business men of
The chapter which tells how little Miss their first Christma tree. Both of these The Land of tho Pillow-Heads, The Some
he ran ahead of his tioket,
Louisville,
Phoebe Gay and Tommy got up a Christ- bright dtories will give pleasure to the Other Kind of People, and many strange
which seems to show that it was not free
Roberts
mas tree for the rest of the family is very
children. (Boston:
Brothers; and wonderful places, where they make
the Demosilver altogether that beat
Mothers as well as the ohildren Portand: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
friends of tho qneer inhabitants.
The
amusing.
cracy.
iuju
will be delighted with this story, whioh
js
nou
uuujv
piiuiDu
uauuHUJiigiy
It is the opinion of most of tbo Repub- is sweet and wholesome throughout, and
Under the Red Flag. By Edward King, bound and contains many appropriate
lican members of Congress who have been whioh shows clearly how
This volume will be very
pleasant a author of My Paris, etc. Under the Red illutrations.
interviewed by the New York World,'that home may be made for the little ones Flag is a story of the adventures of three acceptable to young people as a Christthe defliency of the revenue will be made with but slight effort by their elders. American boys during the insurrection mas gift. (Boston: (Roberts Brothers;
up, not by Increasing the internal reve- (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin & Co.; of the Paris.Commune in 1871. Edward Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
nue taxes, but
by new or inceased duties Portland Loriug, Short & Harmon.
King was one of the few Americans who
A good many of
on foreign imports.
saw the Commune from its beginning in
the Congressmen interviewed are in favor
The Romance of Prince Eugene. An tbe winter to its terrible ending in the
of a tax on wool.
UUUUi
His pici.iwpuavuu
i-UJ
seven days’ fighting in May.
Pulitzer. Translated from the French by tures of Paris and of the sanguinary
The Hon. William C. Whitney is not a
Miss B. M. Sherman. With twelve full- events of that period are all delineated
candidate for the Democratic Presidenprinted in an original from dose and careful observation. Boys
tial nomination, and furthermore, he says page photogravures
-AND

praise and gratilrfe

Deposits.

siring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

up in his stead
that should command the fear if not the
respect of both European andaAsiatic
Turkey would be to make the massacres
were

Time

on

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations, Banks, and others de-

suoh as has not been seen in modern
times. Abdul Hamid can easily be
driven”from;the’throne, but the abolition
of

favorable

eu

terms.

ensure

State of Maine.

SURPLUS

AND

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

EVERYBODY IS ON

But after Abdul Hamid, whatf
This is the question that is paralyzing
the Powers. The fall of the present emperor would undoubtedly be the signal

uprising
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the Powers

an
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Casco National Bank

ruins.

for

Sts.

Tiia

stand looking on, apparently puzzled what to do. They have
but to say the word, and the tottering
empire of Abdul Hamid will fall into
while

MOULTON,

Exchange
petit__

comes, aca men aim
wcm n fleeing for their lives from the
flerco Kurds.
missionaries
So far the
have escaped, though many of their establishments have been burned. Meanoi

lages,

&
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massacres
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MARKS,

Card

Book,

that he must not be considered a candidate. His business affairs are engaging
all his time and attention. Since election, it has been much easier to find
Democrats who are not candidates than
Democrats who are. The returns chilled
many an incipient boom.

The matter of the transportation of the
bicycle is giving the railroads trouble.
Shall
bioycles be regarded as personal
baggage and carried free, or should they

h renob literature is especially
manner,
rich in memories teeming with psoyhological interest and. kaleldosoopio views of
and of human life.
man, of nature,
these the
Romance of
From among
Prince Eugene has been chosen as much
for its delicate treatment of the tender
passion in the life of gne upon whose
character it shows a very
fascinating

Tonight

be packod in with the freight and charged
for by the pound?
Some roads have
adopted the former plan and fitted up
cars suitable for their reception, but the

If your liver is
out of order,
causing Biliousness, Sick Headache, Heartburn

tendency of the majority of railroads
seems to be to treat them as freight and

charge accordingly.
the relations between
Spanish ministry and Gen. Campos
are somewhat
strained. The former has
been anxious to have a campaign of extermination waged against the rebelB, no
quarter to be given, and prisoners taken
It
the

to

appears

or

take a dose ol
Hood's Pills on
retiring, and toorgana will be

that

be summarily executed, but Campos

Constipation,

your digestive
regulated and you will be bright, active
and ready lor any kind of work. This
has been the experience of others; it will
morrow

be yours.

Sold

by

all

druggists.

25 cents.

Mortgage

Portland Theater.

OF

interested in the hair-breadth
escapes and the ingenious devices of two
of these boys, by which they finally succeed in rescuing the grandfather and
brother of one of them who are held as
be

will
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WATSON SISTERS’ CO..

New York.

Headed by their great electrical

TRIANGUL-- GIRATURiG,

mon.

Mary Hastings Foote.

Young People.

By

The life of Christ

carefully

followed.
Every
miracle, parable and event being given
hisas nearly a possible, in the strictly
toric order. The method of question and
answers neoessarily oondenses the inforis

FINE JOB PRINTING A

Ail orders by mail

or
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herein

mation, making it more definite and
helping to fix it in the mind of the
student. Earnest and careful study has
been given to this work which is especially intended for the use of Sunday school
workers and for the home,
be found very
helpful.

where it will
(New York:

'WONDERS OE THE
WEST
Try tlie

SPECIALTY.

telephone promptly at

)

A Life of Christ for

TROPICS^

INDIES and

MARIM-B

stop

at

the

HOTBIj,

BARBADOS.
Circulars address Geo. S. Pomeroy ray
New
2384,
York, or G. B. Loring, of Lorine
Short & Harmon, Portland.
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Price, McCormick
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PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.

Cotton

York

Mam bars

HExchange

New

York

Stock
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and
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Chicago

Board

of Trade.

Lewis’ Accident Insurance
Shoes, and go insured free.
Sold by CENTER & McDOWELL.
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Town of
6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Maine. 4's.
City of Zanesville, Ohio. 4 1-2's.
City of Springfield, Ohio, 5's.

These bonds

1.00. 1.25 and 1.50.
(or mailed) at Stockbridge’s
Music Store.
Half fare to all holdlag “Paderewskt” tickets
on M. C. K.
R„ 0. T. R. R. to both concerts.
F. & R. R. R. to Matinee. Special rates to
T>
p.
7?
D
k.tk Y~\

COURSE.
12

1lyl7

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Course tickets, S3, 84. 85, Including
Reserved Seats.

“Ondrieck” Co.,
Watkins Mills Co.,
Couthoui Co.,
“Kellar,”
The Tavary Grand Opera Co.,

“Paderewski,”

oW{Tssy“WINK.”
and her

are
a

Chicago,

Issued by the Hanitary Dismunicipal corporation regthe
act of

a popular vote
of the electors within its
limits, which include practically the entire
of
City
Chicago, atod the greater part of tne
adjoining populous towns oFCicero and Lyons.

of

M. PAYSON & CO, SWAN & BARRETT,
octli

Recital

Aifiual Violin

Second

—BY

PUPILS OF—

A.

GIVEN

PORTLAND,
Nov.

18,

1893.

—ASSISTED BY—
Double Bass Soloist
Boston
Member
Symphony Orchestra.
Violoncellist
Mr. C. Frank Porter,
of Boston.
Cornetlst
Mr. R. B. Hall,
of Portland.
Mr. James A. Bain,
Accompanist
of Portland, and Given’s Orchestral Club

of Portland.
Musical Director
Given,
Six pupils will appear as soloists and a class
variations with
an
air
and
of twenty will play
orchestra.

Tickets 35c and 50c. For sale at all music
These tickets are ex
stores and pupils.
Sale at
changeable for reserved seats.
Chandler’s music store on Monday, Nov- 11th,
9 a. m.
sale
9
a.
m.
General
12th,
at
Tuesday,
Parties holding tickets sold by pupils and
a
tickets
their
should
music store
exchange
soon after the 11th as possible in order to
2-9-12-15-16-18.
secure good seats.
Admission tickets 25 cents.

ENTERTAINMENT

0. U. A. M.
at

CONCRESS

bankers.

HALL.

Nov. 18th.
Monday Evening,
Consisting of music; address l>y Rev. Pr,
hyourw***"

—"

,r
v.
2
Family Album of

Andrew
living ^pictures; reading by Frof.
Zither

with
Cross; music by Mrs. Zimmerman,
Tickets 26 cts.
AB
guitar accompaniment.
Loring Short & Harmon’s, Stevensi & Jones,
and Geo. K. Thompson’s, and at tile door.
novl2dlw

CISSY IS COMING

”

G

ACUTION

F,

ALES

‘BAiLEY & CO.,

O.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

d«

*

Salesroom *# Exchange Street.
C. W. ALLEN

P. O. BULKY.
arl4

FOR SALE BY-

-FOB SALE BY-

dtt

■

WITH HER

ularly organized under a general
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance

Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's.
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maina Central Ratlroad.

World's

Evening tickets, 81.00, si.50 and $2.00.

Due July 1, 1901.

trict of

21st,

Matinee
Now on sale

Interest Payable January and
July 1.

City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Borough of Braddook, Penna., 41-2's and S's.

g|
1 H.

Cent. Bonds,

Per

I INVESTMENTS.
Dexter, Maine,

by the
Pianist.

Greatest

rsiancnuiu;

dtf

5

Recitals

Grand

Jerusha will present the

DRAINAGE,

I

usually dubbed a “crank.”
People who want their
printing different from ggj
the ordinary every-day >0
please. Whether

octl9

NOV.

EVENING,

FRIDAY MATINEE, NOV. 22d.

31

42 Male Street

ARTICLES

CONGRESS SQUARE CHURCH, Wednesday and Thursday afternoon and evenings,
both nights consisting
Supper
j! of cold will be served on
meats, oysters, beans and hot rolls for
25 cents a plate.
A Kate Greenaway entertainment will be
by the young people on Thursday evennovl8d3t
g. Tickets 25 cents.
At

novlS

Wear

ANNUAL SALK OF

Fred A.

Grain.

BO days.

THE

FANCY

Mr. Max O. Kunze,

Members /New

DUE 1912.

a

novldtf

CHILDREN i5 CENTS.

CONCERT AT 8 O CLOCK.

Members

paid-up Accifjvery pair contains
Policy for $100, good for

EVERY EVENING AT 8!
Matinees Wed. and Sat. at 2.30.
IS
EVENING
PRICES—IO,
and 25cts. Matinees 10 cts.
to all parts of file house.

CITY HALL,

Cotton.

dent Insurance

Artists*

Specialty

Monday Evening:,

Exchange.

CONSOL. 4’s,

-OF-

—AT—

Stocks.
R.

J. C. McCONK Treas

Week Commencing Mon. Nor. 18.
Seating and hakbis,
AND A BIG COMPANY

MR. FRED

Exchange.

The best #3.00 Men’a Shoes on the
jDsrkct
Made from tannery calfskin, dongola
tops, all leather trimmed, solid leather
soles with Lewis’ Cork Filled Soles.
Unequaled for beauty, fine workmanship, and wearing qualities. Your choice
of all the popular toes, lasts and fasten-

Cor. Congress and Pearl Sts.
C. F. STUBBS Mgr.

New York.

v

dti

novl6

&CO.,
Broadway!

72

HOME MUNICIPAL BONIS

PARK THEATER,

anti six other Superb Entertainments.
Tickets now on sale at Stockbridge’s Musio
Store.

New York, Not. 14, 1895.

OF

«

YORK.

NEW

120 BROADWAY,

following array of talent:

Watson Sisters, Josie, May, Leona;
Juan d« Zmiora, Mexican Gymnast;
John, The Vidocos, Edna; Willard and
Brown, G. Clark Razzillian, J, Vincent
Bryce, Lowry and Iianly, Beutlv and
Cameron, Marie Rogers, Annie Smiiax,
Maggie dark, Blanche Sherwood, Edith
Worth, Elsie Mayvilie, Gerland Le
Mayne, Maggie Helglit, Glauys Fairchild, Viola Vtoent, Rye Lewis, Virgle
Vane, Irene Lavora, Rose Stanley.
Prices. 25, 35, 50c. Seats are on sale
at the box office.

ui muo

Guaranty & Indemnity Co.,

yout

Congress St.Maine.

v^uixj(jailjob

Mercantile Trust Co.,

Nlyopia, Hy-promoiropia. Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

561

E. SWASEY&CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassware,

eod3m)

uutUVia

Company to make the following statements:
ships plying between New York. Boston and
The sale of the
Railroad and
other Philadelphia and Savannan, and own in tbe
properties formerly
most
to
the latter city
of the
belonging
over 300 acres
Central Railroad & Banking Company of valuable terminal property,
commanding
Georgia has been confirmed by the United 1 1-4 miles of river front,
with extensive
States Courts.
comsheds, cotton
docks, warehouses,
The title thereto has been conveyed to presses and
valuable dock
property at
the “Central Georgia Railioad Company,”
Hoboken, New Jersey.
which has operated the system from NoIt will also be a lien upon divers stocks
vember 1. 1895.
and bonds described therein, whereby it
The bonds run for 50 years, and are ex- controls as proprietary roads the Atlantic
of
Alabama,
empt from either State or Federal Taxes and West Point, Western
Upson County, Wrightsville and Tennile,
imposed on the Railroad Company. Prin- Louisville and Wadley,
end
Sylvania
cipal and interest are payable in gold coin Talbotton Railroads, aggregating 309 miles.
The other liens upon portions
of the
of the Unted States of the present standard
property covered by the consolidated mortof weight and fineness. Interest is payable 1 gage are as
follows:
n New York City in May and November.
On Main Line, 5 per cent
First
consolidated
bonds
of
the
issue
The total
Mortgage,
7,000.000
16,590,000, On Mobile and Girard Division, 5
is restricted by the mortgage to
exceeding
which can be increased to not
per cent First Mortgage,
1,000,000
18.500.U0U, by issuue of not more than $500,- On Macon and Northern Division, 5
000 in any one fiscal year, exclusively for
per cent First Mortgage,
840,000
betterments and purchase of equipment for On Steamship and Railroad stocks, 4,880,000
railroad covered ny the mortgage.
The
consolidated
bonds
will be the only
The property covered by the Consolidated
rail- fixed charge obligation covering the whole
Mortgage embraces not only all the
leaseroads, equipment, appurtenances,
and
and
will be an absosystem
properties,
holders, interests in other railroads and lutefirst lien
upon 579miles of railroad and
steamers, stocks and bonds now owned, but
ex- its
also all such railroads, equuipment,
equipment, the leases of the South
tensions to and other properties as may be
Western and Augusta& Savanah Road*,and
hereafter at any time acquired.
The Consolidated Mortgage will be a lien the stock of the New England Steamship
title to Company.
upon all the following railroads,
which is to be vested in the new company,
The Central R. R. and Banking Company
viz.:
of Georgia was, for many years, the
most
A First Mortgage on Savannah
481 miles prosperous and reliable dividend payer of
and Western System,
Its
Southern
railroads.
resulted
insolvency
A First Mortgage on Montgomery
at heavy
80 miles from acquirement of extension
and Eufaula,
fixed charges. Where the roads so added
A First Mortgage on Savannah
the
their
have
been
retained
in
system,
13 miles
Z
andJAtJantic,
ownership has been principally recognized
\ second Mortgage on Main Line,
or
inoome
bonds
after
the
by issue
ranking
Savannah to Atlanta£and Mill,
31-1 miles consolidated issue.
edgeville Branch,
the
its
conDuring
receivership
physical
A Second Mortgage on Mobile and
I34fmiles dition's bad been vastly improved and its
Girard,
The
equipment increased and renewed.
A second Mortgage on Macon and
or floating
108 miles new Company has no car trust
Northern,
debt.
The fixed charges of interest and rentals
1,123 miles
Total,
cent,
leasehold have been reduced about 83 1-3 per
lien upon
It will also be a
will hereafter be $1,864,080 per annum.
and
estate for one hundred and one (101) years
Tbe surplus earnings ot the system, as rein the
ported by tbe receivers, have been for yeafu
332 miles ending June 30th, 1995. $:J,122,985.559,
South Western Railroad,
ex53 miles clusive of
Augusta and Savannah Railroad,
expeditures on equipment and
rail?.
385 miles
Total,
Tbe operations of tbe past year were conIt will also be a lien upon the ownership ducted under traffic conditions of extreme
of
stock
depression, and largely increased earnings
and equity of the entire capital
Steamship are expected.”
the Ocoan and New England

ErsrPEXREXTER,

||

Commercial St., (foot of Crosn street.

--uuv

the issue,

trouble.

at retail at wholesale prices. Fine goods at the
price you pay for the ordinary elsewhere.

273
“f--

-—

And the

$16,500,000

at 96 1-2 and accrued interest, will be received by the NEW YORK GUARANTY
& INDEMNITY COMPANY and the MERCANTILE TRUST
COMPANY UP TO AND.INCLUDING TUESDAY, NOV. 19, 1895,
AT 3 O’CLOCK P. M.
Forms of application may be obtained from either of the undersigned.
Five per cent, to accompany bid, the balance to be paid on allotment.
Bonds will be ready for delivery about Nov. 30. and temporary receipts will be
issued pending completion of Bonds.
Application will be made at an early date to list these Bonds upon the N ew
York Stock Exchange.
Bonds may be registered at option of the holder.
The forms of the consolidated bonds and mortgage have been prepared under
the supervision of Messrs. Alexander & Green, Messrs.
Davies, Stone & Auerbach,
and Mr. Henry Crawford,
Copies of the Mortgage securing these bonds can be had upon application art
the offices of the undersigned.
for

Subscriptions

sen-

sation

$16,500,000.

BONDS,

21st,

Nov.

THE ORIGINAL

NOVEMBER.

AND

MAY

DUE

Company ot

|

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN GOLD

FREE OF CHARGE
matter

NIGHTS,

THREE

THE

Central of Georgia Railway Company

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’
EXCHANGE,
hostages by the savage insurgents, and •7 l-$ Exchange St,,
Portland.
The book
narrowly escape execution.
insurrection of the
as a history of the

value to its
Paris Gommune will be of
readers. (Philadelphia: Henry T. Coates
& Co. ; Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

WE GOT ’EM:
Glasses that will fit you,
In gold frames,
“
silver frames,
“
steel frames,
“
fact the finest line ol
glasses you will find ill
til
we
and
Portland
them
uo

E. Lothrop, Leasee and Manager.

G.

Beginning

cor. Middle and

massacres

Turkey go

__

HA-WKEns.

—

insertion.,
Heading Xotices in reading matter type,
•
r. cents per line each insertion.
wants. To Let, For Sale and similar adverrsements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display.
Displayed adveriisements under these headlines, and all advernot paidj lin advance, iwili be
isements
!i

amusements.

Five Per Cent Fifty Year Gold Bonds

4’s.

This Company is earning MET about
three times its interest charges.
The bond is virtually the promise of the
City of Auburn as it is signed by the
Water Commissioners and the City ot
Auburn owns the Water Works plant.

ideas.

Half square advertisements $1.00 per week he says, the Republicans reserves came
out
with the result that the Democrats
lirstweek; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square" is a space of the width of a colIn the same direcwere
overwhelmed.
umn and one inch long.
tion is the statement of Mr. Rasin, GorSpecial Notices, on first page, one-third ad- man’s right hand man in Baltimore, to
ditional.
the effect that Maryland haB been RepubAmusements and Auction Sales. $2.00 per
lican since 1875 and has only been kept
or less,
insertions
Three
week.
square each
in the Democratic column by the efficientl.50 per square.
Heading Notices in nonpanel type and cy of the Baltimore machine.
Willi

|

DEE JULY I, 1905.

to

lions or less, $L.00 per square.
Every othei
day advertisements, one third less than these

Fund

FINANCIAL.

Consolidated

Water Works Co,

Campos speedily wins some
he is likely to be succeeded by somebody who will raise the
black flag and tight the rebels in accorand

|

FINANCIAL.

FINANCIAL,

that sort of e
campaign, not so much perhaps beoau«<
of its inhumanity, as because he fears
is not

—AND—

lit.
Teacher

dtf

GEORG

vTWIEREA,

language
and
references anti terms
adBb*jGeod2m*
drosa Chapwick House,
iterature.

of

the

For

German

In

MUSIC AND DRAMA,
Paderewski.
The time is fast approaching when the
great pianist Paderewski will be heard
at City
Hall, opening the Stockbridge
The tickets should be procured
course
said :
ouoe. A great Loudon critio
at
“Paderewski attracts audiences like Patti
and 1 ike/i'amagno; so that, whatever he

plays, the hall is sure to be full and its
oooupants enthusiastic. No singer, however,oan

without the aid of other artists—

instrumentalists—organize a
conoert; whereas the great Polish pianist
is able by himself to draw more persons
his concert room will hold; and
than
vocalists

or

when once he has them in his presence he
hearers enchanted and encan keep his
of hours or any
thralled for a couple
longer period. Yesterday afternoon when
the one reoital took place that Padereski
was to give this season, the pianist was
in his happiest mood and played with a
poetry, a Are—an individuality, above all

METVA/

-rue

PUIIPP.H.

fine banquet was served.
mi_1

Formed by

the

the Action of

Council at

South Portland Yesterday.

nnaiolilo of

i:_>

f.Vio

firm *rrP era-

tional ohurch will be entertained at

the

chapel Wednesday evening by gentlemen
formerly known as the members of the
“Banner Classes.’’ A conundrum supper

would look for vainly in the
of most
pianists—even
performances
pianists whose greatness would be con-

will be served.
There is to be a special meeting of the
About two years ago a number of the
Counoil this evening to consider the
oitizens of South Portland banded to- City
matter of the construction of.a sidewalk
a
of
forming
the
for
purpose
tested by no one.’’
gether
on Church street.
This little
football
The Westbrook High school
sooiety of Congregationalists.
Cissy Fitzgerald.
its
in
efforts, eleven plaved a game with the Bridgton
band has been persistent
Saturday
Cissy, the only and unapproachable, and
as Academy team at Bridgton,
by hard work has so far prospered
afternoon. Considering the difference in
with her electrifying and magnetizing
a
into
themselves
form
to
now
able
be
of
two
to
the
and experience
elevens,
“wink,” is to be seen in Portland next ohurob. Feeling their strength, they ap- weight
the Westbrooks put up a very satisfactory
Ever since she came to America
week.
0
in
favor of
26
to
was
The
score
of
incorporation game.
plied for the privilege
the London Gaiety Girls she has
the Brdigton team.
with
and a council from the different Congrethe
The water registered higher at
In
been a star of tlie.Arst magnitude.
ohurches was chosen at a meet- lower falls in this city Saturday than at
the piece she is to gational
“The Foundling,
Y.
M.
at
the
time
weeks
two
other
during
drought.
ago
any
ing held about
present, Mr. Charles Frohman has surhall, this city. After the transacA Fancy Goods Deal.
rounded
her- with a nlav and company
tion of the necessary business the meetthat is peculiarly suited to her talents.
have sold the John F.
convene at
The
to
assignees
was
again
adjourned
Boston, she fin- ing
At the Park Theatre,
Union hall, South Portland, yesterday Rand fancy goods stock to the Chenery
most
sucished|Saturday|night"one of the
They will
Company.
when the society should be formed into Manufacturing
cessful
engagements ever known to the
at move the goods to their store,Nos. 236-238
a church.
yesterday
Consequently,
the receipts having exBoston
stage,
2.30 p. m.,
the^time appointed, services Middle street, and have a trade sale,
ceeded those of “Trilby”. Portland is inIn commencing
hall.
Thursday morning. The
were held in the above named
to
see
deed fortunate in being permitted
sold
of tho rain every seat inithe bouse stook cost over $43,000, and will be
spite
this famous metropolitan danseuse. The
at a great sacrifice.
was occupied, one-third of the hall being
announcement of the sale will be made
reserved for those active in the servicse.
in the daily papers this week.
The visitors arrived on the 2.30 ferry
Given’s Kecital.
after which the council met in the anteAt City Hall this evening Mr. Given’s room to finish business whioh was postfrom the
pupils will give their second annual vio—which

OWEN, MOORE &CO.

WESTBROOK.

York 33 years ago, when Laura

Now

deKeene, John T. Raymond and other
bill. There
parted celebraties were on theAir.
Robson
were 13 persons in the play.
Mr. C. Morso Wosoott and wife of BosHe was a page
Novomebr 4.
was 60 on
R
a
and
afterward
Congress,
in
the 33d
ton, Mass., were the guests of Dr. C.
on the stage.
typesetter before he went
Anderson, Sunday.
to
secure
is trying
Mr. Stookbridge
The report in the last issue of the SunThe
Roosevelt to replace Dr. Parkhurst
his
Times to the effect that an evening
Pond,
day
not
notify
Major
did
dootor
to lecture session of the
agent, of his previous promise
publio sohools has been held
for Dr Penn until informed that he was at the Bridge Street school building the;
course.
to appear in the Stookbridge
It
two months, was incorrect.
Miss Amy Fay, the Dieppe exponent past
two
the past
and pupil of Liszt, is very muoh interest- evidently meant to read
the Clavier method, and on her winters.
ill
ed
visit to the school she brought a copy of
Palmer, presiding
Rev. George R.
the Portland Transcript of November 6th,
at the
distriot, preached
which contained an artiole by Mrs. Her- elder of this
she was very Methodist church, yesterday.
Subject:
mann Kotrsohmar in which
much interested. She stated that at some “The
Open Door or Opportunity.”
time she had hoped to write up the subThe Willow olub with invited friends,
said Mrs. Kotschmar had
but
herself,
ject
dosed the season at their dub house on
left nothing to be said.
A
the Presumpsoot Saturday evening.

one

,.

The weather today
is likely to be
rainy

Portland, Nov. 17th, 1895.

should be seoured today at Chandler's.
•

The Park

T heatre.

you who

I

clever church entertainment
providers in the November

ft

of

by

\

10 Cents

feet

Easels, five
fancy bottoms,

Publishing Company

The Curtis
X

all News-stands

on

Philadelphia

for

week Mr. Stubbs will present an whioh belonged in Portland, sang an
Fifteen members were received
new bill to the patrons of the anthem.
This house has now be- into the new ohurch by their pastor, Rev.
Park theatre.
Three were taken in by
come the home of variety, and judging M. F. Andrews.
the words of praise we hear from letter, and one by baptism. The sorlpture
frci
its !. _iieuces we have no douot that the lesson was then read, after which 'prayer
This

We shall sell

a

Wrappers

.t

skirt dancer, the Lancashire boys,
Sullivan and Phipps, concluding with a

was

TJrv

tliiu fimn

rlavIzmice kiaH

be discerned.
William
Rev.

resulta

After some official business the
chorus took up and worked on a couple
nf livnlr fldnns
which were hiehlv in-

present.

Wood,

/

efforts of the two ohurobes will be more
effected in formating the oause of religion
in the village. Mr. H. B. Walton, the

The Famous Watson

The famous Watson sisters will play a
nights’ engagement at Portland

three

of

The citizens

and
with crowded houses everywhere
they will no doubt prove a strong atThe musical director is Mr.
traction.
Fred S. Rounds, an old Portland hoy.
Notes.
Stuart Robson Is the only survivor of
the cast of “Tho Rivals” a3 it was given

First—In

our
city proper one fivefare should entitle a passenger to a
to
transfer
any given point This is the
in other cities, even in Bangor.
case
There are many persons who, desiring to
go to a place equaijdistant from Preble
street, walk the whole way rather than
fares, eve n though tho second
pay two
is only three cents when a transfer
one
There is some injustice
is purchased.
about a method whioh will allow passenride
from
to
the Union Station to
gers
Fort- Allen for five cents,and charge an
other, eight cents for riding from City
Hall to Preble street and then down to
the Grand Trunk station. Let the fare
made five cents with free transfer,
be
and those who now say they guess they

oent

Wbo Holds the Keys
°fim Health?

W1J.1

)

)
\ perfect and whose head S
f is clear. (The one comes f
)
) of the other.)
He whose

digestion

is

H-O
/

brings both.

waja

auu

oavo

DUO

uigui UCUtS,

win

pay the five cents and ride.
Seoond—The writer was surprised on a
chilly afternoon of last week to stand at
the entrance to the Union Station and
the car pass on up above the Maine
see
Central general offices and remain there
for five minutes or more and then come
down without a passongor, and take on
board half a dozen shivering individuals
who had stood at the entrance to the station all the time. It would have answered
all practical business purposes to have
had the car return to the station where
nineteen-twetienths of the passegors are
furnished, and wait there the spare time
giving the patrons shelter and warmth.
These are not intended a& unkind criticism, but are intended to advance the interests of the Portland Electric Railroad
by securing for the public greater privand still better accommodations.
ileges
D

CITIZEN.

on orders from Washington,
D. Bryans seized the
Goorge
at Charleston, S. * C.,
“Laurad”
steamer
suspected of filibustering.
of Trade has
Board
The Ellsworth
oity be
passed resolutions that their
made the western terminus of the.Wash/ ington county railroad.
Henry H. Mason of Northeast Harbor,
is missing.

)

Aoting

Collector

counter,

Photograph

bottles,

black

An

“Joinville” Scarfs

black

■

lot

of

we

wish to distribute these

as

far

as

we

shall limit the

sale,

two to

a

possible

among;

our

customer.

mounted,

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Address filade by Father Clark, President
of the Association.
In an address made by the Rev. F. E.
Clark, B. D., president of the United
Societies of Christian Endeavor, in Bos-

It muy almost be said that there is a
limitless supply of young men and womthese days moved by the limitless
en iu
meet the
power of the Spirit of God to
limitless need of the heathen world, and
ho urged the churches and the pastors
the most of this rising tide of
to mate
enthusiasm, and to use the oonseorated
youth tow iu the world for
energy of

In

Orrington,

loth

inst, Mrs. Lydia W. Smith,

aged 79 years.

*

In Bangor, 8th inst, Mrs. Mary A. Young,
ged 66 years.
In Halloweil, 6th inst, Arthur W. Fuller, aged

22 years.
In Gilead, 6th inst, Jonas
years.
In North Kennebunkport,

Thompson.

six

button

One lot of fine White
trimmed
Underskirts,

tucking and wide flounce
of lace edging and insert,
ing,

$1.25.

M.JTootbakei^t,

flounce,

marked

TABLE

„„„„„„„

$1.19,

$1.69.

WARE,"

Wrappers,

women’s,made
workrooms,

regular

WFeunemrseeSrvYce,B“xuesday

SILVER

CO.,

Slips,

embroidered

babies,

36c,

marked

wadded Bonnets,
children
colors,

67IneRandolpli.
aKien Inswonh,
“in

One

STEVENS

SuTiusTllenlen

and

one

$3.89,

been

$5 and 15-50A broken lot
ail

of

heavy

Portsmouth

wool

ribbed

Shirts

Drawers,

at

down from

and
marked

69c,
$1.

HOSIERY COUNTER. (Men’s)

at

wool

imported

Half-Hose

marked

36c,

down

from 50c.
YARNS COUNTER.

8c

a

quality fast

knitting Cotton, at
ball, regular price

12c.

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

pieces,

(Children’*)

50c,

reduced

stamped

for

embroidery, at 25c
Also a
each, been 50c.
lot of fancy brush painted
Boxes

at

marked down from

25c,

48c.

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

One lot of Men’s extra
fine hemstitched Handkerchiefs, unlaundered, at
20c, worth

38c

to 50c.

SILKS COUNTER.

A

of

lot

small

navy

polka dot
Silks, fit for waists, neckwhite

blue

ties,

etc, at 50c

a

yard,

been 69c.
BASEMENT.

One lot of German decorated Cake Plates at two
One

Monday.

25c

dozen
hundred
glass
Tumblers, ground band
around the top, at 48c a
Five
dozen, worth 75c.
hundred small Cups and
Saucers

at

two cups

and

10c

a

pair,

two saucers.

CORSETS COUNTER.

One lot of Children’s
“Favorite” Waists, three
'to twelve years

size,

at

only terms at these
Monday Sales are cask
and no exchanges.
The

OWEN, MOORE & CO. OWEN,

MOORE

SEAL PLUSH.

SEAL PLUSH.

&

CO.

SEAL PLUSH.

OWEN,

I Are You Going to Put New Sleeves §

MOORE

CO.

i

Into Last Year’s Garment ?

l
to

ui

^

You

CO

One for

price $6.50

..

“nffi
inga" 3(5
iS

tfflS,1

$5,

#8.50.

'^^^“ov.ve'nien.fe'offamiiy11

ssrfflssswii ssr
fayte

Capes,

at

Skirts,

"THANKSGIVING

°Hermon.

2°Iuathib

years, at
from 75c.

black

“nne,

$2.69,

COUNTER.

Garments, with
two

for

Vests and Pants, for children
eight to fifteen

of cluster

with double

6th inst, Mary E.

...

alt

lined,

One lot of fine Jersey
merino
white
ribbed

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin.)

G. Lary, aged 70

Christ._

Jersey

UNDERWEAR COUNTER

at

In Dayton, 6th inst, Nettie D. Clough, aged
20 years.
ton, he said:
Iu Pittsfield, 4th inst, Wm. C. Parks, aged
Already the nations of the earth have
80 years.
at 86c, marked down
MARRIAGES.
In Ellsworth, 6th inst, Joseph W. Bowden,
begun to hear the joyful sound, already
aged 69 years.
they am turning their faces Zionward.
from
of
___*_
the city of London, from the great
Xr. Rockland. 6th Inst, Harry dohnson
In
of Rockland
clock tower of tho Parliament buildings, Unity and Miss Mary Kavanaugh
and
Hauler
Edward
In Hull’s Cove. 4th inst,
SKIRTS COUNTER.
hands of the great elock mark the
as the
Mrs. Annie Miller.
...__
Miss
completion; of each hour. Big Ben tolls
In Randolph, 5th Inst, J. C. Rollins and
forth his thunderous peal, while at the
One lot of fast
and Mis,
quarter a little melody is
end of each
tho
which
with wide
consists
ad
ohimes,
Ethel
Satteen
upon
play
william E. Weston and
notes from tho oratorio of the
of a few
Pratt.
M.
Althea
Miss
at
moreen
Messiah. For eight miles around, the peoMrs.
In Sebec, 4th inst. William H. Long and
ple in smoky London every 15 minutes Mary E. Rolf, botli of Brownvllle.
“I
sweet
know
Miss
the
that
from
and
down
sound,
Ham
H.
hear
my
Iu Bangor, 6th inst, Louis
Redeemer liveth.” With each returning N
all the slums and
2d inst, Selden R, Booker
IiUNoMh
quarter of an hour.into
BLANKET WRAPPERS COUNTER.
as
well as into ail the palaces and Miss Zelma N. Costigan.
hovels,
In Milo. 2d inst, Willis P. Soule of Lagrange
of Loudon, penetrates the joyful sound,
Milo.
of
i
Monroe
E.
Carrie
and Miss
One lot of fine all wool
“I know that my Redeemer liveth.”
Miss
Iu Canaan, 2d inst. Frank Lewis and
is a question for immediate
So the world, in its limit ness need, is Rosa Ireland, bath of Canaan.
Blanket
to
feel
tho
power of limitless
beginning
consideration. That even,
supply; is beginning to hear the song
is only about a week dis
in our own
that sounds over land and sea, and which
DEATHS.
tank
evermore, in fuller peal and more joyous
Silver, new shining
to
resound
to all the ends of
go at
ohorus, will
Silver, enriches the setting
the earth, “I know fhat my Redeomer ■In Augusta. Nov. 16, Mrs. Sarah A. Dunlevy,
to
forth of that meal.
liveth.”
afternoon at 2
Dr. Clark also illustrated his address by
It is the essential feature
different missionary lands
reference to
in fact.
which he had visited,and urged his hearNov. l«b. Hannah H wife of
The best line, the best
ers to make the most of the rising tide of
INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.
2 o’clock.
missionary enthusiasm among tho young
at
prices
people, which he declared was growing £r
**■
lot of
stronger apd stronger among the socieRosa Fox Corey, aged 7 months
ties of Christian Endeavor which would L and the
at
for
be especially connected, and which give
Kenney, aged
city, Nov. 16. Catherine
promise of making the coming generation
down from 50c.
mornmore thoroughly devoted to the work of
from 40 Adams street Monday
573 CONGRESS ST.
Mass at Cathedral of Immissions than any that has gone before.
o’clock.
8
lot of fine silk
a
Also
Be deolared that the enthusiasm for this innnilate Conception at 9 o clock.
Benner, aged
Augusta, 10th inst, Johu
subjoct wa='a most remarkable, and that
assorted
the one idea which more than any other
10th inst, Mrs. Selina Bangs,
seemed to arouse the generous impulses
for
NOTICE.
up to
of the young was the thought of “the
10th inst. Mrs. Eliza E. Delano.
whole wide'world [or.Christ.” Hundreds
m inst, James H., son of Mr.
of young peoplo are offering themselves
Mr. Wm. Gutman retires from our firm
to our
LEWIS, HALL * CO.
missionary boards who, for the
&
Storer, aged rom th is date.
TtobktenU.’
uoylldlw
laok of money, cannot be sent.
Portland, Nov, 9,1895.
784-ears.

lurethis cl“,

ribbed, fleeced

Gloves,

black,

row

inches.

Suits,

Union

19c,

50c,
marked down from $1.00.
—two sizes missing.

RINES BROTHERS.

1-2

19c,
2^c—

sizes at 50c, been 75c.

Biarritz

colors and

at

One lot of combination

GLOVES COUNTER.

Suede

Stock-

Cashmere

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Knitted)

been 25c.
One lot of

Infants’

marked down from

some

at

(Children's.)

of

lot

sizes 4 to 5

imitation

bargain.

ings, long legs,

at 35c,

JEWELRY COUNTER.

One

Great

HOSIERY COUNTER

One
of

lot

weight

women’s, high

from 36c.

box, three cakes.
assorted

“Onyx”

medium

spliced heel and double
toe, at 27c, marked down

25c. One lot of fine
quality Toilet Soap at 15c
a

MACINTOSHES

Match

of

lot

Hosiery,

price

These

Ribbons,wide widths,
25c, been 38c.

One

large
18c, regular

at

$3.97.

Centre

plaid

HOSIERY COUNTER.

One

and up.
lot of Toilet Water,

been

styles

at

An assorted lot of linen

Silk

Shaving
18c, regular

at

colorings,

One of best

One lot of Scotch

of

assorted

nitures,
and

black

RIBBONS COUNTER.

at

lot

18c, been 25c and

39c, been 60c.

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

One

at

Tray Cloths, hemstitched
and Mexican borders, at

one

Gar-

fancy

A lot of fine

One lot of pure linen

box, reg-

50c.

same

silver

customers,

There are some things yet to come, and
will come, which the
which doubtless
public will hail with pleasure, and whioh
I am sure will be no loss to the road.

a

One lot of

natural

LINENS COUNTER.

been 25 c.

of our fair oity have oause
for the well equipped and

ience and gentlemanly conductors as any
city in New England.

at 35c

price

en-

at two for 5c.

DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

28c.

quality, high

price 36c

Road,

tor gratitude
Theatre, commencing next Thursday
well managed railroad with which they
night. They will be supported by a onmare
now accommodated. Other oities of
parfy of capable comedians, headed by
the great eleotrical sensation “Triangue- less size and importance and travel got
marvelous ahead of us in point of electricity but
Giratorio, one of tha most
can boast of as good service
in
and beautiful aerial acts ever seen on the now we
matter of
speed, oomfort, convenstage. The company have been greeted the

fine

ings

Frames, silvered, handat 13c,
some patterns,

people

the Press:

hundred

a

Shell Side Combs,
As

To the Editor

and 25c.

been

12c,

An assorted lot of black
and colored Tuxedo Veil-

of

lot of metal

Cuts.

wished his
churoh. who
name withheld, for the purpose of erectThe meeting
ing a building^of.worship.

The Portland Electric

22c

at

LACES COUNTER.

marked down from 62c.

friend of the

Sisters.

ular

for

Two

lot of land situated In the centre of the
village, having been presented them by a

was dismissed at 1.30, enabling the
from the city to get the 4.45 ferry.

widths,

HABERDASHERT COUNTER.

superintendent, then made a few reteresting, the members singing with a
marks, saying that the churoh was startgreat deal of vim and snap, Mr.SangJier
under very favorable oiroumstances a
to make ing
has two of the virtues

necessary
and that is firm disa choral conductor,
cipline and tact. The next rehearsal will
take place at Union Hall, entrance on
The
Free street, next Friday evening.
ball is the sooiety’s regular headquarters.
It Is possible that another evening may be
deoiaed on for future rehearsals. For
further information apply to Mr. Sauglier, or Gressey, Jones & Allen.

finish,
At

of

Style

a

ed

19c,

25c.

lot

Brushes,

pastor of the
Methodist oburch of South Portland,
Choral
Portland
Society,
came into the meeting after the
services
The first rehearsal of the Choral Socieof his ohurch were over and very cordialty Friday evening was well attended and
ly greeted the new churoh in an able adconsidering the stormy night, Mr. Sangdress, welcoming them very heartily in
the
with
more
than
ller was
encouraged
our midst and hoping that the combined
There were about 30 members

roaring afterpiece.

Books,

men or women, at

paper and

act

enshrouded the unlighted audience that
the faces of the other speakers could not

imitation

Writing
Envelopes,
Paper
box contains a pound of

89 cts.

sacrament
offered and the
of the Lord’s Supper administered to all
of
the Saviour, who were
followers

Prayer

One lot of Swiss Embroidered Edges, assort-

and

venture

sermon.

of

regular price

limited number of $1.50 and $1.25 Flannelette

has proven successful. The mati- was offered. The ohoir rendered a selecof State
street
tion and Dr. Jenkins
nees are quite a
taking feature.
preached a very eloquent
Among the performers this week will church,

#1.98.

STA TIONER Y CO UNTER.

■

ing

lot

velopes,

at

pompadour Ruch$1 a yard, been

EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

lizard skin Pocket

8-15 TUESDAY MORNING,

The reserve d space for the participants
was decorated with chrysanthemums and
potted plants. The minutes of the last
meeting were read, after whioh the choir,

58c,

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

One

counter, a lot of
and light blue double

same

ing,

been 75c.

One

opposite.

at

reel,

One lot of double tex.

chiffon

high,

sixty inch
Tape Measures, on patent

ture navy blue Macintosh

pink

Five hundred Bamboo

One lot of

slightly

At

DRAPERIES ROOM.
‘

69c,
$1.00.

imperfect, at 10c tomorrow,
regular price 25c.

For to-

NOTIONS COUNTER.

An assorted lot of Silk
Windsor Scarfs,

then at the—

morrow

to

NECKWEAR COUNTER. (Women's)
success

continue them.

LADIES' HOME JOURNAL

at

years,
marked down from

“Monday Bargain

our

boys seven

thirteen

attention.

39c> marked down from
50c.

flannel

grey

Blouses, for

of your

offering worthy

of

lot

a

Same section,

$2.

irom

one

at least

The wonderful
Told

for

looking

save

store makes

Church Sociable Ideas

*F

ours

money.
Each department of the

Three New

1

angora fur, for children up
to three years, at #1,50 todown
morrow, marked

interest for

are

chances to

adjourned meeting.
About 3 o’clock the counoil, of which
nine were presen t, entered the hall and

entirely

musloal team,
be Keating and Harris
Miss Josie Emery, serio oomic; Croga
a id Baren, Irish sketch; Mr.Ed.
Lynch,
tli, great Irish oomedian from the Palace
Boston; seoond week of John
theatre,
Fenton, Miss Fannie Davis, the oharm-

with

teems

poned

took their seats on one side of the room
near the pulpit, the choir occupying seats

of

umn

COMMENCING AT

Mr. Given will play a Paganini cornpositic n on the G string. There will be several eminent artists from aboard, and Mr.
will be the pianist. Seats
James Bain

Monday
Bargain col-

KVERY
this

C.°A.

lin recital,
commencing at 8 o’clock.
Besides the pupils the fine new orchestra
club will be heard in several selections.

four years, at $1.39,markAlso
ed down from $2.
Down
Eider
a
lot of
Coats, trimmed with white

*
JI
C
CO

grades ot* Seal Plush,
$6.50, formerly sold for $16.
can

find two

one

for

$4.50 that sold for $12 at

j

T. F. HOMSTED’S,
401

Congress

St.

1
J
xt
ui

I

CO

■

SEAL PLUSH.

SEAL PLUSH.

SEAL PLUSH.

no vi Wit

missionaries

theological students and there

in peril.

also
ladies

conducted within the oompound
The houses remaining in tho
seminary.
placo were stripped of everything of value
aud the country in
the vicinity laid
waste.
Stores of provisions and clothing
the
were destroyed or carried away, and
Thousands
utmost destitution prevails.
already
of men. women and children
dependent for food upon the stores in the
a

in Die Fasten
Gravo Fears for Americans
Turkey Mission.

Charles
New York, November 16.—Dr.
ol
Creegan, the New York secretary
Missions,
the American hoard of Foroign
that Jno news of the resaid yesterda
on the mission at Harput,
attack
ported
than that conveyed in the press
other
had been received either here

despatches,
in Boston. not carry away.
or at tho general headquarters
from
A dispactb
tilt
discredit
to
not
disposed
Ho was
pashalik of Diarbekir,

peril.

“I cannot disguise the fact,” he said,
“that we feel the gravest anxiety for the
at
vafetv of our missiouarries, not only
well.
Harput, but at Bitlis and Van asand ten
four
They are east of Harput
with
days respectively. Communication
Bitlis was cut off about a fortnight ago.
danThe missionaries wore then in great
and the
expectation was that it
ger,
trouble wan to come it;would probably
at Harbreak out at Bitlis before it did
put. We are consequently very apprehenBitthe
which
in
sive as to the situation
now
lis missionaries may iind themselves
that an outbreak has ocourred.
mis“Harput is in the Eastern TurkeyKoorsion, which embraces Armenia and
of Constandistann, and is 100 miles east
is about loO
tinople in a direot line. It
takes our
It
miles south of Trebizond.
missonaries one day longer to get from
Constantinople to narput tnau iroia
They
Now York to Constantinople.
journey by the Black Sea to Samson,
ol
northwest
miles
250
about
is
which
is
distance
Harput. The remaining
through ra mountainous region, traversed
name.
by no roads worthy of the
“Tho
oity is in a fine valley at the
Koordish mountains and a
foot of the
short distance east of the Euphrates river.
Its population is between 30,000 and 40,000. There are 800 'villages and small
cities within a radious of 100 miles. The
Harput mission is one of our strongest
and most successful onos. In tho station,
which includes the surrounding villages,
there are 2,200 church members, and at
the
Euhprates college in Harpu8 are 60
students.
The Porte

Explains.

16.—The
November
Washington,
Turkish Negation has received from the
telegram
Sublime Porte the following
The Armenian
under yesterday’s date:
rioters of Zeitoun and Marasah attacked
and
the villages of Bersakh and Bitchi,
and
those of Azirlond, Tehokmerzemk

plundered

Pias and

They killed

villages.

other
a

great

Mussulman
number of

to many
set fire
the inhabitants and
the
houses. Measures were taken for
Advices from the
restoration of order.
the
Vali of Sivas are to the eifeot that
tor
arrest of tho marauders who came
Natplunder had been accomplished.
withstan ing the false gratuitous news
about the situation at Hadjin, order preThe Vali of Erzeroum televails there.

that the commissions appointed
of Vilayet, as well as at
Parsinler, with the view of finding and

graphs

capital

in the

returning

to tneir uwuoib

au

cu-vimes

icon

during the recent troubles, work with
activity ami are accomplishing good results. The marshal, Chakir Pasha, telegraphs also that a similar commission,
appointed at Khonnsar, has already found

and restored to owners many articles that
have been lost. “In order to put a stop
to disorders in some parts of Antlia and
Completely secure public tranquility, the
imperial government has called to arms
125 battalions of reserves, independently
fifth
of contingents of the fourth and
corps of the Imperiul army, and has sent
fresh orders, firm and peremptory, to the
Vaiis and military commanders that the
quietness aud peaco should promptly and
definitely be secured through application
of treatment, equal and just, towards all
subjects without distinction of race or

LAID

WASTE.

Hundreds of Convert Hungry, Naked and
Homeless.

London, November 10.—The representative of the United Press at Constantinople reports, under date of November
15, that at 6 o’clock on the evening of

United States Minister Terrell informing him that in the disturbance that had
and
taken place at Sivas 800 Armenians
that
and
tan Turks had been killed,

official reports a large body
of
Kurds were then approaching the
town. Mr. Jewett gave no details of the
disorders, but the discrepancy in th e
figures shows that the Turkish allegations
that the Armenians were the aggressors
and
are absolutely untrue,
that, the
Armenians were deliberately massacred.
Minister Terrell has also received a
dispatch from Harpoot, in the pashalik
of Diarekblr, and sixty miles westnorthwost of the city of that name.
The dispatch is dated November 13 aud
says that in the massacre of Christians
billed.
at that place 500 persons were
Eight of the twelve missionary buildings
comthe missionary
situated within
The
pound, or enclosure, were burned.
themselves
were
missionaries
spared, but
of
of
the
the
burned
occupants
many
buildings were killed. In the buildings
enclosure comprising
the
within the
wore
twelve
missionary
quarters,
Armenians with their families and 500

according

NOTHING

DONE.

The Powers Have Not Yet Made

Up Their

Minds.

reliable

oapitals

advices

from

tho

European

an

common

have evoked
tions.

ehmpatie official contradic-

San Francisco

Sails,

Washington, November 10.—A cablegram was reoeived at the Navy Department today announcing the sailing of the
Franoisco
from Marseil'es
for
San
She was ordered there on
Alexandretta.
The
account of the Armenian troubles.
distance from Marseilles to Alexandretta
is about 1,500 miles, and she should make
the voyage in six days.
Soldiers Looked On,

It is said that 800 Turkish soldiers witthe slaughter, but made no atnessed
tempt to assist the victims.

MRS. VANDERBILT

SMILED,

While Willie K. Bowed

Stiffly and Kissed
the Uuchess.

New York, November 16.—At 10 o’clook
this morning the Dukb of Marlborough
and his bride, accompanied by Mrs. W.
K.
Vanderbilt, arrived at Hoboken in
a carriage.
The
duchess, carrying a

large bouquet, preceded her husband up
the gang
plank of the stearno. Fulda.

They
and

were

two

by Mrs. Vanderbilt
Five minutes later
centre of an admiring

followed

servants.

were the
they
orowd of perhaps 30, evidently all their
friends.
Fifteen minutes later, W. K.
Vanderbilt arrived alone.
Mrs. Vanderbilt looked at him and smiled. Mr. Vanderbilt bowed stiffly and raised his hat.

be kissed his

daughter and shook
Mrs. Vanderbilt,
who had been with the ducal party up to
this time, then turned hor back and talked
to three
or four women friends, while
Mr. Vanderbilt continued to
the Duke and Duchess.
rl’V.o

mein t.nl,w,^

i.L„

talk with
_U1.»

flower garden. Chrysanthemums, roses,
violets and many handsome floral pieces
almost filled
the place. The oaptain’s
cabin, which had been especially prepared
for the duke and duohess, was an ideal
flower bower. Flowers in profusion were
strewn about the room and pinned to the
curtains.
There was nothing apvery
proaching a crush on the deok of the
Fulda or
on the North German
Lloyds’
pier, the company having wisely decided
to allow no one on the vessel except those
who were
provided with passes. When
time of parting came, Mr. Vanderthe
bilt kissed his daughter very affectionately and said: “The next place we’ll meet
be in Paris.” The Duchess murwill
in reply and looked
mured something
much affected. Then Mr. Vanderbilt left
Mrs.
vessel.
W.
K. Vanderbilt, bethe
fore she left the steamship, took her sonside and conversed with
on ono
in-law
The parting between
him
earnestly.
and
mother
daughter was very affocticuMrs. Vanderbilt clasped her arm
ate.
around her daughter’s waist and kissed
her twice.
a

Flour.

I

j

|

great staffs &
of life WHEAT, CORN and RICE, *
A combination of the

A grocer who offers vou any other»
colored package than Red when you £
ask for the Genuine Aunt Jemima is 2
trying to deceive you, and if he deceives 3
you in this matter he may in yourac-H
Remember the Red package. S
t -cunts.
£
Beware of counterfeits.
£
HERE'S OUR GUARANTEE.
Buy a package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfBluing Pancake Flour, and if you do not and Ik
makes '.‘.0 best cnkee you ever ate, return the
empty boa to your grocer, leave your name, and
the grocer will refund the money and charge
It to UA.
Scientifically Prepared aid

f)

R.

Manufactured only by

TJHV1S MILL CO., 81, Jastph, Mo

b
u

b

£

purpose of

going

Lands.

Been

to

Keadviile

to

Emergency hospital ambulance bo

sum-

The
call was reoeived at the
moned.
hospital about 4.40 p. m., and the ambulance was immediately dispatched with a
doctor in charge. The doctor arrived in
fow minutes after the call was
received, but was too late to assist the
stricken man, who expired in a few seconds
Death
was due to
afterwards.
distase. The remains weie taken
heart
to the hospital where they were kept to
a

Smith to pleach at the Readvilln Hn.nt.ist church tomorrow, and they
were on their way thither when the fatal
attack occurred. The funeral will pi ->bof Dr.

Operating

The steamer Umbria, Liverpool, for
New York, reports haviDg passed a submerged wreok off Ballycottin, a short distance to the eastward of
Queenstown.
The wreck is dangerous to navigation.

The rush to the Nez Perce reservation is oner who has been guarded by the police
proving even greater than was expected. for several days confessed today that he
of three men who have been comFrom and through this city, by
every was one
road leading to tho now garden spot, are mitting the post office burglaries which
so
frequent in this state for
long trains of “prairie sohooners,” and have been
docription of vehiolo, six months. He oame to the polioe staevery imaginable
in an intoxicated condition a few
tion
carrying loads of homo seekers.
ago and maue somu statements
It is estimated that when tho opening nights
led the chief to hold him as a susat
fired
is
that
Monday
at
noon,
gun
next,
least 6000 people will begin a wild scram- picious character, and today made a conwhich the ohief took down Iu
locations.
choice
The demand fession,
ble for
He gave his name as Geo. Van
for lumber has cloaned out tho local deal- writing.
and his home in Danbury.
He
now
is
nalts,
being
and
to
shipped
ers,
points
reservation from this and told the police that about three weeks
nearest the
another
points. By Monday night it is ago he was approached by Heury and
estimated that 2000 homes will have been George Dean, brothers, who engaged him
erected in the “promised land.”
in the work, whioh they told him would
Then he desoribed the
be remunerative.
MAINE TOWNS.
burglary in the Darien post office where
the safe was blown open with dynamite
and the building fired They left their
Gathered
bv
Interest
of
LorresItems
plunder in a barn in a lonely place in
He said the men robbed the
Redding.
pendents of the Press.
post offloe in Georgetown and Branohvlile
last May, and these in Wilton and CanSheriff Hawley
nons last
September.
Hiram.
arrested the Dean brothers, who oame to
East
Hiram, November 14.—A very Stamford and said that Vannalts was
brother-in-law. They gave a straightquiet wedding occurred Saturday eve- their
forward story and they were permitted
ning, November 9tli at Elder Sandborn’s, to go. Vannalts was hold to await further
the contracting parties being Mr. Everett developments.
Crosby, the popular station agent at the
rnwm*
DT niNLO
Saco and Bridgtou junction, and Miss
Said to Haro Ordered Legal Proceedings
Over that Story of Bribery.

New York,November 16.—A cablegram,
dated Vienna, has been reeived in this
city from ex-Chlef of Police Thomas
which, it is said, instructs his
Byrnes,
lawyers to take steps to obtain legal redress for him in respect to the story of
bribery that the commissioners of accounts reooived from Christian W. Sohaf-

TVfv.

Snaggs Yes;
“String?”
“Yes; what else
is used

so

is

string.

nfAa

fnrnAfl tn hnv

ft

lftntftrn

and reached home at a late hour at night
He found the road full of holes and dangerous in places.

you suppose cord wood

for?”—PittsburgChroalele—Telegraph

Bovinine

FOR SALE—At the office of the
Light Company, No. 9
'lemple street, and ai tbe Gas Works, No. 40
West Commercial street.
Safer than coal
for sleeping rooms.
No advance in price.
16-1

COKE
Pori land Gaa

pleasant furnished

room,
set bowl with hot and
Call at. 17
of bath room.
3G-1
so. right hand bell.

lighted,
use

BOARD—Nicely furnished

AND

I>OOMS
•> sunny

rooms

with board at 124

Winter
16-1

street.

It is not

a

medicine, but

a

product,

food

a

con ecu

powemu

net-

tion into small bulk of the vital
elements of lean beef, every bit
of the nutritive qualities of which
have been retained, on account
of the special cold process by
which it is prepared.
It creates
new
red blood corpuscles, increases weight, builds flesh and

tissue,

nerve

and

strengthening

the life-maintaining organs of
the body, enables them to perform their functions naturally
and throw off disease
ask»
your doctor, he will tell you this
is so.
—

rooms

HELP.

WANTED—MALE

head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words inserted under-this

GUARANTEED
MONTHLY
Manufacturing concern wants
Portland
in
(or any city not
representative
taaen. Must have few hundred dollars cash
to pay for goods on delivery after orders
F. E. VAIL, Morse Building,
are secured.
16-lt
New York.

(JlkAAA

man

of

average

under tills head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty YFor<ts inserted

To

LET—At 812 Congress street, upstairs

fTIO

rent of seven rooms, mpaern conveniences
price $20 per month, possession
given end of November, inquire of A. C.
7-2
LIBBY, 43 1-2 Exchange street.

LET—In
TO berland,

WANTED—Position

bookkeeper

as

sistant by young man of
reference. Low salary to start.
Box 147. Rockland, Me.

always
cling to it

or

as-

Good

24.

A. W. D.,
13-1

situation by a steady voung
five years of age. Would
prefer work as a coachman or taking care of
horses. Address W. W. T. PIERSON, New
12-1
Sweden. Maine.

WANTED—A
twenty
man.

western part of city, near Cumvery pleasant and sunny room
Address H. E. F., 431 Con-

street,_

gress

_MISCELLANEOUS._.
and second mortInsurance policies,
gages real
and
good collateral securipersonal property
W.
ties; notes discounted on favorable terms.
room
second
floor. 135 Middle St.
P. CARR,
0,
novlo 4

B. L.

MONEY

Tobacco

to loan

first
estate, life
on

piauos-

furniture,

loan
organs,
MONEY
machinery, hordes, diamonds, watches,
life insurance
first and second mort,
to

gives the best

on

KENT—A very sunny house at 11
street, Woodfords; 10 rooms and
furnace
heat; a flue stable on the prebath;
without
mises; house will be rented with or
BENJAMIN F. HARRIS, Chamfurniture.
bers. corner Exchange and Middle street‘s
^

FOBPleasant

SALE—First
|^OR
modern

class two story
house,
design, only 11 years old, has 10
bath, hot air heat, four bay windows, are of the best locations in western
street.
Congress
part, one minute from
Price $3700; cost 5000. W. H. WALDRON &
16-1
CO., 180 Middle street.
A

satisfaction.

class tenement, seven rooms.
in
SALE—Double tenement house
room, cement cellar; 249
perfect repair, rents for 28 per month;
Also flat of 4 rooms, suitable
Spring street.
street;
chuon
Chestnut*
price
no
location
good
one
flight;
for light housekeeping; up
G. $3000. W. H. WALDRON & CO.. 130 Middle
M.
dren; over 230 Middle street.
16-1
street.

FOR

PALMER._13-x

DIAMONDS.

I?OR SALE—Received

A fine line of Ladles’ and Gents* Diamond Rings
in the latest styies of settings.
My prices fcre
reasonable and every stone of the best quality*
$10.00 to $300. McKENInEY, the Jeweler, Monument

jnnllatr

Square.

12-1

street,*_M-l
Center, new 2 storied

SALE—Deering
FORhouse,
8
with bath, hard wood floors

dow stairs of 0
and closets, furrooms each;
29 Cushman street.
nace for lower rent. No.
Apply to JAMES KEAZER or N. S. GARDINER.12-1
LET—Two rents up and
rpO
A
bath rooms

mi

It has the

rooms

and finish; hoi water heat; [6000 feet land and
nice stable; within 1 minute of electrics. Price
Term3 $500 down, balance equal to
82,500.
rent. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle
13-1
street.

OVT A T.

six rooms each; modern
new building on Franklin street, lacing Lincoln
park. Americans without small children only
Location central and pleasant.
admitted.
Applications received at 413 Congress street.
WATSON.12-1
six tenements of

SALE—New 2 story house,
■pOR
A

7 rooms.
water closet; hard wood floors; 5000 feet
laud ; located 1 minute from electric cars in
Deering; close to schools, stores and post
Best trade in that city.
office. Fries $1,300.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
13-1

ROOMS to let; also board

week. Pearl Street DinFURNISHED
by the day
23 and 25 Pearl street Portland,

ing Room,
Me.

T?OR RENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
A opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
possession. BENJAMAN SHAW 51 Mi Ex1-tf

finest flavor

14-1

thousand

AAA-'Twenty
dollars to ’oan on firm
Real estate bought
second motgagea.
rent
and
for,
sold, property cared
etc.
A. R. & E. A.
taxes
collected,
paid,
11-2
DOTEN, 23-93 Exchange St.
anti

and is made

SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
t)Uy cast off clothing of all descriptions for
highest cash prices. Address letters or postal
to 100 MIDDLE STREET.
sep4-tf

HIR.

from the

1'A

choicest leaf—

ik

that’s

CLOCKS"

MORE

Clocks for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95o ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

why.

from $1000 to $15,000
worth of cast off clothing. I pay t*1B
highest cash prices for ladjes’ dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent a
winter overcoats.
Call or address letter
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 76 Middle street.

WANTED—To

!

ll

adults hare worms Iff
Hundreds of Children and
but are treated for othsr diseases. Thesymp- W
toms are—indigestion, with a variable ap- I\
hard
petite: foul tongue; offensive breath, and
andfnll belly, with occasional grlplnga
sensapains about the navel; heat
tion in the rectum and about the auus; eyes
heavy and dull; itching of the noee; short, ary
the teeth; starting during
cough; grinding ofand
often in children, com
sleep; slow fever;
is
vulsiona. The best worm remedy made

andpitching

wnilE’D

It

buy

U
/1
If

/

V

J
Mr

DS. J, F.TKUEdi CO.)

IV

M

For
a

Tape

worms we

socialVeatment.

have

Write

VAC

I

(]

J
A

J

jCL-sCK.
Miss A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Typewriting.
ST
CENTENNIAL BLOCK. 93 EXCHANGE
and

_!

LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connect
rooms over the X. John Little store on
Congress street, up one Sight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water, largo elosetand
toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LAIIRABEE,
246 Middle street.
7-tf

LOST AND

RINGS!

FOUND.

RINGS!

RINGS!

OPERA CLASSES.

THE PUBLIC DEMANDS

F. C.
480

593 Congress street,
door above Shaw s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods

and

therefore give bottom prices;
repaired. Open evanings.12-4

can

trunks

urr

WHITE,

Congress

St.

uovl5eo<ltf

Opposrila Preble House.

Diamonds,
Thousand! Solid
Gold Rings,
Fmeralds, Pear s. Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Garnets in any kind of a setting. Engagement and
Best
fttoek.
wedding Rings a specialty. Largest
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKENNY, the Jeweler,

SMITH & BRO, Druggists,

orchard.
terms.

Cor. Congress & Center Sts.,
Have been

using:

C ash Register

R. H.

international Steamship Co.
FOR

Easlporl,

nov6

National

a

about

iwn

vaar«

JORDAN,
AGBJST.

Exchange St.,
PORTLAND,

ME.

dtf

Lubec, Calais, StJohn, N.8., Halifax,N.S.

and all parts of New Brunswick, N«v» Sootia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton,
The favorite route to Campeboilo and
St.

104

Andrews. N. B.
Winter Arrangement.

p. m.

For Tickets amt Staterooms, apply
PtneTreo Ticket Office, Monument
or for other information at Company’s
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE.flen.
ap29dtf

at

the

Square
Office.
Man.

WAOfi

PYPflllPTlt

■

the next thirty days I shall offer
good building lots at South Portland, near
Ferrv and Electric road, for $126 and upwards
Will be sold on install*
according to location.
F. H. HARFORD^
ment plan If desired.
31 1-2 Exchange street.13-1

DURING

at seashore, In Freeport,
200 acres, cuts 76 tons hay, 2 storied house
and 2 barns in good repair excellent pasture,
75 acres, plenty of seaweed dressing, one mile
shore frontage, near the village; a forced sale.
Price $4,000. W. H. WALDRON & Co., 180
12-1
Middle street.

SAL E—Farm
TjlOR
1

SALE—One hundred (100) shares of
the Combination Commode Company's
stork, par value ten (10) dollars per share.
This slock will be sold at a vers low price
for cash. Fur further particulars address
C. C. C. STOCK, Press Office, Portland, Me.
7-2

FOR

SALE—Fixtures
FORCandy,
Soda and Ice Cream

a

run

first

class

Store in a city
line P. & R. and Elec-

of 7000 inhabitants,
tric R. R„ rent low, fully equipped for making
Confectionery and Ice Cream. E. W.WAD*
LEIGH, successor to H. L. Herrlman«& Co.
6-2
Westbrook, Me.
on

SALE—2Va story house containing 12
with all modern improvements fitted
famlles, Lot 70xlu0 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Deering,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42 '/a
Exchange street.Not5-4

FOR

rooms

for two

SALE—The Homestead of the late
near Stroudwater In DeerFour acres of land with good house. On
of street cars; 10 miuutes from Union

FORThomas Quiuby.

ing.
line
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deering. Apply to
jly27-tf
ANDREW HAWES. Stroudwater.

WANTED.
Inserted under this head
words
week for 25 cents, cash In advance.

Forty
one

on
Banjo, Piano and
77
Guitar. Remember we lend banjos to
those who wish to take lessons. Address the
LIBBY BROTHERS, 414 Congreas street, care
18-1
of C. K.

to know that, we
extra good bargains in horse
and the prices are
is
stock
good
blankets; the
low. JAS. G. McGLaUFLIN, harness maker,
street.16-1
61 Treble

WANTED—Everybody
77

have

some

WANTED—Basement
»

lerieu,

o\j

or
■

garret, latter preY

v

I

—’

■

suitable for private rifle club. Kent must be
low. Address *‘B” Box 413._12-1
worth about $2000 or
line of eleotrics in
two family house,nice
stable and large lot of land near Eastern
Promenade. If you have property to ex
change, address F. H. DEERIND, 181 Tre
8-2
mont street, Boston.

Janl
WANTED:—Farm
17-room
exchange

on

vacant
lor

information of any kind,
mechanical receipts, oil for
how to make electrical motors
and batteries, etc., strictly
confidential,
send 30c in silver to F. MERRILL, Worces7-4
ter, Mass.

I

o’ you want

household

or

"all purposes,

NEW MANCHESTER HOUSE,
With Windsor Hotel Annex,

On and after Nov. 18th, and until further
notice, th. steamers of tills line leave Railroad
Monday and
Portland.
Wharf,
Thursday at 6 p. m.. fer Eastport. Lubec
and St. John, with
the above connections.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and Eastport same days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination.
tar~ Freight received up to 4.00

rtf

Good location. Good trade and easy
W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exchange street.
13-1

Hawes._

A

auglOdtf

nlantir

neotiiro'

WANTED—Pupils

and consider it indispensable.

aikire

of 100 acress 8 miles out.
house, ell aod barn.

BALE—Farm
FORGood
1 1-2 story

finnrl

to

A large store, a large stock and a large assortment of styles, we have fully complied with
above named requirements; for the recent addition made to our store, Justifies us in the
statement: That we have one of the largest
boot and shoe stores in New England, ana we
also wish to emphasize this fact, viz: That we
have the greatest
medium
assortment of
priced lines of boots, shoes and rubbers in the
State.
Customers visiting our store will be
sure to receive immediate attention; and as
our aim and object is to suit in style, fit and
quality, we respectfully solicit a large share
oi the public patronage.
Guaranteeing satisfaction to all who may purchase their footwear
at our store.

STATE

l

Valuable

LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
heat and use of bath room at
26-4
IST'JOnmberlaud street.

TO furnace

on
one

Monument Square.

TRUESelixir
ichandbowels.

persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
and bags to call
E. D. REYNOLDS,

A

pin worm

membrane of the atomA § it ion of the mucous
A positive cure for Oonstipa-

75c.

Boyn-

IVOR SALE—The stock of goods, fixtures and
A trade of grocery store, corner Grant and
Weymouth Sts.; well located and doing a good
business.
A good business for a little money.
W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exchange street, Port13-1
land.

sept5dtf

_*__9-4

I

MAINSPRINGS

New Resilient Waltham Mainsprings, superior to
Warranted Mainspring and
all others, only 75c.
cleaning, #1.60. Cleaning, $1.00. McKENNEY, the
Watchmaker, Monument Square.
janl8dtf

on

change street, Portland.13-1

30-4

street.

stable

stable on rear
end of lot. leaving a good house lot in front.
This property must be sold at once and can be
bought very cheap. W. F, DRESSER, 80 Ex-

LE I—Very desirable rooms, single or
74 Spring
with board at

TO connected,

I have Just Imported the largest and best line of
Opera Glasses ever shown In this city. They in
elude a number of new patterns that are entirely
unique and wll Isurely please yon. $3 00 to $25.00
Opera Glasses to let McKENNEY, the Jeweler
Monument Square.
octldf

fivs

Stover

FORSALE-Thenew
ton Court with lot 40x100;

9-2

TO LOAN on real estate, first and
second mortgages, commercial paper,
stocks, bonds, personal property or any good
collateral security at lowest market rates.
For particulars inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42 1-2

Exonange street._

a

WVOR SALE—On North street, one of the best
A 2 familv houses, containing steam heat and
ail other modern improvements. One of the
best locations and (finest views to be had.
Price low. A. C.
LIBBY, 421-2 Exchange

LET—A corner room, steam heat,
cabinet bed, bath room floor; also a small
room, gentleman preferred.
3D7 CUMBER12-1
LAND St., corner Elm St.

THR

in

of

furnishings,
village,
arranged. Goods up to date in style and quality. and well selected for general country trade,
Details given hv addressing the proprietor:
14-1
P. D. DtHtGIN, Cornish, Me.

to

T.TTT_'nopomVw’r 9.S t.h

first

SALE—Stock
generalimdse.,
FORclass
country store; best location in Cormodern
conveniently

mO LET—In the western part of
city,
Price
A
rooms.
upper tenement of live
$12 per month. Apply at house, 3 Russell

A

uuuuio

aim

nish

12-1

mn

mncini

FOR

uET—Lower rent at 30 Winter street.
three large rooms and bed
room on lower floor with two small and one
good sized room in attic; all in good repair.

ROOMS

lot of Acdreasburg

a

gray

SALE—For investment, a block of four
tenements, renting for 8492 a year; situated on Franklin street and in good repair.
Will pay large returns oi> money invested.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 43 1-2 Exchange
street.14-1

TO containing

street.

aisu

canaries,

yellow head Mexican parrots, German canaries
and bird cages of all Kinds, also clear
anary,
Rape, Hemp and Sunflower seeds. Sundries
steady on hand. Sold for moderate prices.
FRED BROMBY, 450 Congress street. 14-2

LET—One of the most desirable homes at
-I Deering Highlands, nine rooms, stable connected; Sebago water, and all modern improvements, On line of Electric road. Rental £25
311-2 ExF. H. HARFORJ>,
per month.
change street.___13-1

in689

MONEY

and

rooms

LET—First
TO steam
heat, bath

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opasl
Pearls, Emeralds, Garnets and Moon Stoues In latest
style or setting. Engagement and Wedding Kings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
Square.
septCdtf

policies,
gages, real estate; also notes discounted. Lusconfidential. PORTLAND COLLATERr
aL LOAN 00., room 6, 185 Middle street, 2nd
novl5-4
floor.

11
in

rooms

air heat,
set tubs, hot
perfect repair;
and
cold
three
water, good
lDC»ttbn,
minutes from City hall; price 3200: $2000 can
remain on mortgage at 5 per cent if desired.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
16-1

a

TOing

because

blacK
handsome
weighs 1060 pounds,
driver,
prompt

story brick houes.
FOR SALE—Three
and bath, thoroughly
built
hot

with steam heat.

nauge street.

friends

very

thorough
on Winter
close to Pine street, nine rooms and
bath, hot and cold water, with set tubs- a
Price 4000;
very desirable neighborhood.
easy terms.
W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180
16-1
Middle street.

LET—Upper tenement in house No. 17
Smith street. Inquire of L. D. AUSTIN

^

WANTED—SITUATIONS.

one

a

old, and

SALE—One of
the most
FORbuilt
and best located houses

or

WANTED—A

Its

very
Mare,

years

street

mo

one

SALE—A
FOR
Hambletonian
six

or
of steam
perfectly sound, not afraid
electric cars, price no objection if sold this
week as owner is going away for the winter.
16-1
Call at No. 247 Commercial street.

detached two

RENT—44 Winter street,
brick house. 9
and good garFORstory
den lot in
in above have

J-

ability to
learn our business. Experience not
to
the
right
Good
party,
necessary.
pay
inniv fftfliTBI.V Xr O’GORMAN. 47 Middle
12-1
street, Portland, We.

Work
Also, HeadqusrteFB for Shorthand

do

LET-A

head
advance.

FOR
called

mo LET-At .15 Pearl street, rent of five
JL
rooms, sunny exposure; can have gas
if required.
At 1;5 Washington street, a
rent of four rooms. At 8 York street, cheap
rents of tliree and four rooms. I. DujIPHi,
I6-1
8 York street.

110 heated,

in

HALE—Don’t you wnnt tbe Book
“Foretit and >bore, or Old Joe
Wyer, the Indian .Scout.”2 These 8r.or,**iS
around Portland,
about the andian wars
Falmouth and North Yarmouth ow a hunThis
is
dred years ago.
just tbe book for a
Price 75 cents.
boy Christmus present.
BOOK
STOKE, 93 ttxCOLEHWORTHY’S
lo-1
change street.

LET—Rent 342 Cumberland street, six
bath room. Inquire of W.
H. SARGENT, corner of Cumberland and
W'*
Washing ion streets.

110 rooms; and

cold water,
Dow street,

week for 25 cents, cash

one

15-1

beyond

iflrinorm

head
cash in advance.

been

upon their

Old Orchard to see a friend,
and on their way home found some diffiThe night was
culty in getting back.
dark, the rain falling in torrents.and the
roads were in fearful condition. At last
out

cents

SALE.

Forty words inserted nnder this

rear; repairs
just
completed and the drainage is good.
BENJIMAN SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street.

sufferer

LADY

looked into the matter carefully that
Yal life is stronger and more wholesome
At
now than it was 20 or 30 years ago.
of which
any rate, if there is any one thing
confident, it is that
we are proud and

Mr.

daily the cause of death on
every side, not from inability to
get food, but from the impossibility, caused by disease to assimilate it.
Everyone, has marked
the continual losing of flesh
and daily wasting away of some
Call the disease
beloved friend.
what name you wilt, the fact
remains that the ultimate end
has been due to starvation.
Don’t wait too long, give the
is

WANTED—A

Thompson’s.
natural and universal where young
The
village school opens Monday, the
their
own
on
resouroes
men are thrown
18th, or the winter term, with Mrs. Franas teacher.
Moor,
cis
and lose for the first time the restraints
Mamie Thompson has gone to
Miss
But, Portland So attend
of home or
boarding school.
a parochial school.
tho
is
here
important point,
and
Walton and
Mrs. Joseph
drughter
les3
and
less
been
becomes
have
who
this sort of thing
stopping at her
Ethel,
H.
have
C.
returned
to
father’s,
Allen,
notloeablo as men get to understand the
their home in Portland.
atmosphere of Yale, as oollege sentiment
The Indies’ circle of the Congregationcondemns it, and the leaders of under- al church gave an oyster supper Wednesto
fir
are
men
looked
day evening at Miss Matilda Butterfield’s.
up
graduate life
from 6 to 8,
and a
moral standard. We believe Supper was served
their high
large number was present. All had a
it will be acknowledged by all who have delightful time.

I suffered for two weeks with neuarlgia,
Salvation Oil gavo me immediate
relief. Mrs. Win. C. Bald, Mosher St.,
Balto., Md.

Starvation

#

week for 25

FOK

;

Forty words inserted under this
one

Against whom the proceedings are to
WASTED-FEMALE HELP,
be taken, could not be learned yesterday.
Forty words inserted under tills head
The commissioners of acoounts to enter- one
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
tain and disseminate charges of bribery
Into.
be
a
gone
policeman may
against
capable girl would like a situaSchaffer testilied before the commissiontion in % small family. Inquire at 75
14-1
ers of accounts on November 11. Ho said ADAMS STREET.*
that he had
paid the ex-chief various
as
while
of
Byrnes
captain ■firANTED—Youne woman, for office work,
sums
money
of the 15th preoinnt. The money, Schaffer **
wlio writes a good hand and is quick and
said, he had pa u so that he could con- intelligent. Address, giving agr and experi
12-1
induct a gambling house without police
encp, Box 1635, Portland, Me.
terference. It is roported that Mr. Byrnes
or
neighor man to hand friends
will shorten his stay abroad.
bors ray samples. Send ALBERT WOOD,
His lawyers refused last night to talk
Mich.,
716 Woodward, Detroit,
Perfumer,
about the case.
fen cents for five trial bottles Satin-Scent
nov4-lm
Perfumes, receive outfit offer.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaao C. Atkinson drove

is

Charles F. Rwazey and family,
Mr.
havo gone to Portland and Boston, and
will spend a few days at each place.
Next Friday evening there will be a
whist
party at the Town Hall, given
Mr. Charles W.
Dr. Randall and
by
Boothby of this place. About 60 invitathe moral and religious undergraduate
and
all lovers of
havo
tions
beenjseutjout,
force working at Yale ore as powerful, if tho game look forward with pleasure to
not more
powerful, than at any other tho fast approaching evening.
Miss Annie Hasty is on the sick list.
large Amerioan oollege.”
Ethel Higgins spent Thursday
Miss
evening with Miss Jennie Rand.
PORTLAND INTERESTED.
F. Sawyer and sister. Miss
Mrs. E.
Fannie Mayo,
spent Wednesday with
A. Rand.
In Steamboat Gossip in Kennebec Towns. their aunt, Mrs. Alary
Aliss Elvira Walker of Limington visited friends iu this place recently.
Augusta, November 16.—Tho announceWe are glad to see Norman Smith baok
Steamschool again after
to
having had a
ment that the Kennebec & Boston
boat Company would run a steamer be- sprained ankio.
Ethel Dolloff is visiting her aunt,
Aliss
tween Bath and Boston this winter has Mrs. H. G. Buzzell of Portland.
been a
subject of interest amongst the
Aliss Abbie Higgins, who has been contransportation people. It is said that fined to her home for four monrhs was
as
the
is
a
running
ttiis stop
necessity,
rule out ono uay iusc weeK.
to able to
of a boat from Boothaby and Bath
Mr. Augustus Rand Oas been laying a
the Portland line to Bosco nneot with
much needed drain through the village
ton
requires the Kennebec & Boston ceme tery.
/
if
service
a winter
maintain
to
Company
The
new
business.
their
hold
to
are
they
WIT AND WISDOM.
run to Boothbay
boat would
winter
is not argued that
Wisuasset.* It
and
First Doctor—Aud
although you failed to
the steamer would be a money-maker,
but it is believed that she would pay ex- cure him you raised your bill ?
liavo
company
Second Doctor—Yes, my failure made me
penses,and, besides, the of
who are out
employment feci cheap, you know.—Detroit Tribune.
many men
when the regular steamer is laid off tho
1st of December, and some of these would
bo given work.
It is known that several Boston wholotho
saio houses havo in the past paid
to
When Baby was sick, we gave her
freight to Portland on goods coming
Castorla,
as
to
so
Kennebec points in the winter
When she was a Child, she cried for
them
and
customers
prevent
C'astoria,
hold their
When she became Miss, she clung to
from patronizing Portland wholesalers.
Castoria,
While the freight tariff by rail from Bath
When shs had Children, she gave them
much
Castorla,
to up river towns might not be
less than from Portland to these points,
and
it is believed that the direct Bath
this
Boston line would get much of
heretofore
winter business which has
for
boats
the
Portland
the
been taken by
Mrs. Snaggs—I understand that paper is
Kennebec cities.
made of wood now.

spread

and

fer,the gambler,
reoorde.

close
worked hard and with the helpjof their
teachers have made great proeffioient
gress the past term.
Miss Myra Rand last Friday finished
nence.
her fall term of school at the Boulter district.
RUM,[AND CARDS
Miss Maud Dresser has returned from
in Harrison, where she
Bolster’s Mills
Do Not Represent the Mass of Yale Stu- has
This is the first
been
teaching.
dents, Says the Yale News.
school Miss Dresser has taught sinoe her
long illness, extending over a year.
It is understood that Portland parties
Now Haven. Conn., November 16.—The
havo purchased the Isaac Kane propera
editocontains
Yale News today
strong
ty in what is known as Bonny Eagle, in
The contract inoludes the
town.
rial on the attack on the university by this
Mrs. E. M. Poteat of this city, at the island in the Saco river, and all the mill
It'
is understood that there
Christian Workers’ convention. The edi- privileges.
a
will be
large pulp and screen mill
excesis
“There
torial says:
undoubtedly
ereoted at once.
Miss Grace Thompson of Portland is
sive drinking, gambling and dissipation
This spending a few weeks at Miss Thersea
among some undergraduates here.

and

in

Gang Who Have
Connecticut.

Stamford, Conn., Novemborie.—A pris-

Spokane, Washington, November 17.—

He was suddenly taken
preach Sunday.
ill and was
carried
from the train to
Martin
the waiting room where Gen.
recognized him and suggested that the

ces

Perce

of One of the

Confession

He was
action in whatever might at his homo in Newton,Friday.
Since these incidents, reports, a native of Maine, and bad lived for 35
a BosHo
was
Centre.
Newton
in
have been current that Prince Hohenlohe years
truckman of considerable
promiwas intending to summon an internation- ton
to

happen.

Then

Pancake

the

tlie Nez

Author of

the
agreement between
powers as to how they shall actively invAIZVk X>. VT1 iUci] uijo vjx Jiuaui » JllUsl) OS"
tervene in the event of the Bultan evading
timable young ladies. Mr. and Mrs.Croshis promises to effeot
the
reforms in
ably take place on Wednesday next in by took the train for a short bridal trip.
in
administration
Armenia, or his
the First Baptist church at Newton Cen- On their
return they will.reshle in the
proving defiant to the demands of the tre.
spring cottage, opposite Mt. Cutler house.
powers still remains to be obtained.
Limerick.
Even a revolution in Constantinople,
with a general Moslem rising, would find
Dr. Smith was born in Boston, October
CoL Edwin Ilsley is moving his furniIn the mean- 31, 1808.
the
from
the concert Incomplete.
public
Graduating
the tenement lately occupied
of
the fleets soliools he
time the main function
entered Harvard at the age ture from
him in the Davis house to the home
assembling off the ooast of the Levant of 17, graduating in the famou olass of by
the ’29, which comprised such men as Oliver of his son-in-law, W. W. Plaisted.
will be to watoh each other while
Milos is visiting in town after an
H.
governments continue to try to arrange Wendell Holmes, Judge B. R. Curtis,
of some time.
the limits of their common notion, if such rate of the United States Supreme Court, absence in Boston
Daniel Braharn, L. S. Edgecomb and
should be forced upon them.
Justice Bigelow of the
the
late Chief
took advantage of the
steamer
arriving at Massachusetts Supreme Court,and Rev. several others,
every
Nearly
Seeders” excursion onjthe Boston
Odessa, from ports in Asia Minor, brings James Freeman Clark. From Cambridge “Hay
the Hub.
visit
Maine
to
and
numbers of Armenian refugees, who are he went to the Andover Theological SemMiss Josephine Stevens was the guest
mostly destitute. They receive assistance inary,and it was while there he wrote the
Crowds of words of the hymn “America,” which of Mrs. D. S. Braharn on Wednesday.
from rich Armenians here.
Mrs F. M. Higgins returned
home
daily cross the Armenian has made him so famous throughout the
refugees
from Portland, where she
frontier into Russia.
world. In 1834 he became pastor of the Wednesday
v isiting.
has
been
aud
village churoh in W'atervillo, Me.,
Don’t let the water works get to a
at
the same time professor of modern
THE KAISER’S ACTIONS.
standstill. Push them along.
now
in
the
University.
Colby
languages
Mrs. A. O. Perry will spend the winter
New ton
the Right years later he moved to
Speculation as to Their Hearing on
her brother,
Mr. E. S.
where he has since lived. months with
Mass.,
Centro,
Armenian Question,
seven years editor of the Pliilpot.
He
was for
The dancing school is progressing fineuntil
1854,
starting Christian Review,and church July,
Berlin, November 16.—Before
ly under the tutorship of the Woodbury
as Newton
of the Baptist
on
his hunting trip to Denzlingen, in pastor
Brothers
of Cornish.
Then for 15 years he was conCentre.
D. Gould will shortly move into
M.
oompany with the Grand Duke Vladimir nected with the foreign missionary work
the Wiggin house on School street.
the Emperor held a pro- of that church, serving in the secretary’s
on Thursday,
The senior and junior classes of PhilHe was a most accomplished
Limerick Academy,gave a sociable at
longed conference with the Chancellor, department.
scholar, having read and studied books lips
Town Hall on Friday evening. Kain
Prince Van Hohenlohe and Freiherr Mar- in 15 different
languages and had written the
and other hymns, besides spoiled what would otherwise have been
sohal Von Bioberstein, imperial minister many books
The senior
“America.” Dr..Smith had travelled ex- a very enjoyable evening.
of foreign affairs. This, together with
junior classes of both the Limingtensively abroad and in his native coun- and and
Parsonsflold Academy were inthe audienoe which the Kaiser had given try.
In
September, 1894, ho celebrated ton
anniversary of his marriage, vited.
to the Austrian ambassador on Wednes- the 61st
of Limerick people ata
number
Quite
was the recipient
d y led to'ithe surmise that the foregoing and on April 3. 1895,
testimonial in Music tended the Jameson social union at Corof
a grand
public
situation had engaged his attention and
Hall, in recognition of his authorship of nish.
Henry T. F. Plaisted has returned
His home was quiet and
at a subsequent dinner at the residenoe “America.”
from his vacation spent in Boston and
of Herr Nieberdlng, minister of justice, full of happiness. The members of the
and Mrs. Smith, their Kittery.
were Mr.
in the cirole
whioh he attended, His Majesty,
E. H. Johnson and wife have returned
daughter. Mrs. John D. Candee, widow
of a conversation stated that,
course
Johnson has
of a former editor of the Bridgeport, from Boston, where Mr.
while important dispatches had been reStandard, and Miss Harriet been employed as conductor on the West
from Constantinople there was (Conn.)
ceived
Morse, a oousin of Mrs. Smith.
nothing alarming in their purport. These
Robert Simmons and wife of Portland,
despatches, he said, related chiefly to
Notes.
wore in town last week.
definite arrangements on the part of the
Standish.
Samuel H. Niclterson, manager of the
Powers whioh were endeavoring to agree
Next Saturday there will be a dance at
Beach Plaster Company of Calais,
upon a plan of concerted action In view Bed
These dances are largeof possible grave eventualities. Although died Friday afternoon after a short illDess, the Town Hall.
number is exthere was nothing of particular signiefl- aged 38. He was one of the most promis- ly patronized and a large
to
attend.
in
that
men
seotion.
business
pected
in his remarks, they sti 1 left the ing young
ance
Tho soholars of the High Sobool are
two children.
impression that the Powers were on the He leaves a widow;and
Jackson Flanders, 67 years of age, died rehearsing for their entertainment at the
eve of an agreement committing them
of the fall term. The students have
that

000000O^00G€X3C30«0EaQe{30GQD0a€300L^ hands with the duke.

£j

Smith,

cabinet
16.—A
November
London,
Lord
meeting was held at noon today.
await the arrival of relatives. Dr.Smith’s
Salisbury presided. No root or branch of companion was Benjamin McKoudry,
the polioy of the powers toward Turkey
clerk of the American Baptist Missionhas yet been decided npoD.
ary Society of 20 Beacon street, « ho lives
Official opinion here concurs with all
in Keadviile. He had secured the servi-

to

<I»6E IN TOWN, HONEY!”

F.

America.

less than

Rome, November 16.—Despatches from
November 14, Mr. M. A. Jewett, Unitfed
Iskkanderun, Northern Syria, reports the
States Consul at Sivas, sent a telegram massacre of Christians in that vioinity
to

S.

p.m.

Mardin, in tho
dated Novomber
13, says the inhabitants of the villages
burned in that vicinity are in tho direct
need of food and clothing and many are
dying from starvation and exposure.
It is stated in dispatches, from perfectly
Syrian
reliable authority, that in the
district of Gurinden, 4,000 men, women
and children have boon killed and many
others are suffering from wounds and
lack of medicines, food and clothing.

religion.
LAND

Kev.

Boston, November 16.—Rev.S.F. Smith,
the venerable author of “America,” the
homeless,
are
missionary buildings,
national anthem, died suddonly in the
naked and starving, nothiDg having beon
saved either from the burned buildings or New England railroad station about 4.45
those that wore not burned. The Mussul- p. in. today.
The dootor and an elderly
mans destroyed
everything they could friend boarded the 4.40
train for

C.

however, as the most recent prireport,
datod three
vate advices for that point,
stated
or four
days before the massacro,
imminent
in
were
missionaries
the
that

of

TO LET.

Terrible

_

Today Will Witness a Wild Scramble for
Death

HE ROBBED POST OFFICES.

READY TO RUSH.

OBITUARY.

was

MANCHESTER, N. H.,
Makes it the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.
A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager.
feb21
TuThtfW&lp

h:e. hulls,
Piano Tuner.
Order Slate at Chandler’s Musis Store 431
Congress street.
Sent?
eoda

Florida"
—AND THE-

ATLANTA FAIR.

and.
BEST
CHEAPEST
EOUTE, Including all expenses. Call or send for prices and family illustrated advertising.
,J, A. Flanders, 15. Agt., T. G. F.ger, T. M
201 Wash’n St, Boston. 6 Bowling Green, N.Y
TS&T4 mo
oct3

PI
vnc
ut-IUC.

IFmc
INF

Unwashed

Saco 4s, 1901.
Maine Central

combing.18

Medium unwashed.7
Fine Texas and territory...12
Ordinary Texas and territory.9

Oregon.

California spring.

Quotations of Staple Products in the

Receipts by

§A£
fejp

2

California fall.
.§*:'
Kentucky and Indiana clothing... .18
@19%
••■•••••

Georgia.J8

Leading Markets.
Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND.

§15

@ 13%

Extra pulled..
—;**}2 @2@2o
Western super and extra.lo
@4o
Scoured wools..
Cape Good Hope.. ..}§_,
Australian and New' Zealand.18%®26
Montevideo.1(5 &22

Nov. 16.
Fort

and, 1*1 cars miscellaneous merchandise: fo:
connecting roads 187 cars.
New York Stock and Money Market.

GloucesterFish Market
(TOIt THE WEEK ENDING NOV. 16, 1895.
i^ast sales of Bank halibut 1234 and 6%e
^ ft tor white gray.
Last sales of Georges Cod from vessel $3%
for large and $2 tor medium; Bank at $2A/4@

(By Telegraph.)

NEW YORK, Nov. 16.
Money on call 1% @2 per cent. Prime mer $1*4
f audits paper was ijuoteu at 5.a5Vs per cent
Last sales of Shore Mackerel & bbl In fisherwith actua 1 mil’s order at $2 7 25; Block Island at $19 60;
Sterling Exchange was firm,
business In bankers bills at 4 87% a* 88 lo;
Bay $21 00.
60-aay bills and 4 89% ■«* 89% tor demand
Inspected Bay Mackerel $20 7p bbl for large
posted rates at -i 88V? u4 90. Commercial Dili: 2s. $22 for large Is. and $25 for extras; Bloatho-davs 4 86%^4 87l/j.
Government Bondi ers $25'tt»35.
We quote prime new Georges Codfish $>» oo
steady. Railroads firmer.
Silver at the Board was 67Vs@68.
26 26 for large and 3 76(s$4 23 for small iBank
bar silver 67%.
S3 76@$4% for large and &2%ra$2a/4for small;
Mexican dollars54.
dry Bank aL $4 and $2% •• Shore 6 50 and $3%
At London to-day oar silver was quotec
for large and tor small. Newfoundland do «o.
We quote curea cusk at $3%i@$4 Tp qtl; hake
30% d 1? oz and dull.
$i*,i ; haddock—g$l 75: heavy salted pollock
do$3®3A4.
Grocers'
Retail
Sujiar Rates.
$1%@$2 1b Qtl;and English curedcodec
tor meBest handline boneless Georges
Portland market-—cut loaf at 7c;confectloner;
dium to 7»A c large: middles S 60(2;$9: boneless
do
6@»%cmusK,
Shore do 6@7c; Grand Bank
7c; pulverized.—c; powdered, 6c; gran u la tea
5s/4@t>V2C;haddock 384@4% make at 3@4%i
6Vi ; cottee crushed. 5Vac •, vellow. —g5c.
loc
f mcv brands of entirely boned cod 11 to
straight strips at 10c
W ft; Smoked Halibut,
isil/-.moriilini Pc: smallbvic:
Grain
Quotations.
BOARD OF TRA

■V»

St.

WHEAT.

May,
615/a
61%

Dec.

(pe&hiK.67 %
dosing...... 67%
CORN.

May.
2 9 Vs
29*/a

Dec

Opening... 277/»
Closing.27%
PORK.

Jan.
9.07
9.07

Opening..
Closing.

BOSTON. Nov. 16. 1895.—The following are
to-nav's quotations of Provisions. Produce,etc.;
FLOUR.
Sspring patents. Mi tin.. 3 65«$3 90.
3
60@3 75.
Wis.,
pat.
Spring
Spring, clear an t straight, 3 00®3 40.
Winter patents, choice. 3 60<®3 v»0.
Winter, clear aud straight, 3 10®3 65.
Add 25c to the above for the jobbing rates.

WHEAT.

May.

61 Vs

61%

CORN.
Dec.

May.
29Vs
29%

(nening.28

Closing... ..275/s

MEATS.

PORK.

barrel 13 00.
Pork, long and short cut,
Pork, light and livy backs $12 00@13 00.
Pork, lean lends 14 00.
Tongues pork, $16 50: do beef $19 yp bbL
Beef, corned, $8 oOjalll 50.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 6V2C.
Shoulders, smoked, 7V;*.
Hams, large and small, 9VaS10c.
Bacon, 9® 10c.
Pork, salt 6VaC.
Briskets, salt 7.
Sausages, 8c.

Jan.

9,07

Opening.

9-95

Closing.

LARD.

Sept.

July.
Opening.
Closing.
mock

Market.

were to-day’s
quotations of
in Boston:
67
Mexican^Central 4S.
Atcuison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 17%
177
Boston 6i Maine R.

The
stacks

following

uo

Sausage meat, 7c.
Lard, tcs, 6V2C;pails, at
Beef

pfa..

11%
11 Vs
Central.
Eastern Railroad 1st 6s, 1906.120
common.

PRODUCE.

75
79
HO

17%

15%

Sti%
129%
167%
14
10

1*9

63/s
11 %
99

Minn & St L. 23%
Minn. & 8t. Louis, pf. 83%
80%
Missouri Pacific.
New Jersev Central.107%
4%
common.
pacific
Nerthen
do
preferred.... 10
do

_

30%
108
4%
16
106
147
99%
> 3%
<0

Northwestern.106

Northwestern, pfa.147
Now York Central. 99%
New York.Chicago & St Louis 1 *
72
do 1st pfd.
Now York & N E. 44%

I

3X)4

106

l,4Vas
‘vgs 1900.

«

extens’nIOO

106

-fvia.1906,

«

*'

**

**

SkgFdlOl

102
109
108
.06
164

Farmington K. K. 6s. J-*96.10l
Portland & Ogd’g gfis, 1900 1st mtislOS
Portland Water Co’s fls, 1899.104
Portland Water Go’s 4s. 1927.100
Leeds &

178

etc.:

®75
60-tbs.
j Wheat.new spot, car 41
low grades.2 90a3 10i Corn,
car....
(£44
Corn.old
I
Spring Wneat baklots..
(£47
ers.Cl and st340(3>350; Corn, oag lots, .1845
1 Meal, bag
l atent Spin?
lots
28@30
car
vvneat... 4 10^4 2o| Oats,
®( 6
Hats, bag lots
fviicb. str’em
Seecroller.... 3 76S386j Cotton
00
lots.OO
00®20
ear
06;
.3
60^3
clear do..
bair lots 0000*21 00
*' 1 Louis st'gr
Kr’r
jacked
76@3
86j
rooier.3
6o» car ots.SIS 00417O0
clear do. .3 60@3
* baa lots. .518420 00
Wnt'i wlieai
3 90.8)4 10' Middlings.. *17® 19 00
patents.
bag ots. .*19®21 00
<
Fish.
Coffee.
t od— Large
j
®24Va
.4 7o-af> 25; Rlo,roasted22
Shore
261
Java
do.28®31
small do. .2
Molasses.
.2 26(£3 261
Pollock
Haddock.. .1 »0@2 ouj Porto Klco.27433
__

76Ve

...

60^3

...

Hake.1 60@2 OOl BarDaaoes.27®28
Herring, box
j Raney... Tea. 30®35
9@12ci
Scaleu....

Mackerel, bi
Kxtra Is 00 00^$00j
snore is $22 oo@*26i
snore 2s $19 00(a$21i
Mea.3 s.$0 000@$00,
lareeas 00 OG@$OOOOi'J
Bananas.
11
1 26@1 50.
No Is,
7BcfiUl 00j i
No 28.
1 00@1 20
Mediums.
1
Produce.
Caue Cran’bsST 50@$8l
Maine
6 00® 7 001
New York
Pea beans 1 BOcSll 561
Foreignao 1 60@l 661
bellow fives.3 75.all 801
Cal. pea-1 7 0@1 76i
Irish Potat’s. bu40@46;
@3 76:
Virg. aweets
do Jersey
@4 26)
Onions—
I

Amoys.17@2o
...14450

Congous

Japan.18®36
Rormoso.20® 50

190
8 «
9 Vi
43
7%
90%

rye.

ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
quiet, steady; patents at 31603 26;extra laney
at 2 9’®3 00; fancy at 2 7-@2 76: choice 2 46
@2 55. Wheat steady; Nov 57% c. Corn steady;
Nov 25Vie. oats shade higher; Novatl8ViC.
Provisions—Pork at 8 37 Va. Lard—prime steam
6 40®5 so.Racon—shoulders 6Vs ; longs at 6ys;
clear ribs 6% ; short clear 5%. Drv salt meats
—shoulders 6 Vi : ribs 4 70; clear 4 85.
Receipts—Flour 4,100 bbls; wheat 39,0)0
bush-.corn 34.COO bush; oats 31.900 bush; ryo

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER,Mass. Nov. 16. 1895.—The fol
the week
lowing is the priut cloth statement;for
Pipppa

Production.220.00J
Sales. 07,00
The market quiet

New York
xtimw

vnpir

quotations

on

\’ov

bush;
—

are

bbls: wheat 6 600
17,000 bush; oats 6,000 bush; rye

Shipments—Flour

Sugar Market.
r.—The following

bush.

—

at 3 5-16c for 64x64s.

th<

eoru

4.900

bush.

DETROIT—Wheat—No 2 Red 64Vsc: Ne 1
White at 66Vae. Corn—No2 at 29Vic. Oats—
TX7t.it-rx OOa

refined Sugars at New York:

X-

«»

Cut loaf.

Crushed.6 A
Powdered.fy*

European .UarketS.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON,Nov. 16, 1895.—Consols 106VH1 for
money and 106Vsd for the account.
LIVERPOOL. Nov. 16,1895.—Cotton market
American
—easier:
middling, fair, at 5d:
estimated sales 14,000 bates; speculation and

Granulated.

granulated.JVa

Fine
Coarse

granulated....

Extra fine granulated.
Cubes.
Mould A.
Confectioners A.*/#

export 1500 bales.

No. 8.
1

Quotations are those made by Je5n®r3
Jh
OctoberJJ1*lotti
one-price basis under the plan of and
wholesal ;

Portland Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
186
Middle street.
Brokers,

1895, which makes large dealers
STOCKS.
o. ;
grocers agents of the Trust handling sugars
Description.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
consignment, and who are at stated ti1*1®3 J 1
tr
3-ibc
of
&
National
canal
Bank.100
120
118
settlement allowed a commission
102
100
There is also a trade discount of t per cent oi 1 Casco National Bank.100
witii
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
39
38
100 bbl lots and
per cent for cash if paid
100
98
in seven davs. and no trade discount on smalle
Cliapman National Bank.100
ro
First National Bank.100
102
100
quantities. No sales less than 25 barrels,
1
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
113
114
sugar packed in bags there is no additions
National Traders’ Batik_100
102
100
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 it
Portland National Bank_100
104
102
clvsive, and stlier grades Vsc Jp ib additional.
112
Portland Trust Co.100
310
90
Portland Gas Company. 60
85
Boston Wool Ma rket.
120
Portland Railroad CompanyiOO
118
oi
1895.—The
Nov.
16,
BOSTON,
quotations
105
loo
Portland Water Co.100
Wool fof this market are very little changed
BONDS
The figures are about as follows:
Ohio and I’ X X and above.19^@21
104
Portland City 6s, 1897.103Va
Portland 6s. 1907..
122
Ohio and Penn. X.171/a@181/:
1902—1912
4s.
and
102
X
Portland
Funding
Wis.
104
Mich, and
above.I6V2@17^
108
@22
Ohio and Penn. No 1 clothing.20
Bangor 6s, 1899. R R. Md.106
118
Bangor 6s. 1906. Water.116
Michigan No 1 clothing.iw @20
Ohio delaine, tine.21
@22
Bath os, 1898, R. R. aid.104
10U
delaine.20
@21
Michigan
102
Bath 6s. 1897. Munlolnal.100
Ohio No 1 combing.20 @2'2V,
Bath 4VaS, 1907, Municipal.100
103
Michigan No 1 combing.19 @211/ 1 Path 4s, 1921. Refunding.loo
102
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 13
@15
Belfast 6s. 1898.K. R. aid.104
106
1 Belfast 4s. 1892—1922. Municipal.. 0»
10n
introduce
to
new
I
Parties trying
coug] Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
101
110
remedies should know that the peopl ) Lewiston 6s. 1901. Municipal.108
Lewiston 4s. 1918. Munlolual.102
104
Will have Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup.
■

Bronchitis
Broken Bones

op
„0
o0

Catania.New York.

Moon

se^s'laY>::

fro visions.
Pork13 25®
clear
sacks... 13 258
*12 25
No 2.
..

tierces.pure 6%®7ys
pails,compd6
pails, pure 7%@8Vs
9y4®9«4
8&i9o 1 pure If
F\ap 49 lb.
felOV*
I flams ,,..10
Lemons.
t ao cov'ra 11 @11V2
Maori..$
Oil.
4 25@4 501
Messina
10
3 76@4 00! Kerosenel20ts
Malaga
Ligoma.11
Oranges.
Centenuial.li
Rodi
Pratt’s Astral ..13
3 50@4 00
Jamaica
Devoe’s brilliant 13
Eggs.
25@ i In half bbls 1c extra
Nearpy.
Raisins.
23@00|
Easternext..
Fresh Western.
@221 Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@5
20 i London lay’rl $202 26
Held.
Coal.
I
isuttex.
Retail—delivered.
Creamer v ,f ncy.. 24@ 2 61
Gilt Edge Vr’mt.l8@20J Cumberland.4 U0@4 50
(§6 00
Choice.16@17 Chestnut...
FranKiln....

7 25

@12y*! Leliih....*
@12 ya Pea.
@13Val

06 ()0

I

4 00.

Nutmegs.o5@65
Pepper.14016

Light.26@27' Cloves.14®i6
Mid weight... .279281 Gilnger.i8@19
Starch,
Heavy.27@2S|

d’mg.2G@27j Laundry.4y*i0o

Union packs.. .40(94=21 Rloss.6Va@7Vti

90@1.16

Am. call....

Lead,
Sheet..614 @7
iPipe.614(96
Znc.7 Vs@8Va
isread.
ot Su D....7
do sq.6

Tobacco.
brands.... 60060

Best
Medium.......30040

Common.26(3)39
Natural leal.. ..60®70
Lamber-

@7ya iVhiteerood—

1&2, l-in$S2@$35
SaD8.1-ln.
$26£$28
Com’n, 1-in $23@$20
iyt, iy*&2in, Nol &2$33@|35

No

Crac kers—4Ya @5 Va
Cooperage.
Hhhd shooks & hds—
Mol. city. 1609176
Bug.count’y 85c@l 00
Country MoL
lihdshooKs
hhd hdgml
82 n.

2d

clear.$23025

••

r..

Pitch.2 75®8 00
WU. Pitch. .2 75®3 00
Rosin.3 00®4 00
Sugar lead.20@22 Tupentme, gai.. 33®43
Wnite wax-60S66 Oakum.... 7 ®8
Oil.
Vitrol. blue.... 6 ®8
49
Vanllla.bean.. J10®13 Linseed.44®
Boiled.47® 52
Duck.

^a:.by-?ar.b3M®i
suDtiur.2; @2>4

G5v®76
No ..32 iSperm.
No 3.28 I Whale.50®60
No 10.20 ‘Bank.33®3£
..*2 Shore...28033

l t’orgie.30®35
10 OZ..
G BBpowder—Shot. I Lara. 45 ®66
3 60@4 00 Castor.i 00®3 10
Blasting
56c®7o
4 t»0@6 oO Neatsfoot
Sporting.
Drop sliot.26 ifcs ..130 Elame.(ffi
Paints.
Buck. b. BB.
Ifcaa—
T. TT. F.165
Pure ground.5 60®6 00
Bay.
Red.6
50(fi6 00
Pressed.S14@16
®3V*
$14@$15 Eng Yen Red3
Loose Hay
Am Zinc.... 6 00@7 00
Straw, car lots $9@10
Rochelle...
.ZYa
Iron.
Rice
Common.... 134 @2
4
Domestic
®7
1*4 ®2y*
Refineo.
Salt.
Norway.3 ^@4
00
Tks
Is,lb
hd2o®18
8(a,10
Cast steel.
Id

...

....

....

...

German steel.@3Va Liverpool ..I60gi 60
Shoesteel.@2y# Dia’ind Crys, bbl 2 80
Saleratus.

She''* Iron—

H.C.4Va@5
Gcn.Russial3V2@14

Ameri,cnRusslall@12
Galv.5ya@!7

Saleratus-o@5i^,
Spices.
Cassia, pure.:.. 17®19
Mace.
1 00

I’OKT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, NOV 16.
Arrived.

NB

Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, St John,
via Eastuort lor Boston.
Sch Dayllghi. Nickerson, Philadelphia—coai
to Portland Stoneware Co.
Seh Onward, Kelloch, Boston—cement.
Sch Florida. Hall. Brooklyn.
Sell Wm G Eadio, Condon, Bjooksville—gravel
to E Hersey.

FROM

16
Nov 16

....New York..Rio Janeiro
Genoa.Nov
Werra ..New York..
.New York. .Bremen.Nov
Fiilda.
York.
.London
Nov
Manitoba.New
.Montreal
Liverpool ..Nov
Vancouver
f'ascocne .New York. .Havre.Nov
Etruria .New York. .Liverpool. ..Nov
Nov
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow
Vccndam.N'ew York. .Rotterdam..Nov
.New York..Hamburg. ..Nov
..New York.. Hav&Mex..Nov
.New York.. Bremen —Nov
D„vel
Adriatic".New York. .Liverpool ..Nov
Friesland .New York. .Antwerp.. .Nov
Nov
Alllanca.New York. .Colou

Sorrento

Sell

..

......

....

Santiago.NewlYork.

AmsterdamNewJYork.

..

.Rotterdam .Nov 2C

Auburn and Lewiston, 7.15 and 7.53 a. m.,
1.10.1.30 and 5.20 p. m,
Gorham and Berlin, 7.56 a. m., 1.30 and
5.20 p. m.
For Island Fond, 7.65 a. m„ and 1.30 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 7.65 a. m., and
For

1.30 p.

m.
in.

ARHXVALS,
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.26 a. m., 12.15,
3.10. 6.15 and 5.30 p. m.
From Island Pond, Berlin and Gorham, 8.25 a.
m., 12 16 and 5.30 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.15 and 5.30 p.

f. SEARGEANT,

General Manager.

“/ want to be the
Jeweler Who Comes
into Your Mind First"

B

11

Chapparal, Pierson, Port Clyde—J

H
11

Sell Cinderella, Monroe, Round Pond—J
Blake.
T

h
ti

T

_

afflictions
It is used and recommended by surgeons and
physicians everywhere. It is the best, the
oldest, the original. It is unlike any other. It
to any other. It is not merely a
liniment, it is the universal Household Remedy
from infancy to old age. For Internal as much
as External use.
Every Mother should have it

rr

au

uu

uiuppcu

sjwgra*

—— —

Sultana, Wallace, Ashdale—J H Blake.
SAILED—Barque St Paul; sells J BCoyle,
Almeda Willey, Fred Jaokson. Bertha Warner,
neet
Geo E Wolcott. Neilie F Sawyer, and the
which put in for a harbor.
SUNDAY, Noy 17.

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment is the best thing
nave ever seen.
I believe it saved my husband's life. Last year he was suffering intense
agony with bronchitis, and I used it as you
direct. It gave him relief in a few moments.
Elizabeth Sanders, Island Shoals, Ga.

Arrived.

Whist Frizes

in

in

Umbrellas

Silver.

Sterling

and Canes.
\

It

1

Sch Matthew Vasser. Kelley, Boston.
Sell Caro Belle, Boston.
Sch Mary F Cushman. Boston.
Sch G M Bramard, Boston for Rockland.
Sch Sadie Corey. Boston for Winterport.
Sch Frincess, (Br) Digby, NS, for Boston.

The Latest

—o

produces a permanent increase of vital activity in the system, and by
its electric energy excites the parts to vigorous
exertion giving [power to throw off disease.

Sch

FROM

uuuac,

children love it.

Keone, Norton, Cutler—J H Blalte. **
Railroad, Simmons, Friendship—o

Scli'Wm

8ch

superior

is

The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle,
Ill’st’d Pamphlet free. Sold everywhere. Price, 36 cts.
£ix bottles, $2.00. L S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston. Haas.

WILLIS A.

Time

CATES,

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

November 8, 1895.
'rains leave Portland, Union Station, Hallway
for
stations named below and interSquare,
mediate points as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
.ugusta, Watervllle, Skowhegan, Pittsfield,
, langor, Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
i irunswtck.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Lewiston,
lecbanlc Falls, Ruinlord Falls,
■ivermora Falls, Farmington, Phillips, Kange;y, Oakland and Watervllle.
8.45 a. m. For Rrldgton. Fabyans, BurllngSt. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
on, Lancaster,
lontreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
west.
,nd
all
points
fbeepobt steamboat CO. 10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath. Lisbon
__
falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Au;nsta and Watervllle.
leave Port1.00 it. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
23d
will
Sept.
rtOMMENCING
C< land Pier for Falmouth, Loosens, Little- ! alls. Augusta, Watervllle. Bangor. Bar Harbor
and
Bustin's
Motown
and Houlton, via B. & A.
Islands,
Great
Chelieague
iohn’s,
1.15 p. m., For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
Wolt’s Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. m.
Falls, Rumford Falls,
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a.m. : tatlon. Mechanics
Kinglleid.
.ewiiton. Farmington,
Phillips
for Portland.
BaXLRT.
I* „..™T
waterville,
Jlakianu,
naownegan,
Bingham.
sepUdtt
aud
Vanceboro.
iangor
—*-I. 80 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and all stations on
inox & Lincoln division. Waterville, 8kowXjiin.©
legan. Belfast. Dover and Foxcroft. Green'tlle Bangor. Bucksport, Oldtown, Vanceboro.
ltnyal Mail Steamers.
it. John, Halifax, Honlton aud Wooastoek.
Montreal to Liverpool via Quebec.
For Sebago Lake, Brldgton, Fry3.30 p. m
North t'ouwuy, Fabyans, Lancaster,
>urg.
Allan State Xiiue.
-Seedier Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, 8t. JohnsRain.
>ury, Montreal anil Chicago.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
5.05 p. m.
New York and Glasgow Servioe.
falls, Augusta ami Waterville.
York.
Neiv
From
From Montreal. [
5.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
Laurentlan Nov. 2.
lunction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
Nov.
9.
Parisian
Falls, Auburn and Lewiston.
II. 00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping ears, for
Mongolian Nov. 16.
iatli. Rockland. Lewiston, Augusta, Watervllle
Cabin passage, Montreal service *50 and upwards. Return, *100 and upwards. Second
iangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
itepiiens. St John and all Aroostook County.
cabin, *30. Steerage at lowest rate.
Jalifax and the Provinces, hot does not run to
Glasgow and New York service, *45 to *65.
3eliast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
Return, *85 to *120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go iangor, Saturday nights.
enthus
via one route and return by the other,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
joying the magnificent scenery of the St. Law7.20 a. m., paper train for Brunswick, Au
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and nista, Waterville and Bangor.
Lisbon Falls.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Derry: Prepaid steerage, #15; intermediate
and
#25.
Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal Lewiston, Bath, Augusta, WutervUle,
63
&
BALDWIN
CO.,
Bangor.
or Boston, or AUSTIN
11.00 p. m„ Night Express with sleeping
Broadway, N. Y., or to H. G. STARK, or
;ars for all
paints.
may9dtf
T. P. McGOWAN Portland.

On and after May 30,1895, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m.,
2.00 and 3.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11 a. m„
2.46 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12. 3.30 and 6.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, in., 1.10 or 2.40
cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
electric
e
J. H. HKZELTON, Prop.
junelStf

673 Congress St.,

Cut Glass

AGENT

and

STEVENS SILVER CO.

AND

COLLEGE

of

Shorthand

ever'
—

OF

—

BOTTLES. TRUSSES

CISCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.,
WEEK

QUART

2

THE

PRICES.

Emita, Nash. New London;

QUART

3

--*

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

75c.
75c. NEW YORK ELASTIC TRUSS.eodtf

TRUNK

GRAND

RAILWAY.

APOTHECARY,
320 CONG RSS ST.

Also sldietli. schs Abm Richardson, Fred A
Emerson, Senator Grimes, Lena White, Caroline Butler, and Agricola.
PASCAGOULA—Ar 16th. sch Berjha Louise,
Elart Island Roads 16th, schs Abbie 8
C
Carrie
for
Vlnalliaven;
Hanna, Galveston.
Walker. Philadelphia
HoSid 16tn, barque Daisy Reed, Mitchell. New
Miles, Rondout for Boston; F H Odiorne, BosHaven; sell Hildegard, Grocu, Havana.
boken for Medford; Maud Malloch, do for
PENSACOLA—Cld 16tli, seh Elwood H Smith
ton: Ivy Belie, Port Johnson for North Salem;
Hattie Godfrey, Woodbrldge for Fall River; Drlsko, New York.
PORT TAMPA—Ar 16th, soh Andrew Adams
Edith L Allen. Philadelphia for New Haven;
Lester A Lewis, ami Puritan, fm Port Johnson Adams. Galveston.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 16th, schs Fannie
16th, sch Samos, Handy, for Whitmore. Hurricane Island; Fostlna, Phllbrook. Bath; Anna E J Morse, Crooker. do.
Sullivan and New Bedford.
C« 16th, sch Jacob S Winslow, Charlsou, lor
Sid 15th, sch John F Randall, Philadelphia.
Cld 16th, schs Mary Jenness, Clay, Eastport; Matanzas
Cld
16th, schs Julia S galley, Sprague. GardiAllan, Sawyer, Millbridge.
E
BEAUFORT, NC—Ar 15th. barque Clara
Norfolk.
via
Baltimore
Island—Passed down 16th, sch Mary
McGtlvery. Lynch,
BRUNSWICK—Ar 16th, sch FC Pendleton, E Morse, for Salem.
Delaware Breakwater 16th, sohs Luis
fm
Sid
Burgess. Portland.
BEAUFORT—Sid 15th. sch Hattie C Luce, G Rabel, Gardiner, from Portland for Newport
Stewart, Kent. Jacksonville for
Edward
News;
Heal. Jacksonville.
BALTIMORE—Cld 15th, sch Warren Adams, New York; Anna Pendleton, Thomas, Newport
aid
Bedford.
I6th,)
News
fdr
New
Given. Galveston, (.and
Sid fra do 16th, barque Mannie Swan, from
Sid 15th, sch Wm 11 Allison, for Charleston.
Port Spain for New York.
Ar 16th, sch Benj C Frith. Keene. Boston,
NorPROVIDENCE—Sid 16th. sch Lizzie Lee, for
Cld 16th, sch Jennie F Willey, Bulger,
New York; Mary Stewart, Dyer, do.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 13th, ship Occidental,
loth, sch Daisy Farlin, Saco, to
Weaver, Seattle.
go on the railway.
New
Sid 16th, ship John C Potter, | Meyer, for
Sid 2oth, schs D J Sawyer, Falkingham,
Sound.
York; Kennbeec. do.
Phil* Puget
SAVANNAH—Sid 16th, schs Robert McFarAr 16th, sch City of Augusta, Adams,
land. Montgomery, Boston; Ella M Storer, Hasol
schs Maud H Dudley, and Herald
£eil ^0^ jl ork
SALEM—Ar 14tl), schs Freddie Eaton, Gar
the Morniug, New York; Mary E Olys, Albany;
D L Sturgis. Boston.
rett, Calais for Wareham; Clara Dtnsmore. from
schs
Mary
out
15th,
Lttbeo for New York; Franklin Nickerson. HasCAPE HENRY—Passed
Maiming, fm Baltimore for Boston; Wm T Don- kell, Bangor for Stamford; Medford, Bangor foi
nell, do for-.
Boston; Sea Bird, Barter. Portland for do.
CHATHAM-Passed 16th. schs Geo A Mc- I .{In port 16th. schs Bat. Bridgwater. NS.
for
Bangor;
News
for New York; Henry, do for do; Gama, from
Fadden, Wallace, Newport
Sarah C Ropes. Kreger; Baltimore for Portland; Maohlas for do; St Elmo, Rockland for do;
Danversfor
Johnson
Walter M Young, Eastport fordo; Henrietta
Mary B Wellington, Port
Simmons, Bangor for do; Mattie Holmes, Uc
Small,
H
Blake,
Edw
16th, sch
Hart. SulliProvidence.
m port 16th. schs C R Flint,
Sarah A Blaisdell, Petervan for New York;
Ar 16th, sch Standard, Oram. New York.
July Fourth,
GEORGETOWN, SC-Ar 16th, sch Ella E son, Sullivan for New Bedford; Emma
Green,
Whitney. Bangor for Newark;
Kimball, Boston.
„,M1
FERNANDINA-SId 16th, sch May 0 Nell Lowell, Bangor for New York; Grace Webster,
do.
for
Crossman. Portland
tti.j.
Watts, Boston.
Hinds
STAMFORD—Ar 14th, sch Sami Hart, Hart
HYANN13 —Sid 16th, sch E & GW

f°BOSTDN—Cld

....

n<Reedy

...

*°BATH—Ar

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
Bristol.
a. m. for Portland, touching at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
_

Pemaquid.

Touching

IOA?so

__

Katharine

G

Sid 16th, sch Chas E
VINEYARD-HAVEN
S Hall, W 15 Herrick Maggie
wm BTatAr j i) Ingraham. C J Willard.
Chase. A Heaton. Richard Hill,.Laura-C *ooiuWare
son. Nautilus, Clara E Rogers, Carrie
Adan
Oprey. H H Chamberlain, I? air Wind, Mat
Bowlby, Sarah & Ellen, Mark Pendleton, Eta*
B
Geo
Ferguson.
tic B Russell, Jos Oakes,
Annie Bliss. Viola May, Silver Heels. Wm h
Daveuport, Jas L Maloy. Annie Lee.

E

—

Balch, Jennie

NORFOLK—Sid 16th, sch Agnes E Mauson
Babbitt, Boston.
Ar 16th, sch J E Dubtgnop, , ark?r'^
Foit
Cld 16th, sch Chas FNottman, Jewett,

^NEWLONDHN-Sld 15th,

sch sch John Cad

Foreign Ports.
Sld fm Singapore Oct 16. ship Francis, Doane

wallader, coal port.

Samarang.

known oitizei

W, A. MoGuire, a well
thai
of McKay, Ohio, is of the opinion
for childrei
there is nothing as good
as Chamber
troubled with colds or croup
He has used it n
Iain’s Gough Remedy.
with the bes
his family for several years
a bottle of it h
rosults and always keeps
la grippe he wai
ho houso. After having
severe cough
a
with
himself troubled

1

oenen
Ho usod other remedies without
the children
and then concluded to try
medicine,and to his delight
and 5U cen
ed a
permanent oure. 25 & “ahbklgi >
bottles for sale by Landers
Portland and 0. if. Woodman

druggists
Westbrook.

at

_

Squirrel

...

Sld fm Buenos Ayres Oct 19th, barque Addi<
Morrill. Andrews, for Great Britain.
At Mlragoane 1st inst, sch Nellie Woodbury
Clark, from New York, disg.
Ar at Matanzas 7th inst, sch R D Spear, Vea
zie. Pascagoula.
CM 8th, sch Jas W Fitch, Kelley, Pensacola
(and sld lOtn)
In port 8th. sch Chas 8 Glidden. Fales, disg
Ar at Shelburne, Hth inst, barque Matthev
Baird, Norton. Louisbvrg. CB.
Cld at St John, NB, 15tli, sch Stella Maud
Miller, Portland.
Ar 16th, sch Welcome Home, Currie, Rock
land.
Sld fm Port Gilbert 13th, sch Danl Simmons
Rockland.
_

Spoken.
Nov 15, lat 38. Ion 74, ship Josephus, froE
lrork.
New
for
VBuenos Ayres

FORTUM & ROCHESTER R.
STATION FOOT

R.

STREET,

OFJPKEBLE

1895,
fassenger
for Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nnsnum, Windham and Kpplng at 7.30 a.
m. and 18.80 p. in.
and

On

after Sunday. October 0,
trains will Leave Portland:

Cmnnsenmel

Una

«nH

RAlllft

\

nr til

at 7.30 A m. and 19.80 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Weterbarn and Saco River at 7.30 A m. 13.30 and
4.25 aha
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 A m., 12.3ft
3.0ft 4.26, and 8.20 p. PA
For Westbrook, Comber,and Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30.

For

Quebec,

augSldtf

1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 a. m„ and
12.16 3.10. 5.16 and 6.30 p. m.
From Island Fond. Berlin and Gorham,
8.25, a.m.,12.15 and 5. 30 p. m.
From Chicago anc Montreal. 12.15 and 5.30
p. m.
From Quebec. 12.15 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
trains and parlor oars on day trains.
OFFICE NO. 177
TICKET

on

Night

MIDDLE
STREET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
dtf
Portland. Nov. 18th. 1895.

TICKTS TO AND FROM EUROPE.
BY THE-

Atlantic

Allen, Dominion, Cunard,
Transport and White Star Lines
H. G. STARR,
for sale by
0C21

eod3lll_a

_

and
4.25.
32.80.
5.0ft
9.46 A
m.,
6.20 p. m.
conneotj
from
m.
train
jftrtland
The 12.30 p.
“Boovae Tunnel
it Ayor Junction With
ft onto” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
ria “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
Sew York, via “Norwich Line” with Bos toe
it Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Bail via "Springfield.
Trains arrive at Portland irom Worcwii*
»t 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 A
m.; from Gorham
£.45 p.
I SO
and

6.40,

arc

1-3 Union Wharf.

HABPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.
Beginning November 5th,

Merry*

Steamer

leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Suudara excepted:
and
Islands,
Lheb*»ague
For Long,
Harpawell, Bailey’s * nd Orr’a islands, 2.0C
m. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
p
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
inier6 45 «. in. calling at Harpswell and
mediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
ISAIAH DAME'-8,
uj*
a
Gen’l Mannger.
oot5dtf
coneae will

WON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

10.60

and

1.3ft

m..

A

__Jtt

Portland & Rumford Falls
In Effect

Oct.

R'y.

7, 1895.

DEPARTURES.
8 30 A. M.& 1.15 P.M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Bvickfield, CahDiaaeid and Rumford Falls.
ton.
8.30 a. m.. 1.05 and 5.10 p.m. From Union
and
Poland
lor
Station
Mechanic Falls.
m.
conTrain leaving Union Station 1.16 p.
nects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Byron and Houghton.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Falls.
on sale for all
onP. Alt. F. R,j.

Through tickets

points

R. C. BRADFORD, G. P. Sc T. Art.
Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls, Maine
Febiodtf

Wiscasset & Quebec Railroad Co
On and after Nov., 4th 1895. Trains wil
leave Wiscassett for Albion and way stations a
9.18 a. m. aud 3. 65 p. m., arriving in China a
12.00 Am’ and
,___
Returning trains leave Albion at 6.00 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wl3cassett at 9,05
a. m. and 2. 57 p.m.
^ p XUCKER, supt
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT. Gen’l Mgr.
demos

6.66p.m.

niayl8

Wednesday and Saturday. Boston & Maine R.
In Effect October 20, 1895.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday
From Boston every

and Saturday.

rroin Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m. From
at 3 p, m. Inpine Street Wharf,
surance one-half the rate of salUng vessel.
the
Penn.
West
R. R., and
by
Freights for the

Philadelphia,

STEPHEN BERRY,
BOOK RflD JOB PKIJiTEK,

8.80

m.
6.45 p.
t.ie.Band
ror through Tickets to all
COLLINS. Ticket
H.
to
F.
South, apply
cent.* Portland. Me.
g
o. W. PETERS, Supt*
je29

Island,

Boothbav Harbor, Heron Island, So. Bristol
Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Feraaauid at 6 a. m. for
On and after MONDAY. Nov. 18th, 1895
Portland and above landings,
trains will run as follows:
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
LEAVE.
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.
a.
m.
Lewiston
7.55
and
7.15,
For Auburn
Islahd.
1.10.1.30.6.20 p.m.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
For Gorhamand Berlin, 7.55a.m.. 1.30 and for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
6.20 p. m.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
For Island Pond,7.65 a. lu., and 1.30 p. m.
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
For Montreal and Chicago, 7.55 a. m., and Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFRED RACE, manager.
1.30 p. in.

^Skffijth,

...

Enterprise

Steamer

«■__

P°DARIEN—Cld

ItfAmlar

and East

The Right Prices On All Rubber Goods.

Worcester Line

Portland &

it
A ffai>

CEO. C. FRYE,

Ma,
tian, do for Wood Holl; George Bird. Hoboken
for iiiddeford; Decora, New York for Boston;
Geo V Jordan. Amboy fordo; Anble Bowker,
Carteret for Weymouth; Mabel Rose, Amboy

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
Not run in stormy or foggy weatner.

sept!2__dtf

novl

AJB

m.

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

320 Congress Street.

39

M Lunt, Peek. Barbados.
Sid 16th, ships Standard, for Shanghai; Aryan
Indedeudent, Newport
sch
for San Francisco;
News for Boston.
Passed Hell Gate 15th, schs Annie P Chase,
for
New York for Bangor; James A Brown, do
Thomaston; Nile, and Cora C Meader. do for
Rockland; Vineyard, do for Boston; Mary E
Pennell, and Ella Brown, do for do; Hannah F
for
Carlton, do for Plymouth: Annie Lord, do
Fall River; Sarah, do for Providence; B L EaWeehawton, do for Newport; Sarah A Reed,
keu for Eastport; Abbie G Cole, do for Bangor;
Perry, fm
Menewa, Amboy for Rockland;
do
Elizabethport for Boston; Addle B Snow,
for Saco; Maggie Ellen. South River for PortBoston.
for
land ; Abbie Ingalls,
Passed Hell Gate 16tl>, schs Izetta, from Rondout for Boston; Delaware, do for do; Lodusdo for do; E C Gates, de for Salem; Alsa-

8.00,
For Ponce Landing, Long Island,
*10.30 a. m„ 2.15 p. m.
SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
For all Landings at 10.30 a. in. and 2.15
*

fACMTC

Port Monreo
Cld 16th, sch Laura

2.1o,4.20,6.10p.m.

P.

GEO. C. FRYE

Rockland.
Cld 16th, sch Addie P McFadden, Stuart, tor

TABLE,

Commencing Sunday, Sept. 15,
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Ua tiding
Peak's Island, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, 6,40. 8-00, *10.30 a. m.,

37 -LOWEST—

CENTS.

Brewer,

TOlE

RAY

1895.

Memoranda.
Portsmouth, Nov 10-The claim for salvage
sclir Pavilion, lately ashore, has been settled,
and the vessel will make repairs here.
Norfolk, Nov 15—The derelict sebr Martin C
Ebel, which drifted ashore at Big Kinnakeat,
NO, has broken up and her cargo of lnmder is

oct4dtf

_

Small, Bahia.

on

Halifax, St. John. Bangor Watervllle
uid Augusta, 3.30 a. in.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
>xpress

_

AID

—The Price Sells Them.—

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Brldgton,
3.25 a. in.; Lewiston and Mechanics Falls
5.30 a. m.; Waterville, Augusta and Bath,
3.36a.m.; Mattawamkeag,Bangor and Rockland
12.25; Kiugfield, Phillips, Farmington, Kumord Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Ct nwav and Fi veburg 4.40
Rocka.
Waterville,
m.;
Skowhegan,
and 6 25 p. m.; St. John. St.
Stephen,
and
Bar
Harbor
Aroostook County,
Bangor
5.35 p. m.; Rangeiey, Farmington, Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan, Lewiston 6.45 p. in; Chicago
White Mountain
ind Montreal and all
R„
points. 8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. a.R. m.:
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40

Lowell,

etc.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

Sid fm Lisbon 9tli inst, brig Daisy, Dickson,
Barbados.
Ar at Cayenne 16th inst, sch Morancy, Woos
ter, Boston.
Ar at Fort Spain 14tli inst, barque Boylston,

New York.

,,

Providence,

for

Worcester, New York,
Returning, leave Injjia Wharf, Boston,
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1,1896.

and

ITER

THE NEW AND PALATIAL 8TFAMKR8
PORTLAND,
BAY
STATE AND
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
in season
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving
for connections with earliest trains for points

Through tickets

Bend for free Illustrated

HOT

■

Allan

beyond.

LIWE

Typewriting.
Catalogue.
L. A. CRAY & SON, Portland, Me.

School

i

I

Goods.

Leather

-LARGESTBUSINESS

Effect

_

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

"uu"v‘»

In

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.

GRAY’S

CENTRAL R. R.

|j 1AINE

JEWE1EB,

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

suns mnuuu

Table,

TI1E

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, Nov 16—Sid, schs
Joe, Kelley, Mtllbridge for Bristol, RI; Ann,
Robbins, Calais for-; Ida Hudson. Blsnop,
Rockland for Boston; Marshal Perrin, Scott,
John,
Bangor for New York; Mabel Purdy, St David
NB. for Boston; Leo, do for Salem ;
M
Kennedy,
J
York:
New
Faust, Sullivan for
Moon, Ellsworth for Rondout.
SULLIVAN, Nov 16—Ar, schs John Bracewell. Bensen, Portland; Mail. Boston.
Sid, sell Mary E Roper, Baltimore.
ROCKPORT, Nov 16—Sailed, schs Riverdale.
Urquhart. St John, NB; Fanny, Krb; C J Colwell. Colwell; Jas Barber. Splner, and A GibHenderson, Stevens, St John. NB; Antelope,
son. Boston; HF Kimball. Lane, do.

^A*r 16th, barque

“SOKOKIS.”

STEAMER

■

For Quebec, 1.30 p.

Invented in 1810 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. It could not have survived !
over eighty year3 without possessing extraUranus, Norwood, Ponce—J H Ilawlen ordinary worth, merit and excellence. It satisfies everybody. It is marvellous how many
Lizzie J Clark, Bandall, Boston—Berlin different
and diseases it will cure.

Stanley,
Sch Floreiioe E Tower, Ingalls, Machias—J

trains

For

Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J

16

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
Hi
12
20
20
20
York.
.Colon
Nov
20
Newport.New
St Louis.New York..S’tlianipton. Nov 20
Nov 21
F Bismarck.■ .New York. .Hamburg
Nov 23
Columbia.New York. .Genoa
York.
23
.Havre.Nov
Champagne...-New
.New York.. Port Prince .<r>v 21
aids
York.
.Genoa
21
Nov
.New
F Bismarck..
.Cientuegos .Nov 21
2S
Nov
New|York..Laguayra

sore

On and after Monday, Not. 18th,
will run as follows:

*%)dyne[,|NIMENT

NEW HAVEN—Sid

FOB

Alene.New York. .Jamaica.. .Nov

grippe,

TIME.

OF

CHANCE

Johnson’s

Sch Commerce, Oroutt, Brooksville —gravei
Herseit.

to E

la

lungs,
colic, croup, chills, cramps, cholera morbus,
chronic diarrhoea, headache, earache, toothache, cuts, bruises, strains, sprains, 6tiff joints,
sore
muscles, mumps, deafness, dyspeptic
pains, gout, neuralgia, sciatica, rheumatism,
burns, scalds, bites, stings, pimples, sore lips,
chapped hands, chilblains, lame back, side,
neck, shoulder, pains in chest, bowels, kidneys, contusions, irritations and inflammations,
it will quickly relieve, soothe, heal and cure.

New York.
lasui 15th. sch John 8 Beacliapo,
16th, brig. Jennie Hul

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

Philadelphia..

i!i I0»^

washing ashore.
l14,la4&2-in
Saps.
$28@«30
Domestic Forts.
$36®$88
Squares,
Cypress—
NEW YORK—Ar 15tli, steamer Yumurl, Han1-in No 1<&2$36@$36 son, Vera Cruz; schs Nellie Grant. Dodge, EllsiV4,iy2 & 2worth for Rondout; H Curtis, Gray, Greens

S4@26
6ughd36m 21 @23
in.Nol&2 $34@$36
Hoops 14 ft. 26@30
2v2. 3 &4-in$40@$45
12 ft. 26@28
S’th
8
8 t.
pine-$26@$35
@9
Clear pine—
Cordage.
Amer’ntf lbiOVa@li
Uppers.$55065
Manilla...
7 ^ @8 V2 | Select.$45065
Fine common. .$4is®45
Manilla Doit
00@9 Vs I Spruce...
$13 (§14
rope.
@18Va» HemlocK.$11012
Russia do. 18
7 @8
Clayboaras—
Sisai......
Drugs and Dves.
| Spruce. X.$30032
Acid Oxalic... 12@14| Clear. $26028
Acid tart.

tonsilitis, whooping cough,
influenza, diphtheria, pneumonia,

SCll -Lewis a rrouuu, ncnwa,

275@3 251
1 75@$2;
Fair to good
Baldwins. $2 50@2 76!

Leather
New York-

W tid9

abode, but if they

ness,

M^RHSTE

Blake

Fancy....

Good

sal

5

RAILWAY.

trust none of these three have entered
have we can do you a
power of good. You want the great vital and
muscle nervine for these and for
cold9, coughs,
catarrh, asthma, sore throat, hacking, hoarse-

lS^estr.v::::.-Ji§|H^wat.r|;;;.^oo

TRUNK

GRAND

e

your

18-

Blake.
Sch
Blake.

plate.. .10 00*10 5o
ex-plat© 3 1 00011 60
Jniests
y§bS 5 75®
Turkeva,Wes- i5@16C|
Ducks, native.. I8@20 1 Lara.bs.com 5V3«»
tubs, pure 66/8@8%
F0W1S....
i tcs.comp’nd 5V3®
Apples.

gage.13

ALMANAC.NOV.

MINIATURE

^

NQVjf^

Red Top—recleaned.... 16V4@17
:a 12V*
good.
Tlmotny.. .$5Vi®6 60
Clover —10 ®l3y2c

Native.bbll 50@i r,0|
I4@16i
Sp Chickens.

Cheese.
N. \ .ttct’ry.l2
V ermont ..12

Rio Janeiro

&Sc°h
MSch
wave, Dorr, Addison-J H lllake
BluehiU—JH Illake.
Sch Fannv Earl

..

19%

do prfd.'._20%
90%
Western Union.
Richmond & West Point.
do crfd.

_

...

•••£*“

*

Bunions

*

Sugar.
tandara Oran
4%
ix-nual’ty fine
grauulatoa..
411-16
ixtraC414
Seeds.

....

Paul, Minn. & Mann.113
Sugar, common.100%
9
ToxasfPacific.
9%
UpionPaclfic.new.
U. 3. Express. 42
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 7%
81

Southwark.New York. .Antwerp- ••No
-No
Germanic
.New York.. Liverpool
Zaandam.New York. .Amsterdam no
Bellardeu.New York. .Rosario
Umbria.New York. .Liverpool. N
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow
Phoenicia.New York. Hamburg. -No
no
Maasdam
.New York.. Rotterdam.
Holbeim.New York.. Rio Janeiro No

0-!

..

lojVf

30/t

76%
Roek island
SLPaul & Omaha. *1v*

Provisions. Frouuoa.
Floor.
uperfine &

-.

44%

Ohio & Miss.
Old Colony.178
Ont.«t Western. 15Vs
Pacific Mail.• SI

_MISCFXHANEOIIS.

■

Coleridge.New York.. P’rnambucoNov
St Paul .New York. .So’ampton-Nov

...

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORT LA Nil. Nov. 16, 1895.
or Grain,
Xliefollowing are io-aay’« dotations

Ammonia.i6@20| No 1.$16020
A snes. pot.... 6% @ 81 Pine.$26050
Bals oopabia.. .45@66| Shingles—
Beeswax.37@421 X cedar-3 0003 60
7@9| Clear cedar.2 7603 00
Blch powders...
Borax.9&10I X No 1.1 8502 25
2
@2V4i No 1 cedar..1 2601 75
Brimstone.
Cochineal.409431 Spruce.1 2601 60
Copperas.1V2@ 21 Laths.spce. .1 9002 00
Domestic UarKiew
Lime—Cement.
Cream tartar.... 29 932
Ex logwood.... 12@lo Lime.^ csk. 1 000
%
(1 y Telegraph.!
22 Cement.140@
.70@1
Gumarabic..
NOVEMBER 16. 1896.
Matches.
22
@67
Glycerine
65
NEW YORK—Flour—receipts 40.621 pekags; Aloes cape.16@26 Star,^ gross
sales
bush
and
Dirigo.
12,342
@55
sacks;
exports 12,931
Camphor.70@72
Metals.
62@o6
7J00 pkgs; barely steady.
! Mytrh....
Copper—
Wheat^receipts 207,200 bush jexports 64,048 UWUUJ
-rs\
Will'
.wu.gSJ-w
bus:sales 4,000 bush, dull and firm; No 2 Red Shellac.46@501
22
store and elev at 66% ; afloat 68V4c; f o b 67%
Indigo.85c@$ll Polished copper.
35
iodine.4@$ 4 25 14x48 planished.
®68%.
11,542
16
Corn—receipts 63,375 bush; exports
I pecac.160@l 701 Bolts.
12
bushisales 16,000 bush:spots quiet and steady; Licorice, rt..
16@20| YM‘sheathNo 2 at 36c elev, 37c afloat.
12
Lac ex.34@40 YM Bolts.
Oats—receipts 91,200 bush; exports 3631 Morphine.. .1 70® 1 9oi Bottoms
22@24
bush;sales 19,000 bush; No2at23ys: White Oil bergamot2 7683 2c I Inzot...*
ll®12
do 24 Va.
Nor.Codllver2 26@2osi Tin—
16@17
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was Lemon.1 762 25 Straits...*
Wheat—No 2 Spring at Olive.1 0Q@2 601 EngUsn.
dull and unchanged.
.300(83 25 j Char. L Co. .4 7 5®5 00
66%®67Vac: No 2 Red at eo@61v»c. Corn- Peppt.
Oats—No 2 at 18Vic: Wintergree nl 76@2 001 Char. L X.. 6 00®6 25
No 2 at 2 s Vi 128% e.
6 00®8 50
No 2 Barley at Potass br’inde. 46a47! Terne
No 2 Rye at 36c and nominal.
i2@14
Antimony...
1
at
Flaxseed
9iya@92:mess pork Chlorate.24*828
38©42c. No
-.6 00® 650
8 lo@8 20. Lard b 6.">*6 67Vj; short rib sides Iodide.2 88«3 OH Coke
4 6o®455
58®62
Spelter....
55.
salted
meats—shoulders
at
Quicksilver.
at 4 60*4
Dry
Quinine. .34% 0*37 Vi Soldcr^x v- l4Va®15
4 75®4 87 Vs : short clear sides at 4 76*4 *7Va.
Nails.
60
Receipts—Flour, 9,600 bbls: wheat. 186.000 Rheubarb, rt.76c@l
Rt snake.3o@40 Cask.ct.base 2 40®250
hush: corn. 143.000 bushr oats.297.OOU bush:
wire.. 2 61»®2 75
@12
Saltpetre.8
rye. 7.000 bush barley. 102,200 bush.
Naval Stores.
26@30
Shipments—Flour 10,600 bbls: wheat 79.000 Senna....
4@5 Tar^hbl. ..2 76@8 00
bush: corn. 62,000 bush: oats 228,000 bush; Canary seed....
Coal
tar... .4 75®5 00
Cardamons 1 00@1 76
4,000 bush: barley 99.000 bush.

21%
98%
23%

11
99

Stock Market

Chicago
(By Telegraph!
CHICAGO. Nov. 16,1895.—The Cattle market—eceipts 300; stead v; common to extra
steers at 3 10®6 00; Stockers and feeders 2 26
(S3 86; cows and hulls at 1 40®3 26; calves at
2 75®6 00: Texans 2 00*3 40; Western rangeis 2 25®3 76.
Hogs—Receipts 2S,000;|steady; heavy packing and shipping lots at 3 66®3 76; common to
choice mixed at 3 4513 75; choice assorted at
3 60S3 70; light 3 4513 70; pigs at 2 00*3 60.
Sheep—receipts 2,600; steady; inferior to
choice al 1 75*3 60. lambs at 3 00®4 60.
Live

19
160
170

10%
21%
no
preferred
Illinois Central. 98%
Lake Erie &. West. 23%
Lake Shore.149
Louis & Nash. 53%
Maine Central R.

MlchiganCentrallpf.

@$15.
Straw, rye, $14@$14Va; oat, $8@$SVh.

148
116
177

Erie.

Mexican Central.i

Potatoes. N H Hebrons 30@33.
Rose 30®33.
do
Apples, new choiec 19 hhl, $2 60@4 00.
2 at $1 75*2 50.
No
Apples,
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00*19 Of).
Fair to good .$$16 00®$17c;lower grades $11

108%

Central Pacific. 16
Ones, a onio. 19
Chicago U Alton.160
Chicago « Alton preferred....170
Chicago. Burlington St Quincy 85%
Delaware A Hudson Canal Co.129%
Delaware,Lackawana & Westl63
Denver & Rio Grande. 14

cnoice, rotgu.oe.

choice, 22Va®23yaC,
Butter,
good, 2<)®22c.
Butter,
Butter. North, choice, 19®20.
Butter, lmit, crm. 14®16c.
Ladle packed 12*14.
Cheese, Northern, new do 10V2®ll;Wst, ch ce
9® 10c.
Eggs, hennery choice. 26*30: East 21123.
Eggs. Mich. 22®23c; other Western 20®2ic.
Beans, pea.l 60@1 56-.mediums, 1 46® 1 60.
Beans, yel. eyes, 1 60@1 66:red kid.l 45@1 56.
Beans foreign, 1 40@1 46.
_■'
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 3o@00c bush.

Quotatioub on Stocks and Bonds.
(By Telegraph.)
The following are to-day’s closing quotations
oi Bonds;
Nov. 16. Nov. 16
.@111%
@111%
New 4*s
New 4’a
coup.@112%
@112Vs
97
United States 2s reg. 97
1C6
Centra* Pacific lsts....106

Bosron A Maine.177

Nortnern.

cream,
lair to

New York

Atcliison.17%
Amnl3 Express.148
American Express.116

pai^s,

Fowls, Nerthern, I2®14c.
Fowls, Western, iced pecked. 9c.
Chickens, Western iced packed 9112.

pfd..

Erls 2ds. 76
Kansas Pacific Consols. 79
OregV Nav. lsts.110
Kansas Pacific lsts.108%
Northern Paclfic cons 6s.... 37%
> liiiL quotations oi stocks:

7@7Vic; If,

in

steers.?3^®#1/*!.

Chickens,

Sugar, pfd. 98 Va
do
Mexican

••

Prussia .New York. Hamburg. Nov So
.no*
Campania.... New York..Liverpool

—

Beef, fresh, hinds, 9@12c; fores,
Lambs, spring, 5@6V2C ^ lb.
Hogs, dressea,city, 5V2f' P lb: country, AYaC.
Turiteys, Northern, choice, 16@17c.
Turkeys. Western iced 10® 13.

..137 V*
Maine Central.
New York and New England it.........
9%
Union. Pacific.
...199
American Bell.
American .Sug?r. common...100

Mass.,

+1

Boston Produce Market.

Saturday’s quotations.
Dec.
Opening... ..67s/s
67^8
Closing..

u_

12c
smoked salmon ISc P lb:Medium herring
8c;iSo Is at
box; tucks at 9c: lengthwise at
^c,
canned
1
do
JO:
shore
Bloatrers at 1 25.
salmon 1 30;
Trout $1 50:fresh halibut $2 20;
sardines,
American
95c.
lobtsers 1 90; clams
So 50; three-auarquarter oils, $2 50; half oils,
ter mustards. $2Vi, spiced, $3.
v
Nova
Large New ounuiand herring $4 60 bbl.
Scotia large split $6 00; medium|$5:large round
Lxtra
do
scarce;
shore and choice layer packed
large Labrador $ 00.
0
3 25: halib Pickled codfish $4@4 60; haddock
ut heads S3, sound $10: tongues and sounds

Fririnv’d nuntsctinns

Boston

..

101
108

Municipal...100

R. K 7s.1898.lst. ratelOG
7s. 1912, cons. mtgi*4

•••■

Main* Central R. R.—For

CH1GCAO

*.

••

South by connecting lines, forwarded free Of
commission.
Round Trip #18.00.
Passage #10.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent. Central Wharf; Boston.
General
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
Manager, 89 State St., Fislte Building, Boston.
eet22dtf
Mass.

R>

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trams leave Portlaud. Union station, for
Bcarboro Crossing. 10.00a. ft.. 6.15.6-20, p.
Scarhoro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
m
а. m.,
3.30. 5.15,6.20, D. m.; Old Orchard,
m..
Saco, Ulddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a.
6.20. p. in ; Kenne3.30, 6.16.

12.40,
bunk, 7.00, 8.40, a. m„ 12.40. 3.80. 6.16.
б. 20 p.m.; Walls BeAch, 7.00.8.40 Am.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, t3.4o, 7.00, 8.40,
in

..

At»

Q

An

x

X

n

m

Uanm-bunk-

Somcraworth, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. m.,
12.40, 3.80. 5.16 P.m.; Rochester. Farattaff*
3.30 p. m.;
tern. Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m„ 12.40,
ma
*
WoneiUi
Woifboro, 3.30 p. m.i
STRESS,
PLUM
.00> a. m.;
BO. 37
Somersworth and Rochester,)
8.30
m.,
CO.
a.
m..
p.
MAINE COAST
7.00
Concord,
Manchester,
LawRockingham Junction, Haverhill.
Harbor and rence.
For Bath, Popham Beach,
Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40. 3.30 p.
tOa. uL,
UlieMOOfllt
m. Exeter. Boston, J3.45.
^- tl.-o,
Arrive In Boeton,
412.40. 3.30 P n>.
the
new
after
and
On
89th,
home
at
Tuesday,
Oct,
in
Leave
musio
have
m.
to
your
Will enable you
10 16 a. m .12.55, 4.20. 7.15 p.
and fast
any and ail times, without tho aid of a musiBoston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,
cian.
4.16 p. m.
th«
It can be used by every member of
SUNDAY TRAINS.
family, as the operation of playing it is sc will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on TuesBoston
Bor Boston, express, 3.45 a. in. For
simple that It can he learned by anyone with s days, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
Arrive in
few days’ practice.
Beach at 10 a. in.. Bath at 13 m.. and way stations, 1.00. 4.16 p.m.
Popham
m.
8.44
p.
It is not a mechanical instrument, but n Boothbay Harbor at 3.80 p. m. Arriving at Boston, 7.;’5 a. m„ 6.27,
Boston for Portland, 3.46 a. m.
capable of the most delicate shaalugs of tempo Wiscassett about 8,80 p. m., connecting with
and expression.
the 8.66 p. m. train on tne Wlsoassett & Quebec
EASTERN DIVISION.
Any piece of musio can be obtained for tin R. R.
Elizabeth,
.Bohan, but It is designed for and particular];
From Union Station for Cape
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
anc
classical
to
of
Conway Junction,
the
grades
highest
adapted
It 8.45 a. m.; Saco.
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6.45 a. m
operatic music. All the Wagner Overture! Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. in., Bath at 10 a. in., Wellborn. 9 00 a. m.; Blddeford, Ports
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together wit! Popham Beach at 11 a. in. Arriving at Port- mouth, Amesbury, Newburyport, Salem,
§12.9o,
works from all the masters, are arranged foi land about 1.30 p. m.
Lynn, Boston. 12.00, 19.00 a. a.m.;
m.. 12.49,
5.58
and
are
it
the yl’.ollan,
played by with wonder
Fare, *1.00 to Bath, Boothbay Harbor and 16.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston,
ful orchestral effect-.
4 15 9.20 p. ni. Leave Boston lor Portland.
Wiscassett.
The tone of the .Bollan is peculiarly soft anc
CHAS. R. LEWIS,
'7!S0. 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 7.00, 7.45 p. m.
O. U. OLIVER,
Treasurer.
beautiful, resembling, more ttian anything else
President.
SUNDAY TRAIN'S.
with
the
different
parts.
a smalt orchestra,
oct29
Newbury
For Blddeford, I'orismoutli.
On exhibition daily from 9 to 5. Call am
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m„ 12.56
4.15 p.
a.
m..
5.68
Boston,
in
Arrive
hear it.
p. m.
MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. m„
in.
n>
7.00 p.
New York Direct Line.
Does not run Mondays.
IConnccts with Kail Lines for New York,
LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT
South and West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for Now York.
Sea
and
Sole New England Representatives for th >
•Western Division from North Berwick Sunam 1
Gabler,
Bacon,
Hardman,
Cortaue
and
Steinway,
days only.
The Steamships Manliatlan
Scarboro
ThursCrossing with
UCouneets at
Pianos.
wharf
Franklin
Tuesdays,
Class
leave
First
other
City
leave train Tor Boston via Eastern Division.
days and Saturdays at 0 p. m. Returning,
Througn tickets to an points in Florida
Pier 38, East River, same days at 5 p.. m.
ter sale at Ticket Offlee,
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00; Round the Souta and West
T. C.
Union Station.
trip $v.OO.
F. and T, A., Boston.
S,
J.
FLANDERS,
p.
j B cqyle, Manager.
517 Congress Street,
nv2-dtf
i»21
dU
J. F. LISCOMB. General AeeaL
octlC
port,

NAVIGATION
Boothbay

An /EOLIAN

tj.00,

STEAMER

SALACIA.

_

_

■

The M.STEINERT& SONS GO.

_

De'ightful

WlcCOULDRIC, Wlgr.

Invigorating

Trip.

THE

BRIEF

PRESS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Chester Knowles, aged 6, of rear 9 Salem street, has the diphtheria.
Mr. Edward Chaplin of this city, accompanied
by Eugene Chaplin and Dr.

TODAY.

\

_

Owen. Moore & Co.

Hooper/Son & Leighton.
J. R. Libby.
Eastman Bros, &
Riues Bros.

Lombard of Bridgton, had an enjoyable
in
hunting trip this week in the woods

BaueroU.

the town of Chatham. Eugene
Chaplin was the fortunate one of
the trio, getting a fine deer. The huntand

2.

Larrabee’s White Store
Ira P. Clark & Co.
Stevens Silver Co.

Messenger’s notice—2.
Annual sale ol fancy articles.
Leg 1 notice.

got quite a lot of small game.
At the meeting of the Literary AssociaPortland Club, this evetion of the
ning, Hon. Josiah H.Drummond will give
some
political reminiscenoes dwelling
the famous Democratic
ohiefly upon
Convention held in this city, of
State
Drummond, then a Demowhioh Mr.
was n member and which may be
ers

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland Theatre.
Park Theatre.
New Wants. To Let, For Sale, Lost. Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on Page G.

“Mrs. Winslow's

about

crat,

Soothing Syrup”

been used over Fifty Years by million
of mothers for their children while Teething, with perfect success. It soothes the
child, softens the gums, allays Pain, cure
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
test remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising
from teething or other causes. For sale by
Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure
and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
25c ts. a bottle.
ias

said to mark the beginning of the downfall of Democracy as a political power in
Maine.
By reason of the opening of the drains
and the shutting off of the water in the
the Butler school, it has
basement of
close the school
become
necessary to
this week. It is expected that the work in
the basement can be completed in time
school a week from toto open the

day.
Mrs. Sarah L. Pascall, president of the
Woman’s State Relief Corps, will inspect
Thatcher Relief
Corps Tuesday afternoon, November i9th.
This evening, November 18. will be
to music at the Y. W.
devoted entirely

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor prescribed: Caqtoria*
Dr. Siegert’s Angostura Bitte rs, endorse
by physiciaa and chemist, for purity and
wiiolesomeness.
PERSONAL.
Mr. C. W. Gray of Gray’s Inn, Jackson,
Mr.
N. H.,
was in the city Saturday.
Gray will manage this winter the “Altamonte’
hotel, a large winter resort at
Altamonte Springs, Orange oounty, Floand on his
rida. He will go south soon,
in the Cotton States’ Exway will take

position at
Col. Kendall

Atlanta.
was

in the city

yesterday

C.

A.

All

young women

are

cordially

invited.
and disagreeable.
27th tho first semi-annual
December
meeting of tho Maine Amateur Press Association will be held in Bangor.
Privates Fitzpatrick, Webber and Worcester of the High School Cadets, have
been

promoted

to

coprorals.

Cases of diphtheria are reported'at No.
45 Brackett street and No. 7 May street
|
At a meeting of the Portland Cadets it
was voted to accept the invitation of
the Biddefford Light Infantry to attend
their ball and givo an exhibition drill

for the purpose of making arrangements the last part of the month. They also apfor a school of military Instruction for pointed a oommittee to consider the
the First Regiment, to advisability of observing their anniversathe officers of
be held here December 11 and 12.
ry in January: Capt. Baker, Sergeant
Eleanor S. Moody, Cumberland Jenks,Privates Dow and Hybitts.
Miss
has

street,

been offered

a

position

as

stenographio accountant in
Department at Washington.
the civil

took

service

the Treasury
Miss Moody
examination last

spring.

An old lady named Murphy, residing
Adams street, was struck In the head
Saturday by a rock that cut a deep gash
Some small boys were playing near and
them threw the
it is supposed one of

on

W. A. K.'Booth by of Waterville, stone.
The Portland Evangelical
guest at the Falmouth hotel yester-

Col.

ministers
will meet in Y. M. C. A. hall at 4 o’clock

was a

day.
Miss i? ranees

juanu

uhvis,

uauguuoi

ui

John Davis of;il3 Congress street, Brooklyn, was married to Walter Scott Meri
of the staff of the New York
wether
Times, on November 12th, in the rectory
of St Paul’s Catholio church, Court and

this afternoon.
Charles McDonald’s place, corner of
Commercial and Park streets, Was raided
Saturday evening by Deputy Marshal

Sterling and Officers Thompson, Webb,
A considerable
McGrath and Merrill.
Oongrosss street, Brooklyn. Mr. Davis quantity of liquor was taken. Five men
and family formerly resided^in Portland. were found
gambling and were arrested
were among the arrivals at the
These
McDonald
and brought to the station.
Preble yesterday: C.F. McDonald, Trenesoaped.
N.
ton, N. J. ; E. M. Gallagher, Oswego,
The total arrests last week were 47, of
Y.; Jules M. Drever, S. K. Turner, E. which 36 were for drunkenness.
B. Midlin,New York ;W. Lindsey, O. W.
The tramps are beginning to come in
Reed and wife, Boston; W. H. Robinson,
for lodgings now, the number averaging
W.E.
Miller,
Glen, N.H.; R.C.Page,Saco;
about ten a nighc.
New Haven; D.J.McMullen, Providence,
Mr. Daniel Chase's horse was taken
A Dull Day ou the Water Front.
Saturday from Cnmberlnnd street and
Union
There was a very quiet
day yesterday was picked up abandoned on
street, Westbrook. Mr. Chase’s dog was
on the water front, few people being out,
and but little going on. A single fisher- with the team when it was taken, and
it until the team was found.
man, the Margaret J. Leonard came in staid with
The anniversary of the Portland TemThere
with 12,000 pounds of shore fish.
are many schooners in the harbor for perance Reform Club will take place at
President
their hall Tuesday evening.
shelter, but no arrivals of any note.
At the Grand Trunk station, a gang of G. N. E. Kimball will preside, and a
7

men

were

work all day putting in a
Commercial street
on the
to
that
additional support

at

large attendance is expected.

granite pillar
end as

an

Brig. Gen. Brewer of the Salvation
section of the buiiding, and the
longarrived in this city Saturday from
Army
shoremen were waiting for news of the
and in consequence of his visit,
Boston,
first of the great steamers. The rain kept
the army are
holding some interesting
the earnest workers who held street remeetings. Saturday night, at the'half on
a
there
was
and
services
indoors,
ligious
Federal street, there was a large attenlaok of tlie regular spirited servioe near
Brewer speaking on Salvation.
dance,Mr.
In place of the
the Custom House
There was an open air meeting fon the
workers with their hymns and prayers,
was attended by a large
square, which
there was a woman who was|once widely
crowd. Brig. Brewer also conducted the
known here, who stood half intoxioated
meeting there.
Yesterday at 11 a. m.,
on the street corner and repeated bits of
he spoke on “Holiness,” and he was asYears ago the station and
many plays.
sisted in conducting the meeting
by
the court room knew- her well, but she
Staff Captain Parker and Marshal, Capt.
was
to
reported
dropped out of sight, and
Habershaw and Miss Thompson. At 3
have died in Boston. A wreck of herself,
o’clock the little ohild of Mr. and Mrs.
the
and the sport of a crowd of boys,
Brewer was dedicated to the Lord. At
and
a
most
was
outcast
impressive
poor
m.
the subjeot was “A Grand
7.30 p.
pathetic object lesson.
Battle for Souls, Brig. Brower conductIt was a quiet day with the men in the
ing the meeting.
coastwise service.
Entertainment at the Sherwood.
Beached While Beaking.
The optertainment given at The SherNew London, Conn., November 16.— wood
Saturday evening, for a charitable
Schooner
Senator Grimes, Hill, New
well attended, and the reYork tor Calais, Me.,was towed to the object, was
mud flats
today because of a leak in a ceipts must have been satisfactory. The
Diver Soott went donations
seam on the bottom.
placed in the barrel were very
her and stopped the leak so the
under
included everything from
welcome and
Vessel can proceed.
sewing materials to groceries.
Funeral of Kev. Tliomas Stone.

Hudson, Mass., November 16.—The
funeral of the venerable Rev. Thomas T.
the oldest
Stone, D. D., of Rolton,
alumnus of Bowdoin College, was held at
the Unitarian church there this afternoon
The remains
and was largely attended.
for burial,
were taken to Salem, Mass.,
where further services were held.
Spanish Defeated.
Key West, Fla., November 16.—Passengers by the steamer Olivette tonight report that Goinez and Maceo have passed
from the Camaguey to the Lasillas dis
trict. The insurgent Matago.with 500
man, has bad an engagement with Spanish troops near Cienga Zapatos, provinee
of Matanzas. The Spanish colonel was
and
wounded
captured and 60 of his
The insurgents lost 25 killed
men killed.
and wounded.

Miss

Sarah

appear,

but

lighted

her

Chaddock

unable to

was

Miss Mary S. McCobb dehearers by her admirable recital of “Midsummer Night’s Dream’
Miss McCobb has a remarkably happy
power of
expression and in the soenes
of Pyramus and Thisbe particularly carried her audience with her.

TheJcaBh reoeipts

were

$41.

Burglary.

Floyd

Healing

in

WEST END

CHARGED.

FRAUD

JOTTINGS.

Itegard

to

tlieKowell Syndicate A Sermon
•

Trading Coinpauy.
a

Corporation.

for Herbert D. Rowell, F. A.
Waldron, for other oreditors whose olaims

appeared
were

presented,

anu mr.

ucirranoo ior

Mr.

Goodwill Farm.

At the
The Good Will Record says:
olose of the morning servioe in the First

Baptist church, Portland,

a

man

an-

nounced that if the ohurch and Sunday

accepted.

collections

were

The
as

Another
dollar
fund.
day later to be added. A splen-

and the Girls’

arrived a
did record.

>

.

cines but has

o

as

a

practically given
blood purifier, pos-

of

whole

the

Greenaway.

Kate Greenaway and her subjects are in
town and will be at Congress
Square
■Jmrch on Thursdav evening.

ness was

as

they

were

to

a

almost unknown,

life in which sickthe Indian did not
realize the
of

meaning

pain,

or

anticipate
it and suffer

would
d o under
similar ciras we

°
°
°
°
®

Health

powers.
its persuasive
need

□ISE
□ERCIIANTS

a

good
and

fey

^

in three different states have sent us eager and liberal
We fill such orders, although the Plushes were
bought to supply Portland—and vicinity—customers. At the
present rate of output none will be left when Christmas is just around the
corner.

Sail cloth weave, not monotonous
silk-pile, finish
but
in bunches, 48 inch,
$1.00
all are right. These Plushes
87
Novelties,
l-2c
Crepe-family
are blood relations to

Quality,

wounded to a point
where death would be a certainty
with us, they could be brought
back to life by nature’s own remedies, which acted in the most wonderful manner on systems unharmed by injuriThe tribe greatest skilled in the
ous drugs.
been the Kickuse of Indian medicines has ever
For such ills as they encountered they
apoos.
or

4

USed

instance:

1.1.
aiune aucw

1

4

SUCH

spccmcs

cis

Lucy

1_

but at

selling
shortly.

—*

deranged condition of tl\e
All of these are purely
to-day throughout the

kidneys, liver, stomach and blood.
vegetable and are made and sold

world, exactly as they were centuries ago, when
they were made by the Indians of roots, barks, herbs, gums
and leaves of their own gathering, and each absolutely
infallible for the cure of such disorders as they are incivilized

^All druggists

These Plushes
See the west
them.

S
o

o

medicine, get

o

Hood’s,

t

'ZSLSLSJLSISLSISLSISJISLSISLSISI
Prepared by C. I. Hood dfcvCo., Lowell, Mass. #1,

Hood’s Pills

after-dinner

nilii

49 cts.
window show of

4UVU«

are

second regiment
this
French-Silk-Plush
is
no
better in texbrigade
ture than the first, but is 21 inches
wide; the first lot measures 18.
Every color worth having. The

The

of

pure black.

The

39

cent

29 cts.
25 cts.

constable &
CO.’S Regal Henriettas, pure
These
pure silk and wool.
are the
triumph of English

Arnold
goods
weaving.

This is the only make we know of
69 cts. that never wears shiny or greasy,
$1.25 quality at
Pick blindfold in either lot and that does not catch and hold the
you’ll make no mistake, all are right! dust.
Prices from
$1.00 to $2.50

MOREEN.

High grade

Moreen, that

IT’S ENGLISH

stiffness
Full width,

YOU KNOW.

in

stiff
its
weathers.

retains

all

37 1-2 Cts,

MENTION

tailor
suitThe
aristocratic
ings.
th ing that we told you of a

month

SPECIAL
Sebastapols.

First,
ebony black,
Second,

checks in tricolor, zig-zag
inch.
checks, minute plaids in well toned
50
color combinations,
inches,

38 inch, heavy
the 75 cent kind,

cord,

Our

3

pieces highest grade,
best black bargain,

45

$1.00

The $1.60 quality.

$1.00

Also

a

Steam Shrunk

Clay Diago-

nal 5ft lnnTi

SOME
piece

4£two

49 cts.

tigo.

Tiny

always to relate facts, not fancies, as to the ininnerable Bargains we advertise. By so doing we have
the Confidence of the Public, when they see on our
Counters the Garments made up to style, quality up

TWILLS, excellent quali-

INDIA
ty,

Fine wool Henriettas,

English

IT IS OUR POLICY

:_

A A
X X

kind,

*

sell them.

Ten
is still unbroken, 62 1-2 cts.*57 cts., 50 cts., 39 cts.
the present rate of
These prices represent 20 to 30
the best shades will styles of choice Black Novelty, 38 to

be exhausted

The KICKAPOO INDIAN SAQWA

tended for.

75 cts.

COLOR-LINE

The KICKAPOO INDIAN Salve, for Cuts, Bruises,
x
Burns, Etc.
for all pain.
cure
INDIAN
KICKAPOO
Oil, quick
The

a

street costumes,

Serge, 50 inch, 75cts.
styles crepy figures, 75JctS.

The KICKAPOO INDIAN Worm Killer, for Worms.
The KICKAPOO INDIAN Cough Cure, for Coughs,
Colds, Hoarseness, Sore Throat and all Lung complaints.

resulting from

SERGE, wide wale, for

STORM

Surah

1

iw

Lyons

Silk Velvets.
No poor relations either.

—

for all diseases

TWENTY

$1.25

cumstances; and
then, too, when sick

WOULD CALL it a
of blind-dumb-luck thal

PLAIDS

Quite

HQ

AS LOW AS 10 CTS.
Of
pretty styles.

course
gave us another 36-^iece lol
to the Standard and Prices the very lowest. So it is
they're not wool,
25 cts.
with the overcoats we wish to call your attention to of these exclusive goods last Satur- Plaids, much wool,
been
not
overcoat
has
it
weather,
day.
today; although
DELIGHT.
yet you will want one just the same and now is the It’s the luck that comes of beinj;
One
would
Thirty styles.
time to buy when you can have your pick from our known to large importers as capabh
think to look them over, that
of handling great lots of high clasi
Selected Stock.
combination
every possible Plaid
stuff.

HIGHLANDER'S

had been exhibited here.

FOR $3.9$

We can give you
worth $6.00.

FOR

$5.9$

Overcoats of

a

good Heavy Blue Chinchilla

Black, Blue and Grey Beaver; good

Black Beavers and Grey Frieze, cut long and
Single Breasted, worth $8.00.

FOR $$.00

A good Black Beaver, finished in the latest style,
worth $10.00.

FOR $8.48

A Small Lot

good quality;
manufacture;

$(6.00.

of

THIS

We have extra values made front Blue and
Black Beavers, cut single and double breasted;
would be cheap at $13 & $15.

styles

were

Price while

selected out

SCOTCH

PLAIDS,

AND

Styles

until this season.
45 inches wide,

o:

they last, $1.0t 1

WOOL
never seen

75 cts

SHEETS IN COLD sleeping rooms have been the wreck of
many a constitution.
Chill sheets have neither danger or discomfort to the wise
who sleeps in Flannelette Night-Robes,

CHILL

Blue and Black Chinchillas, woman
price way below the cost of
retail price would be low at

FOR $10 & $12

FOR $15

190.

our
a

50 cts.

second lot of Englisl
Tailor Suitings is better thai
the first.

The 36

FOR $6.00

39 cts.

Twenty styles Beauty Plaids,

value for $8.00

FOUR

kinds, just

in and for sale in

Round

our

Cotton Underwear Section;
full sleeves, great sweep,

yoke, broad sailor collar, extra
beauty cloth, $1.19, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75.

•
Fine Kersey’s, colors: Blue, Black and Browns.
Up to date, worth $18.00.

FOR $18 & $20

J. R. LIBBY.

A line of Kerseys, they are beauties, eolors:
Blacks, Blues and Browns; serge and satin lined,
singled breasted and proper length, good values
and worth more money.

o|
o

If you

only

of ardent customers.

offers for them.

Messenger’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine, Cumberland ss, November
leth, A. D., 1895.
is to give notice, that on the 14th day
oi November, A. D.,
1895, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Infor
said
County of Cumberland,
solvencythe
estate of
against
ALBERT D. MOREY, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on
the 14th day of November, A. D. 1895,to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the
payment of any debts to or
by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of
any property by him ure forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor, to prove their debts and choose one
or more assignees of his estate will be held
ataCourtof Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court Room, in said Portland, in said County of
Cumberland, on the 2nd day of December,
A. D., 1895, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
C. L. BUCKNAM.
the Court of
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger ofCumberland.
Insolvency tor said County of
pov 18&-25

Oliver B. Dorrance, of Brooklyn,
Kings County. State of New York, by^his
mortgage deed, dated she nineteenth day of
March, A. D. 1866, and recorded in the Registry of deeds lor the County of Cumberland, and
State of Maine, in Book 340, Page 412, conveyed to Samuel Hanson, of Buxton, in the county
ol York, and said State of Maine, two undivided
tenth parts of all that traot of parcel of land
situated In Cape Elizabeth, in said County of
Cumberland, commonly called the “Great
Pond.” together with the lands contiguous
thereto, there oeing in the whole about two
hundred and fifty acres; and whereas the said
Samuel Hanson, by his deed, dated the eighteenth day of October, A. D, 1866, assigned
and made over to me, the undersigned, all his
right, title and Interest in and to said mortgage and the land therein described and the
debt therein seourod; and whereas tho condition of said mortgage has been broken;
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the oondition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Portland, in said County of Camberland, this sixteenth day of November, A. lx
1899,

Whereas

THIS

at

bidding.

genial glances

French

o

o

comes

before the

melting

£ FOR $22, $25 & $28

field.

Wins because it Cures.
It
Cures because it purifies, vitalizes and enriches the blood.
Disease cannot resist its potent

whose Plusli-tub is right side up, and directly
pouring spout. The Four-thousand-piece lot is fast

is the woman

under the

silk plush that BLACKS.
easily in the large Boston
Styles and mor® of
stores at a Dollar, is here in
Black Novelties at
$1.25
49 cts.
abundance at
In every possible picture that
That’s a cart before the horse
looms can paint, waves, spots, dashes
price. The 4 is where the 9 ought and geometry run wild.
to be.
Mohair rules most of them,

Sarsaparilla
S°

Plush here.

raining

sells

To convince yon off what we say, we
wish yon to call and examine the same.
g

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LIBBY. |
It’s fairly

You can get the cream of our stock, made equal
to any custom made and at a much Lower Pr ice

Hood’s
Kate

J

o
o

it,

Reared

f-

_NEW

ADVEKTISEMEStlS.

JTR,

The Indian Heartless in Inflicting and Calm in
Undergoing Physical Pain.

o|

rilla at the head of all medi-

session

following Sunday
follows:
Morning

collection, $53.03; oollootion in the Sun$55.07; a Sunday sohool
day school,
class contributed an envelope containing
The amount of the collection was
$5.00.
Edward P. Chase,
doubled by Mr.
according to his pledge, and we received
the proceeds to be
a cheek for $209.10;
equally divided between the Boys’ Home,

*'

wins, and Merit has not

only placed Hood's Sarsapa-

school would devote the collections of the
following Sunday to Good Will Farm, he
The offer
would give dollar for dollar.
was

|fefflns, waffles, griddle cakes, Coe:
Thq ve.ry liest it always jnakes^

^rinririmnnrinr^

(Merit

NEW

“is Future

ltemedlal

_x.

J. Nute's

pies and buns,
Dumplings, puddings, Sally buns,')

Question

hear-

*.

Biscuit, cake, pot

tho

Punishment

Ruv. F. A. Leitoh preached a sermon
Saturday night, last there
ing before Hon. Charles F. Johnson, as at West Fnd Methodist churoh last evefor his text Luke
reoeiver of the Rowell
Sydicate and ning taking
XV., “BeTrading company of which H. X). Rowell tween us and you there is a gieat gulf
was
The com- fixed.” The speaker said:
manager, at Waterville.
and
Leaving tho introduction with regard
pany was organized, February 9th,
Dives and Lazarus we strike the
to
was officially
approved by Hon. Frederick central thought and
teaching of the
A. Powers as attorney general February
Tlio
doctrine of eternal
Scriptures
25th. June 14th an order was made by punishment is a truth in the intellect of
Chief Justice Peters, on a petition signed man, not yet a fact in his experience. If
exceeds our comprehension, wo must
by C. F. Carpenter, treasurer of this it
We
may not bo able to
not reject it.
company, fixing July 1st as the date of a perceive a single reason
for
the perhearing on applications for a recoiver and mission of evil, yet stern fact proves it
Similarly, supposing mortal man
true.
Mr. Johnson was appointed.
unable to conceivo the rational of an unThe petition sets forth what the Rowell
ceasing penalty, that, would accord no
Syndicate and Trading company was ground for rejecting it in the face of
Neither have
where its place of business was established positive divine testimony.
to reject a doctrine because it
and that the proceedings were directed wo a right
our
to
inclinations.
Sin and
is opposed
against the directors, stockholders and impenitonoo widens the breach between
The bill in equity of C. F. the siner and God. Impenitence is part of
managers.
a
gulf of character,
Carpenter' treasurer of the respondent tlio “Great Gulf,
tho grace of God in
this
by
passable
corporation states that E’ebruary 15th, world but impassable, eternal and un1895, H, D. Rowell was the alleged owner changeable in the next.
Christ also
distinction:
the
and possessor of three stocks of merchan- makes
“Sheep and
and
the
wicked
The
The
just.
dise in three stores in Bath, Waterville Goats.
of sin
and essence
is open
and Skowhegan, and that about that^date quality
rebellion against God and conscience. A
Rowell executed in bill of sale of the self separation from the spirits center, its
the finite will tearing
merchandise in those stores to F'orest A. life and its hope;
itself from the iullnite, whilo tho voice of
in
trust
for
tho
Rowell,
purchasing love imploringly erks: Why will ye die?
partner, and that this bill of sale was dnNo scxjpture speaks of God as passing
as a mediator. To be withposited with Carpenter as treasurer, and over thaft-gulf
_i
4-l-wa of-fvt’Tml ’nnsanaainn
of coif
later was abstracted
D.
by Herbert
God would part
unredeemed, is Hell.
Rowell who has refused to return it, or with His son; could see Him hang as a
a oopy.
It is aiso charged that Charles viotim of man’s sin; but God cannot part
“The soul that sinneth
W. Morrill and wife conveyed, by a deed with His birth:
it shall die.
of sale, to the Rowell company merchanindisSome seek to honor God with
dise in an Augusta store in exchange for criminate mercy embracing the world in
penitent
700 shares company stock, a part of which His arms, hating sinner and
saint. “Ye shall live.’’
money remains unpaid, and Mis. Morrill
This is the teaohing that damned this
began a suit and attached the stook in world. The serpent said: “Thou shalt
Blind subterfuge, “Ye shall
the store, and H. D. Rowell also began a not dia
suit against the corporation and attached be as Gods!’’
That was the rook upon which the frail
stock in the store. It is also olalmed' that
barque struok; the finite seeing superby the consent of all parties the stocks natural eminence, Satan himself fell bein the stores wero transferred to the com- neath the sura of ambitious maze. Man
die I
the ages cries, I shall not
pany as its sole property and that H. D. through
I am as a God, self I worI shall live 1
Rowell in his capacity of
let me bow to m y
manager, ship; give me self;
bought a lot of merchandise and mingled idols and serve my lusts.
Conscience is the voice of God speaking
it with the merchandise in the company’s
to the spirit man. It applies the abstract
and
that ForestA. Rowell without
stores,
A man does unlaw to concrete oases.
authority, gave H. D. Rowell a bill of questionably know whether ho means to
sale of all the merchandise, which
he do wrong and he invariably known that
When consoienoe is
done wrong.
held in trust, and H. D. Rowell olalmed he has
thus violated, it cries out, treason to God,
it under the conveyance.
also demands redress, shows man his
It is
fatal
claimed that the respondents gave their mistake and under tho’light of revelation
to
condition.
Better
his
lost
him
promissory notes, as their contribution to shows
into
have never been born than pass
the company, amounting to $1300, and
eternity with an offended conscience, an
endorsed by Mr. Carpenter,
and the unforgiven
“The worm dieth
heart.
“There is a great gulf fixed.’’
makers have refused to oancel tho com- not.’’
in their integrity come men in their
Men
plainant’s endorsement
the author
Man is
integrity depart.
The
also of his own oharacter, and responsible for
Mr. Carpenter
treasurer,
the
In
ruin.
integrity of his
alleges that in defiance of tho provisions liis own
the fruits of his
of the by-laws of tho company and those body and soul he reaps
“Whatsoever a man sows
own devioes.
that usually attaoh to the duties
of
In the reunion
that shall he also reap.
Mr.
H.
has
taken
D.
Rowell
man suffers the eternal
soul
and
treasurer,
of body
The harvest is the oharaoter
and converted to his own use $1000 of the result.
Sin is taken
formed by the seed time.
company funds, and that he is taking the confirmed into eternity. His
very nature
merchandise
in
of
the
of
sale
He sins still.
the
God.
from
away
is turned
prooeods
“Ye shall die In your
the stores, already mentioned in fraud of A double death:
An eternal wedlock to the essence
and sins.
the
rights of the stockholders
of those things which conscience so loudand has
creditors of tho corporation,
ly protested against. “They whioh would
changed the sign on the Waterville store pass from hence to you cannot neither
to us that would come from
by covering up all but the word can they pass
thence.
“Rowell,” and has taken the merchanConscience outraged, degraded sees no
dise in it and demanded that in the Bath possible hope, cries out In maddened destore. The oomplainant also alleges the spair. Lost! Lost eternal anguish Is folt
bliss of
to forgoe the
at being forced
oompany liabilities, are in excos3 of $5000 heaven. Its natural home the
bosom of
overdue
and
the
is
of whioh $4000
corpo- God by a union with that wmcn it al“The unHe also states ways protested against—sin.
ration alleged insolvent.
Gen sin compromise
that he believes that H.D. Rowell assisted quenchable fire”
Never
with the offen led conscience?
by the respondent C. B. Green, F. A. What water* is ojld enough to oool the
Rowell and A. W. Harvey have conspired heat of that flame?
“Shame ami everlasting
contempt.”
to defteud the stockholders and oreditors
united with a
Shame at being thus
of the
thing so unholy. Contempt for the loathThe prayer of the petitioner was for the some creature, sin.
Here then even in the lost themselves
appointment of a receiver, the preventing
There
of H. D. Rowell from acting in any way there is another impossible gulf.
imare thus three things from which an
the reand that
as for the company,
His conpenitent sinner cannot escape.
B.
W.
A.
in
an
C.
of
sin
record
his
Green,
Harvey, science
spondents
His
immediated
past.
C. W. Morrill and L. H. Folsom be re- irriversable
Unless sin Is
in pit of despair.
D. presence
strained from paying money to H.
to bo awfully punished the language of
of
the
notes
enor
any
putting
is
Rowell,
scripture extravagant
When Paul thought on his theme and
dorsed by the treasurer in
circulation,
of
the 'note saw God’s love in redemption he wept.
and the makers or holders
David’s greetings were touched when he
canoel the endorsement.
contemplated the sins and the fate of the
“Honor has taken hold on me
On the petition Judge Whitehouse ap- wioked.
of tho wicked that forsake thy
pointed Receiver Johnson, who will bocause
law.”
certify to the facts brought out at the
Rivers of water run down my eves, beW. cause they keep not thy laws of God.
hearing on the claims to the courts.
should
God is not willing that any
F. P. Fogg and F. A. Waldron are the
God wills that
oross that gulf unsaved.
complainant’s solicitors.
In
saved.
God’s
word
be
all men should
It is thought the claims
against the as well as in His works we find abundant
there ar^ also
Mr. S. L. evidenoes of love, but
company will be about $9000.
which make for
destruction,
Larrabee appeared at the hearing for F. powers
in the realm of
both
are abundapt,
E. Briggs of Deering Center, a creditor proofs
The love of
the material and spiritual.
and God requires that this
who olaims to have received notes
“gulf should be
Love
requires punishment.
mortgages from H. I>. Rowell for goods fixed.”
involves
separation.
valued at $697, and.these wore singed .by Punishment
A crime has been committed palo horror
C. W. and Olivia E. Morrill for $700.
sits on all luces, doors aro barred, iustioe
Herbert D. Rowell demands payment lots looso
the criminal is
her officers,
for all his original stooks of goods, ana caught, tried, executed. By what motive
to sign the
hand
is
the
impelled
judgo’s
olaims to hold the notes of the corpora13 it want of
warrant for execution?
tion for the amount claimed, instead of
The love of the innocent and
pity? No.
stook in the corporation as is otherwise regard for their peace, purity and honor
The
upon his hand.
brings
pressure
Receiver Johnson was unable
olaimed.
who would reward obedience,
the Saturday magistrate
to go into this claim at
must punish rebellion.
Love herself, bleeding dying, redeemhearing, because of the absence of C. F.
for
material
witness
the
a
ing love with her own hands will bar the
Carpenter,
When love puts on her
door ot Heaven.
corporation. This claim brings Herbert armor, what hope for the man who has
D. Rowell into the oaso as a creditor of compelled her to be his enemy.
Here
stockholder. then is another impassable gull.
the company instead of a
on
the claims
of
was
The Shearing
oreditors. Judge Philbrook of Waterville
was

Briggs.

olub room at Stroudwater was
broken imo Saturday night
and about
$50 worth of property taken
belonging to Mr. Nute and others.
Last
night officers Keating and Harmon arrested
three young fellows named
Metcalf and Harmon for the
Herrick,
theft and recovered some cf the property.
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